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SUMMARY

The discovery of high temperature superconducttvtty in

copper oxide based materials have generated enormous amount

of activities on these materials because of their high scientific and

technological potential. One of the immediate approaches towards

search for new and better materials is made through doping studies.

Doping studies can provide information about the fundamental mecha

nism behind the observed properties. improve the properties of

existing materials, provide new materials and compounds with

superior properties and tailor the properties of existing materials

for specific technological applications. During doping. the dopants

can go into the lattice of the host material or can react with the

host material to form a secondary phase or can remain as an

impurity. In conventional superconductors, additives and second

phase along with the parent phase have prominent role in enhancing

the current densities to several times especially in applied magnetic

field through flux pinning. The presence of minor quantities of

additives and impurities acts as flux trapping centers, so that

extremely high values of current passes through - the superconductor

in presence of applied magnetic field. In the present investigation

attempts have been made to study the effect of additives such as

BeO, Nb2 OS' Sb2°3 , Sn0 2 and zr02 on high temperature supercon

ductor YBa2 CU3 07_ ~ (YBCO) . The resultant variations on super

conducting transition temperature, crystal structure, current density

and the nature of secondary phases due to the· addttfves were

studied by XRD, SEM and resistivity measurements.
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The thesis is divided into seven chapters. The first

chapter gives a general introduction to superconductivity, the sattent

features of superconductors compared to conventional conductors,

evolution of superconducting materials through the years till date.

A brief survey of the important studies on YBa 2 CU3 07_ ~ compound

and its crystal structure is also included.

The second chapter deals with the experimental methods

and techniques such as solid state reaction to form compounds, XRD

and 5EM for characterisation, measurement techniques of current

density, resistivity, thermopower etc. which have been used to

study in the present investigation.

The effect of dopants such as BeO, Nb20S
' 5b 203 ' 5n02 and

Zr02 on the structure of YBCO as well as its superconducting proper

ties are described in chapter 3. It was found that the above dopants

are not going appreciably into the lattice of YBCO. Also these

dopar.ts do not reduce the superconducting transition temperature of

YBSO, if small quantities of the dopants are added. But x-ray

powder diffraction studies have shown that all the above dopants

except BeO react with YBCO and form a second phase during proce

ssing at 9S0
0 C. The current densities of Nb2 Os and 5n02 added

YBCO increase by two to three times whereas the current densities

of 5b203 and Zr02 added YBCO remain more or less same as that

for pure YBCO. The most important finding observed in doped YBCO

is the enhanced oxygen absorption compared to undoped YBCO.

Usually .the YBCO absorbs oxygen at a slow rate and in order to get
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a superconducting orthorhomblc phase. slow cooling of processed

YBCO in an oxygen atmosphere Is essential. If we quench the

oundoped YBCO from temperatures above 800 C. it will always result

in tetragonal structure. But in the case of YBCO doped with Nb20S'

5b 20a• 5n0 2 and Zr02• it Is found that a superconducting orthorhom

bic phase could be obtained even If we quench the processed YBCO

ofrom 9S0 C to room temperature in oxygen atmosphere. The enhanced

oxygen absorption in doped YBCO is attributed to the modified micro-

structure with the formation of a second phase.

Experiments have been carried out to identify the secondary

phase formed in YBCO due to the addition of different dopants.

Chapter 4 describes the synthesis of a new class of ceramic

compounds Ba2 YNb06• Ba 2 Y5b06• Ba2 Y5n06 and Ba2 YZr0 6 from its

constituent oxides. These compounds originally appeared as a

secondary phase in YBa2CUa07_ ~ due to the additives Nb20S' 5b 20a•

5002 and zr02 . It - has been reported by other researchers· that

the secondary phase formed due to the dopants 5b 20a, 5n02 and

Zr02 8S SbZOS' BaSnOa and BaZrOa respectively. But the present

investigation proved that the secondary phases are BaZ YA06 and

not BaAOa where A = Nb. Sn, Sb or Zr. The above four compounds

have been synthesised as a single phase material, optfmtsed the

processing conditions to get a highly sintered body with good mecha-

nical strength. The crystal structure has been identified as cubic

perovskite with relatively high value of lattice parameter a ~ 8.4a A.

The dielectric properties of the sintered bulk materials have been

evaluated as a function of frequency at room temperature. The
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chemical reactivity of the above ceramic compounds with the super-

conductor YBa2CU307_~ have been studied and found to be non-reactive.

The thermal conductivity and the specific heat of the compounds have

also been measured.

Almost all the known ceramic insulators react with YBCO

at elevated temperatures of processing so that there was no attempt

to prepare a ceramic insulator-superconductor composite. Thin film

of YBa2CU307_~hasbeen prepared on single crystals of MgO, LaA103

SrTi0:3 etc. But if we powder these and mix with YBa 2Cu307_S
and

oheat at 950 C and above, we can see that the superconducting proper-

ties are destroyed. Due to the non-reactivity of the new compounds

Ba 2 YA06 with the superconductor YBa 2 CU3 07_ ~ ceramic insulator

superconductor composites have been prepared successfully for the

first time. Chapter 5 deals with the preparation and characteri-

sation of the insulator-superconductor composites.

systems studied at present are

Ba2YNb06 YBa 2CU307_ 7>

Ba2YSb06 YBa2Cu30 7_ s
•

Ba2YSn06
. YBa2CU30 7_ ~

Ba2YZ1"06 YBa2Cu30 7-1

The composite

Thl3 normal state percolation and superconducting state percolation

behaviour of the ceramic insulator-superconductor composites have

been studied extensively based on conductivity measurements. The
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present investigation proved that YBCO forms composites with

Ba
2

YSn0S and Ba2 YNbOS throughout the entire volume range. The

percolation theory for insulator-metal composites holds fairly good

for the ceramic insulator-superconductor composites, Ba
2

YSnO
S

- YBa
2Cu30 7_

S

and Ba 2YNbOS-YBa2Cu307_ s systems. In the case of Ba2YSbOS-YBa2Cu307_~

and Ba 2 YZrOS -YBa 2 CU3 07 -:5 systems, the percolation theory holds

good for low volume percentage of insulating phase. But for higher

volume percentages, the model deviates considerably. The percola-

tion threshold values obtained for the normal state transport proper-

ties and superconducting states are in the same range. In the case

of Ba2 YNb06 -YBa Z CU3 07_ ~ and Ba 2YSn06 -YBa 2 CU307_ ~ the

threshold values are around 20 vol % of YBa2 CU3 07-~ whereas for

Be Z YSb06 -YBa
Z

CU3 °7_ , composite it is around 30 vol % and for

Ba
Z

YZr0 6 - YBaZCU3 07_ J composite, the threshold volume is around

35 vol % for YBa
Z

cU3 07_ b XRD and SEM studies were carried

out to see the phase combatibility and reactivity of the composites.

The studies have proved that practically there is no reaction

between YBCO and Be
Z

YA06 if the processing temperatures are opti

mised below 10000C.

In chapter 6 the preparation of a normal metal-ceramic super-

conductor composite Ag-YBa 2CU307_ ,l has been described. Its super

conducting properties, normal state transport properties were studied

and explained by the percolation theory.

Finally chapter seven gives a conclusion of the above

investigation, the identification of the secondary phases' formed
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in YBa2cua07_!> due to the dopants Nb20S ' Sb20a• Sn02 and Zr02 •

preparation of the compounds as a single phase material from their

constituent oxides and confirmation of the secondary phase as it

is by studying the phase combatibility etc. Further it is suggested

that the new compounds synthesised in chapter 4 can be used as

a possible substrate for the deposition of thin films of YBa2Cua07_ S

primarily due to the non-reacttvtty ,
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CHAPTER 1

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The discovery of high temperature superconducting transi

tion (1-8) in copper oxide based materials, has generated enormous

amount of activities in the field of superconductors because of its

high scientific and technological potential. The special features

of superconductors compared to conventional conductors are the dissi

pationless current carrying capacity in presence of strong magnetic

field and the Josephson phenomenon observed in weakly-coupled

junctions. These two features of superconducting materials have

been exploited into technological devices where the efficiency is

several orders higher compared to conventional materials and in

certain cases we cannot expect an equal par in normal conductors

and materials. But the main difficulty with the classical super

conductors are that they exhibit superconductivity only at extremely

low temperatures, where cooling to such lower temperatures is very

expensives and have lot of practical limitations. But the break

through achieved in increasing the superconducting transition to

relatively higher temperatures has widened the scope for its use

into reality.

1.1 CLASSIFICATION OF MATERIALS BASED ON BAND THEORY

Band theory of solids explains the electrical conductivity

in solids (9-11). Accordingly materials are classified into
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(i) insulators, (11) semi-conductors and (11i) metals. In insulators

there exists a wide energy gap between the conduction band and

valence band whereas in metals, the valence band and conduction

band overlap together, thus there is no energy gap. In semiconduc-

tors the energy gap lies in between insulators and metals.

Superconductors belong to the group of metallic materials (10,

11) • The important determinant of the properties of the superconduc-

ting state is the energy gap that exists between the lowest excita-

tion state and the energy levels of the ground state of the system.

For electrons in metals, the allowed states form a continuous

spectrum in energy, so that any arbitrarily small amount of energy

added to a system in its ground state can cause an excitation from

ground state. The energy gap plays an important role in determining

the properties of a superconductor compared to normal metals.

1.2 THE SALIENT FEATURES OF SUPERCONDUCTORS

Superconductors have four important characteristics (9-12) .

(i) Zero resistivity which means that a superconductor is an elec-

trically perfect conductor. In addition, superconductors have three

critical parameters; critical temperature

H
C

and critical current density

T , critical magnetic field
c

It has been recognised that

the most difficult parameter to be developed is high critical current

density (11) The Meissner effect, i. e. superconductors show

perfect diamagnetism. (11i) The Josephson effect, an electric property

in the superconductor/insulator/superconductor triple layers and

weakly coupled junctions. If we apply the current through the
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insulator, tunnelling effect is observed. We can use this effect

for switching systems. (iv) Quantization of magnetic field occurs.

A magnetic flux is measured digitally by the minimum amount of

flux (2 h ). Zero resistivity and Meissner effect are related
e

to electric power applications where large values of current and

magnetic fields are coming into picture. The Josephson effect and

quantization are related to the microelectronic applications.

1.3 BRIEF SURVEY OF CONVENTIONAL SUPERCONDUCTORS

Superconductivity was first observed (13) by Kamerlingh

Onnes in mercury in 1911, three years after he first liquified the

He gas. Then the phenomenon was observed in many metals and

alloys and .inorganic compounds. Tables 1.1 and 1.2 list the

important superconducting metals, alloys and inorganic compounds (9, 14).

It is now believed (10, 11) that supercurrents are being carried

by Cooper pairs and have been explained by BCS theory.

1.4 THE DISCOVERY OF fiGH Tc SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IN CUPRATES

Eventhough superconductivity was observed in perovskite

materials (15) and some tungsten bronze compounds (16) long before,

the superconducting transition temperatures in those materials were

very low. In 1986 Bednorz and Muller first announced (1) the

discovery of high Tc superconductivity in La2_x Ba x CuO4 with a

transition temperature of 30 K. Tc further increased to 35 K when

Ba was replaced with Sr. Soon after superconductivity was observed

in YBa 2CU30 7_S
compound with Tc of 92 K (2, 3), bismuth alkaline

earth cuprates with Tc of 110 K (4, 5) and thallium alkaline earth
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Table 1.1: Superconductivity of some selected
metals and alloys (After 9)

Compound T (K)
c

(SN)x polymer 0.26

Ti
2Co

a.44

Laaln 10.4

NbN 16.0

VaGa 16.5

VaSi 17.1

NbaAI 17.5

NbaSn 18'.05

NbaGe 2a.2



Table 1.2:

Compounds

SrTi0
3

(perovskite)

A
XW03

(tungsten bronze)

LixTi20 4 (perovskite)

Ba(Pb 8i)03 (perovskite)

TiO

M0
6

A S6 (A = Ag,Cu)
-x x

CURh
2Se4

(chalcogenides)

-5-

Superconductivity of some selected
inorganic compounds (After 14)

T (K)
c

0.7

6

4

4

13.7

13

2.3

10-15

2.5-13

4.8

3.5
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cuprates with T of 125 K (6-8). The compound La
2

Sr CU0
4

disco-c -x x

vered by Miiller with the general formula A2 ~O4 (A = La) and

(B = Cu) possess K 2NiF4 structure where the B ions interact only

in the a-b plane. The structure of the A2 BO 4 complex oxides is

related to the perovskite structure which is that of the ABO 3 com-

plex oxide. In the K
2NiF4 structure- (see Fig. 1.1), the B atoms

have the same environment as in perovskite, ie., six oxygen atoms

arranged octahedrally, but A atoms have an unusual arrangement of

nine oxygen atoms instead of the original' twelve neighbours in

perovskite AB03.

shown in Fig. 1.1.

The structure of La
2

Sr CU04 is same as that-x x

La(Sr) occupies A site in the K2 NiF4 structure

and Cu the B sites. The unit cell parameters are a = 3.78 A and

c = 3.23 A (16 A). The compound YBa2Cu307_~ has an orthorhombic

unit cell (a = 3.816 A, b = 3.883 A, c = 11.698 A) with an oxygen

deficient perovskite structure ( Fig. 1.3) (34) .

discussed in detail in section 1.9.

The structure is

The important rare earth cuprate superconductors are listed

in Table 1.3 and bismuth and thallium compounds are listed in Table 1.4

with their corresponding transition temperatures. All the above

compounds are P type conductors (17, 18) and have _CuO planes

with layer structure.
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,.",""i"-- -._~~
t"- - ...----,.- I, I

••I,
I

a:e~-_.!

o Ni

eK
OF

Fig . 1.1: Crystal s tructure of K
ZNIF4

type of oxides A
ZB04
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Table 1.3: Crystal symmetry and unit cell parameters of
rare earth cuprate superconductors along with T

c

Oxide Symmetry

a

Lattice parameter
A

b c

T
c

K

Lal.85sr.15Cu04 Tetragonal 3.78 13.23 35

YBa
2Cu307_ S

Orthorhombic 3.816 3.883 11.698 92

YBa2Cu4010
Tetragonal 3.86 27.24 80

* Orthorhombic 5.40 5.43 15.74 70Pb2Sr2ACu308_S

*(A = Lanthanide or Lanthanide + Sr or Ca)
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Table 1.4: Crystal symmetry and unit cell parameters of
bismuth and thallium cuprates along with T

c

Oxide Symmetry
Lattice parameter (A)

Tc
a b c (K)

Bi
2Sr2CU06

Orthorhombic 5.36 5.37 24.62 20

Bi2Sr2CaCu208 Orthorhombic 5.40 5.41 30.78 85

Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3010 Orthorhombic 5.40 5.41 37.18 110

T12Ba2Cu06
Tetragonal 3.86 23.24 6-80

T12Ba2CaCu208 Tetragonal 3.86 29.39 105

T12Ba2Ca2cu3010 Tetragonal 3.85 35.6 125

Tl2Ba2CU3Cu4012 Tetragonal 3.85 42.0 105

TlBa2CaCu207
Tetragonal 3.83 12.68 65

TlBa2Ca2cu309
Tetragonal 3.84 15.88 120

TlBa2Ca3Cu4011 Tetragonal 3.85 19.10 70
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1 ~ 5 N-TYPE SUPERCONDUCTORS

In early 1989. To1<ura et al , (19) reported n-type super-

conductivity in the Nd-Ce-Sr-Cu-O system. The general formula

of the compound is Nd2_x_ Y
CexsryCu04 with T = 28 K. In these

c
compounds the carriers are electrons. The Nd1.4 CeO.2 SrO.4 CU04 has

tetragonal structure with a = 3.85 A and c = 12.50 A. Some new

compounds with n-type superconductivity have been reported (20).

According to Mar1<ert et al. (20) Pr Th CuD and
1.85 .15 4-y

EU1.85 Ce .15 Cu0 4
with a T of 23 K and 13 K respectively are-y c

electronic superconductors.

1.6 THE NON-COPPER OXIDE SUPERCONDUCTORS

Superconductivity was observed in ceramic perovs1<ite mate-

ria1 BaPb
1_x Bi x03

(x = 0.0-0.35) by Sleight et al , (21) with a

T
c

of 13 K. In 1988 Cava et al . (22) discovered superconductivity

in Ba
1

1< Bi0
3

with a T of 30 K and many groups have reproduced-x x c
superconductivity in Ba1 K Bi03 with same T (23. 24).-x x c It has

a cubic structure and the superconducting properties are highly iso-

tropic in contrast to the copper oxide superconductors.

Kroto et al , (25) synthesised the cluster form of carbon.

named fullerene of which C60 is the archetype. The alkali metal

intercalation products of fullerenes show superconducting transition

in K3 CSO with Tc = 20 K (26) and Rb3CSO with T = 30 IC (27).

The superconductivity characteristic for these materials are very

similar to those of Ba(Pb/Bi)03 and (IC/Ba)Bi0
3

with large
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penetration depth ~ = 2500 A
o

• a short coherence length ( £. = 25 A0
) •

Landau Ginzberg parameter

behaviour (28) .

k = 100 expressing extreme type 11

1.7

1.7.1

PREPARATIVE MiPECTS OF YBCO

Many workers have carried out the phase diagram studies

of Y2 03 -BaO-CuO system (29-31). These preliminary phase diagram

studies established phase stability fields below liquidus temperature

o(around 950 C) and among the many phases only YBCO has been

clearly established to be a high Tc superconductor. The known

compounds in this system have been given by Frase et al. (29).

Karpinski et al. (32) carried out investigations on the high pressure

phase diagram (1-3000 bar oxygen) in Y-Ba-Cu-O system. They

found the existence of a multiphase region consisting of YBa2 CU4 0
8

(124). Y2Ba4Cu7014 (247) and YBa2 cU307•S(123) in the pressure

range 50-2000 bar oxygen. The compound YBa2 CU4 08 is also super

conducting and has a Tc of 80 K (32).

1.7.2

Preparation of homogeneous and well defined single phase

materials with uniform oxygen stoichiometry are necessary for. evalua-

tion of accurate physical parameters and for technological applications.

YBCO has been prepare\ as a single phase material by solid state

reaction method starting from stoichiometric amount of constituent

oxides/carbonates or nitrates (33). In this method the powders
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of different components in the appropriate ratio are mixed and

o
heated at 900-950 C in an oxygen atmosphere. YBca obtained in

this manner is oxygen defficient and non-superconducting. This

ocompound is annealed in an oxygen atmosphere at 450-500 C when

it absorbs more oxygen and acquires the superconducting properties.

YBca has been successfully synthesised from precursor

powders made by co-precipitation of mixtures of hydroxides, carbo-

nates, nitrates, oxalates, citrates and acetates (14,33-36). The

sol-gel method also has been used to synthesise YBCa (37, 38).

The advantage of these methods are that they yield fine powders

having particle size less than 1 micron and a better homogeniety

of phase. A major drawback of these processes are the side reac-

tions of the constituent metal ions.

Large quantities of YBca have been prepared by molten

oxide process (39), hot compaction (40), rapid solidification proce-

ssing (41) and aerosol flow reactor production (33) .

1.7.3 Single crystal growth

To study the intrinsic properties of YBCa one should use

single crystals. Many groups have tried to grow single crystals

of vaco (42-44). oYBCa melts incongruently above 970 c. So single

crystals cannot be obtained by solidification of the melt. Only

the flux method can be used to grow single crystals. The fluxes

used are BaCua 2 /coo mixtures. Phase diagram studies (30t31.~5)

give an idea about the temperature at which YBca is formed. Alkali
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chlorides have also been used as fluxes (33) • It is difficult to

prepare large single crystals of YBCO. Usually flaky crystals of

a few mm size are obtained by the flux method.

1.8 SOMB BASIC PARAMETERS OF YBCO

Some of the important properties of YBCO have been summari-

zed by Malozemoff et al. (46) and are as follows:

1. It is a type 11 superconductor

2. It is highly anisotropic

3. 21 -3Hall carrier density = 4 x 10 cm (for a material of resis-

tivity 400 I'JI- -cm just above Tc)

4. 2T
= K

BCS coherence length

London penetration depth

Mean freepath

= 1.4 nm

= 200 nm

= 1.2 nm

5.

6.

= 1 Tesla

= 120 Tesla

7. Critical current density (Jc )

In bulk ceramic samples

In thin films

In melt textured ceramics

103 A/cm2 at 77 K

10
6

to 10
7

A/cm2 at 77 K
4 .

10 A/cm 2 at 77 K

8. Absolute thermopower at 303 K 3 j4V/K
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In the following, structure, oxygen stoichiometry, phase tran-

sition, superconducting transition temperature, resistivity and thermo-

power are discussed briefly.

1.9

1.9.1

THE CRYSfAL SfRUCTURE OF YBa 2 CU
3

0 7_ ~

IMPORTANCE OF OXYGEN SfOICHIOMETRY

Structure

AND THE

The structure of YBa2CU307_~ was deduced by x-ray powder

diffraction method (47, (8) and also by neutron diffraction studies

(49-53). YBCO has an oxygen defficient perovskite structure with

orthorhombic symmetry (a = 3.816 A, b = 3.883 A and c = 11.698 A).

The x-ray diffraction pattern with Cu-K cl radiation of YBCO is

given in Fig. 1.2 and the lattice spacing with corresponding indices

are given in Table ,1.5. The XRD pattern for tetragonal YBa2C~06 is

also given in Fig. 1. 2 and the lattice spacing in Table 1. 5.

Later more detailed studies on structure have been reported

(54-56) using single crystals (Fig . 1.~). There are two crystallo-

graphically inequivalent sites for Cu atoms Cu (1) and Cu (2).

The Cu (1) atoms are surrounded by four oxygen atoms, two at 1.942 A

and two at 1.845 A. Here the oxygen atoms form near rectangles

connected by vertices, and resulting in the Cu-O chains along b-

axis. On the other hand Cu (2) is surrounded by four oxygen atoms

two at 1.929 A and two at 1.96 A. A fifth oxygen is located at

2.30 A giving rise to a square pyramidal coordination for Cu forming

puckered CU02 layers (57). The 01 and 05 oxygens are missing
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as shown in Fig. 1. ~ b and hence Cu-O chains along the b-axis

are absent. The Cu (1) atoms are two fold coordinated (57). The

Cu (1)-04 bond in this oxide is very short (1.80 A) as in

Fig. 1. 3 b.

1.9.2 Phase transitim and oxygen stoichiometry

The compound YHa 2Cu3 0 7_$ undergoes phase transition from

superconducting state to non-superconducting tetragonal structure as

the oxygen content changes from 7 to 6. o. At higher temperatures

the structure is tetragonal and at lower temperatures it absorbs

oxygen from atmosphere and become orthorhombic and these transfor-

mations are reversible. In the range 6 to 6.5 of oxygen content.

the compound is tetragonal and above 6.5 the compound is orthorho-

mbic upto oxygen content 7 (58) . In the orthorhombic form all

the 01 sites are occupied and in the tetragonal form 01 sites are

empty (59). On quenching YBCO from high temperature ie. above

9500 C results in oxygen defficiency and the compound is tetragonal.

If the compound is slowly cooled in oxygen from a high temperature

o
of 950 C. more oxygen is absorbed (60) and the associated tetra-

gonal to orthorhombic transition occurs· in the 620-700 K range depen-

ding on the oxygen partial pressure.

The structural transformations and the dependence of super-

conducting properties on the oxygen content of YBCO have been

studied by many workers (61-65) . Chen et al. (66) reported the

possible existence of orthorhombic I and orthorhombic 11 forms.

For orthorhombic I. the oxygen content is 6.7 to 7.0 and for
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orthorhombic II. it is 6.50 to 6.70. The three forms tetragonal.

orthorhombic I and II differ in their cell parameters.

The superconducting transition temperature of YBa2Cu307_ ~

varies with oxygen content (61.63.67.68). The variation of T with S
c

is shown in Fig. 1. 4. For ~ = 0 to 0.2. Tc remains almost 90 K

leading to a pleateau in the curve. but falls suddenly to 60 K for

s= 0.25 to 0.50. Beyond a = 0.5. Tc falls suddenly to 4 K and

is due to the orthorhombic to tetragonal transition. The dependence

of oxygen content in YBa 2 CU3 0 7_:> on temperature and partial

pressure of oxygen have been studied by several groups (63.67.69-71).

Gallagher et a1. (34) carried out many experiments on the equili-

brium relationship between P02
and temperature for the single phase

region of YBCO the of
-3

~ P02 ~1
atm. andover range 10 atm.

400
0 C ~ T <::: 1000 °C. The melting point of YBCO is dependent

upon the atmosphere because of the pronounced change in the oxygen

content at the melting temperature (72).

1.10 EXPBRIMENTAL STUDIES ON YBCO

1.10.1 Resistivity measurements

The temperature-resistance measurements on high Tc super

conductors show a metallic behaviour (47. 73. 74) with room tempe-

rature resistivity of 0.8 to 1.12 m .n; -cm , Pure YBCO shows (47)

superconducting transition at 92 K (see Fig. 1.5). During cooling

the resistivity decreases gradually and just above Tc it starts to

decrease rapidly at the onset temperature. The difference between
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the onset temperature and the temperature at which the resistivity

becomes zero 1e. the off set temperature is called the transition

width ~ T and is usually about 1 to 2 K.

materials A T depends on the sample' history.

For polycrystalline

The resistivity measurements on single crystals showed that

it is highly 'anisotropic but has temperature dependence similar

to polycrystalline samples (74. 75). It is found (76 ) tha t the room

temperature resistivity parallel to the c-axis is thirty times higher

than the resistivity along the a-b plane.

The variations of resistivity with temperature and partial

pressure of oxygen have been studied by many groups (63.65.76.77) .

Fisher et al. (77) interpreted their data in terms of a narrow band

gap model which is full for $ = 1 and half filled for ~ = 0 in

YBa
2

CU
3

0
7
_ ~ The contribution of electron-phonon interaction to

the transport properties is discussed by Horng et al. (79).

The peculiarities of the resistive state in YBCO has been

studied by Pau et al , (80) . I-V curves and their first order

derivatives have been investigated. Non-linear behaviour of I-V

curves in a magnetic field is shown to be due to the weak coupling

of the superconductor current channels. The intergrain resistivity

is higher than the resistivity of individual grains and has been

studied by Hal Britter et al. (81).

The metal-insulator transition in YBCO has been studied

by many groups (82-84). The lower oxygen concentration destroys
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the superconductivity. causes removal of the orthorhombic distortion

in the perovskite system and results in a metal-insulator transition.

The presence of variable range hopping-conductivity in the insulator

region strongly suggests that the metal-insulator transition is of

Anderson type (83).

1.10.2 Thermoelectric power measurements (TEP)

The absolute thermopower of YBCO has been studied by

several groups from room temperature to superconducting transition

temperature (85-88). It is found that YBCO shows a large enhance-

ment of thermopower in the range 150-100 K (89. 90). According

to Uher and Kaiser (86) the enhancement in TEP in the range 100 K is

due to phonon drag effect. Uher et al. (89) have suggested mecha-

nisms that could enhance phonon drag just above T • (a decrease
c

in effective carrier density and an increase in phonon current due

to superconducting fluctuations) but the normal effect of superconduc-

ting fluctuations is to reduce the thermopower as they short out.

the thermoelectric voltage.

the disorder effects (89).

The enhancement may also be due to

Ausloos et al. (91) explained the phonon

drag effect as due to the electron phonon interaction and many other

groups (89-93) explained the phonon drag effect.

The dependence of TEP on temperature and oxygen partial

pressure were studied by many groups (86.87.94-96) . Disorder

effects on TEP have been studied by elemental substitution at both

the Y site as well as the Cu site (97-99).
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1.10.3 Thermal properttes

The knowledge of the temperature dependence of thermal

parameters like specific heat, thermal expansion and thermal conduc-

tivity are of fundamental significance for the understanding of

physical systems. The specific heat studies of YBCa show two

unusual features. There is a linear term and also an upturn in C/T

at low temperatures (lOO, 101). The measurements on specific heat

show that ~~ is 48 mJ/Mol K;!. giving rise to a 'l~~ of 1.33,

where )/ and Lt.,c are the linear coefficient and the jumb il speci-

fic heat respectively. The. overall temperature dependence of

thermal expansion of YBca has been studied by several groups

(102-105).

14 x 10-6

The coefficient of thermal expansion found to be of 12 to

K -1 at 300 K. The effect of oxygen content as well as

substitution on Cu and Y sites have also been discussed by different

groups (104, 105).

The thermal conductivity K provides information on the

dynamical behavtcur , ie. on the different type of scattering mecha-

nism of electrons phonons and other quasi-particles (89). An

unexpected strong increase in thermal conductivity of YBCa just

below Tc is reported (85, 106, 107). The thermal conducti

-1 -1vity is of the order of 3 to 4 (w M K ) .

1.10.4 Magneto-resistance and Hall effect measurements

The high temperature superconductor YBCa is highly aniso-

tropic. The dimensionality of YBCa has been determined as being

three dimensional from the fluctuation excess conductivity. determined,,:
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by magneto-resistance measurements above T with sintered samplesc

(108-110).

The Hall coefficient Rh is often used as an indicator of

carrier sign and density. For YBCO, Rh is strongly temperature

dependent (111). A detailed study of the Hall effect has been done

by Gottwick et al. (112). According to them Rh is positive and

essentially linar with temperature (T) in the range 4 K - 350 K.

The dependence of Rh on oxygen content and temperature has been

studied by different groups (113, 114).

1.10.-5 Spectroscopic studies

Various spectroscopic studies have been carried out on high

Tc superconductors to characterise the materials and its supercon

ducting properties and to understand the mechanism behind high

T superconductivity.c

Microwave absorptt..a studies (115-117) are useful (i) for

the detection of superconducting phase by contactless mechanism,

(H) for the determination of critical fields and (iii) to study the

Josephson tunnel junctions. Infra-red and Raman spectroscopy have

been used to study (118-123) the lattice vibrations of the superconduc-

ting material and their dependence on oxygen content, element substi-

tution, isotope exchange and impurity phases. The temperature

dependence of the optical phonon spectrum and the superconducting

gap have also been investigated (124).

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and nuclear quadrupole
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resonance specroscopy are useful techniques for studying the changes

occurring in the electronic and me:;netic properties of the material

under test when it passes from its normal to the superconducting

state (125-129). In the YBCO structure there are two crystallogra

phically non-equivalent copper sites Cu(l) and Cu(2) and 1 'lerefore

there are two distinct electric field gradient for copper and NOR

spectra reveal such information. Copper NMR/ .NOR measurements

have been carried out in doped YBa2 CU3_x Mx 0 7_ ~ (M = Mg, zn,

Al, Ga, V). The NMR/NOR of samples with Y replaced by magnetic

rare earth ions such as Gd, Er, Ho etc. have also been carried

out. The results from these studies have been used (125) to

discuss the mutual magnetic interaction between the substituent ions

and the magnetic moment in Cu( 2) ions.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) can give the

chemic 1 state or valence state of the atoms in the sample surface.

The major conclusion arising from the studies on XPS valence band

spectra of YBCO compound is that there is dtmestsatton of oxygen

ions at low temperatures (130). The available experimental data

on valence bands and theoretical calculations have not yet succeeded

in relating the mechanism of superconductivity in the electronic struc

ture of the high Tc superconductors.

The occupied and unoccupied electronic states of matter can

be probed by x-ray spectro. copic method. The XANES (X-ray

absorption near edge structure) region contains information about

the binding energies, the syrnmetries and multiplicities of the low
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lying resonant electric states in the continuum of the absorbed

atoms. A discussion of XANES and EXAFS (X-ray absorption fine

structure) is given by Bianconi et a1. (131). Many workers have

carried out XANES and EXAFS studies on CuK and CUL-3 and oxygen

K absorption edge and XPS measurements on Cu2P and 013 (132-134).

Different types of disorders such as twinning. oriented

domains. oxygen non-stoichiometry. cationic disorder and super-

lattice structures were studied by high resolution electron

microscopic (HREM) method (135-138). Twinning mainly results due

to the phase transition from tetragonal to orthorhombic structure

with the absorption of oxygen from the atmosphere.

1.11 SUBSTITUTION STUDIES IN YBCO

The effect of substitution on cationic and anionic sites in

YBCO on the structural phase transition and the associated super-

conducting properties have been studied by many groups (139-145).

Substitutionl studies can shed light on how the low dimensional Cu-O

networks get influenced by the dopants.

All the lanthanides fulfil the criteria for substitution for

Y and their complete replacement has been possible without any

significant change in the parental T of 90 K (146-148). exemptions
c

are Ce, Pr, Tb. Partial replacement of Y with m, ea, Sr. ri ,

In etc. decreases Tc (149).

Substitutions on the Ba site by lanthanide ions lower T consi
c

derably (141). Small change in Tc and invariance of lattice
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by partial substitution of Eu and Ga for

But larger ions like La, Pr etc. beyond

0.15 atoms substitu:ions give orthorhombic to tetragonal phase

changes, but low temperature superconductivity exists in the

tetragonal state (150, 151). The introduction of trivalent rare earth

ions on Ba 2+ site increases the oxygen content. Beyond the oxygen

content. 0 7 , YBCO is tetragonal and the Tc decreases (145). Many

alkali and alkaline earth metals could be substituted in the Ba site

of YBCO. Upto 15 mol % sodium and potassium substitutions are

possible without affecting Tc (145).

As regards the substitutions at the Cu sites, there .are two

crystallographically distinct sites for copper, Cu(l) and Cu(2).

Depending on the oxygen content Cu(1) can have 2, 4 and 6 fold

coordination while the latter

pyramidal 5 fold coordination.

can exist only in the square

The orthorhomhic , superconducting

YBca compound gives a 4 fold coordination to Cu(l).

Partial replacement of Cu and its effect on oxygen stoichio

metry has been studied by many groups (145, 152-154) . The

dopants can occupy either Cu(1) or Cu(2) site or both depending

on the coordination number and ionic radii.

eo, Ni, zn reduces Tc considerably (145).

Substitution by Fe,

Al and Ga substitution

in YBCO in place of Cu introduces orthorhombic to tetragonal trans

formation at about 0.05 to 0.06 atom substitution and the rate of

Tc depression is very low. In the case of substitutions by Ti,

Cr, Mn, Nb, W, Ag, Li, Mg and Si in place of Cu, the Tc depre

ssion is gradual and the structure is less affeccted (145).
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There has been attempts (145) to replace oxygen by fluorine,

chlorine and sulphur. Ov ihtnky et a1. (155) reported high T in
c

the range 200 K to 300 K in the fluorine substituted compounds,

but the results are not reproducible.

1.12 FABRICATION OF YBCO FOR PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

1.12.1 Bulk procesdng of YBCO

The major challenges encountere 1 in the fabrication of the

bulk superconducting ceramic compounds are (i) reproduction of the

intrinsic properties of the material in the bulk components, (ii) to

achieve good mechanical integrity and strength in dimensions suffi-

cient to allow for their wide spread use. The bulk synthesised

powders of YBCO with suitable additives or binders are extruded

in the form of wires, tapes etc. (33. 156. 157) • Ceramic-metal

composites as well as ceramic-polymer composites have been fabri-

cated for application purpose. Silver is commonly used for fabri-

cation of cera mic-metal composites because of its non-reactivity with

YBGa (158). Several techniques have been used for the fabrication

of different shapes from the powder (159-163). But in bulk proce-

ssed materials, the current density is extremely low compared to

thin films. The reasons for low value of J care due to the weak

coupling between grains and the absence of strong pinning centers ,

which results in thermally activated magnetic flux creep.

In order to enhance the current density in bulk materials

melt processing with directional solidification technique are now
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Jin et a1. (164) prepared highly

oriented structures by melt texturing growth. In !Delt texturing

YBCD is allowed to melt at high temperatures (1200-12500 K) for

a short time and cools to crystallisation temperature with specified

cooling schedules. The current density in melt textured YBCD is

relatively high of the order of 10 4 A/cm
2

• In order to improve

further the transport properties, a number of dopants have been

added to enhance the processing and pinning in textured YBCD (158,

168).

1.12.2 Thick and thin films

Thick and thin films of YBCD have many technological appli-

cations. Thick films can be used for magnetic shielding devices,

electrical interconnects etc. and thin films for IR sensors, for

computer applications, SQUIDS etc.

Thick films can be prepared (169-171) by screen printing or

plasma spraying, laser ablation or dipping a metal or substrate

in a melt of YBCO. The common substrate materials for YBCa films

Thin films of YBCD have been deposited on various substra-

tes. The common methods of deposltlcn (172-174) are laser ablation,

electron beam evaporation, molecular· beam epitaxy as well as the

sputtering techniques like DC, AC, RF reactive and RF magnetron

sputtering~. The major difficulty is the interaction between YBCD

film and the substrates . The substrate effects and process con-

stralnts are discussed by Deshpanday et al , (174).
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Various configurations of multilayer structures have been

fabricated by different groups (175-180). Superconductor-insulator-

superconductor structures made of YBa2 CU3 07 /NdGd03 /YBa 2 CU3 07

have been successfully fabricated by Kobayashi et al , (175) and the

reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) and SEM studies

showed a good interface boundary. Unit cell by unit cell grown

YBa 2 CU3 07 /prBa 2 CU3 07 superlattice structures have been prepared

by means of reactive evaporation with RHEED intensity oscillations

by Kamigaki et a1. (177) which can throw light on the mechanism

behind high T superconductivity. DC superconducting quantum inter
c

ference device of YBCO step-edge junctions were prepared by RF

magnetron sputtering by Mitsuyoshi et a1. (179) on MgO substrates

and Herrmann et a1. (180) on SrTi03 substrates.
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

This chapter describes the method of preparation as well

as the instrumental techniques used in the characterisation of

different materials.

2.1 PREPARATION OF CERAMIC SAMPLES

The ceramic samples were prepared by solid state reaction

method. In the solid state reaction method of preparation of

compounds, appropriate amount of constituent oxides, carbonates or

nitrates are weighed, mixed thoroughly in an agate mortar. Mixing

can be carried out in dry or wet conditions. The mixed powder

was dried at 100 0 C to dry away the moisture and other organic

solvents. It was then allowed to react at high temperatures by

heating in high temperature furnaces. The particulars of heating

temperatures, rate of heating, time of heating etc. vary from

material to material and are described in respective sections of

each material. The calcined powders were then ground well and

pressed in the form of pellets and sintered at high temperatures.

Again the sintering temperature, time of sintering and the

atmosphere and rate of heating and cooling are described under

specific topics of preparation. The samples prepared by solid

state reaction method were characterised by XRD, SEM and other

techniques.
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2.2 RESIS', IVITY MEASUREMENTS

Resistivity measurements on samples in the. form of pellets

were done by the dc four probe method in Vander Pauw geometry (1)

which is a common method of measuring the resistivity of thin films

and sheets of irregular shape but have uniform thickness ..

Consider a flat lamella of any shape as shown in Fig. 2.1.

Make four point contacts M, N, 0 and P at arbitrary places. Current

Theand taken off at contact N.MI MN is applied to contact

potent ial difference Vp-VO measured between P and 0 is given by

Vp - Vo
RMN,OP = IMN

V - Vp
Similarly RNO,PM

M= I NO

This method is based on the theorem that between RMN,OP and

RNO, PM' there exists the simple relation

rrd
exp (-p- RMN,OP) + exp ( -

TTd
f RNO,PM) = 1 (1)

where d is the thickness of the sample and f the resistivity

of the material. In the general case it is not possible to express ~

explicitly in known functions • The solution can be however written
l

in the form



f = f
trd
In 2
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2
(2)

where f is a factor which is a function of the ratio R MN,Ol'~O, PM

as plotted in Fig. 2.2. Thus to determine p, first calculate

RMN,OP /R NO, PM and obtain the corresponding value of f from

Fig. 2.2 and then find f' using equation (2).

The sample holder used in the present study is shown in

Fig. 2.3. The specimen is mounted on a copper plate at the end

of a copper tube isolated from it by a thin layer of insulating

varnish. Four contacts were given on the periphery of the sample

using conducting si!ver paste (curing at 100
0

C) . Four copper leads

were attached to these contacts. A calibrated platinum resistance

thermometer (Lakesh.ore Pt 103 RTD)· was fixed to the copper strip

very close to the sample. The leads from the contacts as well

as the Pt RTD elements were anchored to the larger copper tube

and taken out at the other end of the tube. The sample holder

set up was introduced into a cylindrical brass vessel. The sample

holder was fixed firmly at the top of the brass vessel in such

a way that (i) the sample holder did not touch the sides or bottom

of the brass vessel, (ii) closure at the top was air tight. The

brass vessel was evacuated and a small amount of nitrogen gas was

introduced. The whole set up was then introduced into a liquid

nitrogen Dewar. The experiment was conducted by cooling the

sample continuously at a very low rate and taking the reading at
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Fig. 2.1: A flat lamella of arbitrary shape with four
contacts M, N, 0 and P on the periphery as
used in the van der Pauw I s method

0.8

1 2 10-.

Fig. 2.2: f vs RMN,OP/RNO.PM there extsts the relation

Cosh
(RMN.Op/RNO.PM) - 1

(RMN.Op/RNO.PM) + 1

In2 In2
--f- = 1/2 exp --f--
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Leads

Current Source

Gas outlet

Gas inlet

Pt-RTD Sample

Fig. 2.3: Sample holder to measure the electrical resistivity
of samples in the form of pellets
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The rate of cooling was controlled by introducing

appropriate amount of carrier gas (nitrogen) into the brass vessel

as well as by rising the dewar smoothly and slowly by means of

a lab jack.

To measure the resistivity, a constant current (in the range

1-10 mAl was passed through the sample (between ontacts M and

N) from a constant current source (Keithley source 220). The

voltage drop was measured between o and p with a nanovolt-

meter (Keithley model 181) • The current was reversed between

M and N and again the reading was taken to check the accuracy.

The same current was then sent through the sample between the

contacts N and 0 and voltage measured between M and P.

At the superconducting transition temperature T , the volt
c

meter reading suddenly dropped to zero while a current was passed

through the sample.

2.3 CURRENT DENSITY MEASUREMENTS

The current density of superconducting samples were meas-

ured fro:. 92 K to 77 K in zero magnetic field by direct method.

For current density measurements, samples in the form of

sintered 'bars about 2.5 cm length, 3 mm breadth and 1 to 1.5 mm

thickness were used. Four contacts were given linearly as shown

in Fig. 2.4. two at the ends of the bar to pass. the current from

a dc current source and two contacts 1.5 cm apart in the middle

for measuring the voltage 'V' developed across the samples due
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Rheostat Battery

Fig. 2.4: Schematic diagram for current density measurements.
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to a current 'I' along the length of the bar. A lead acid battery

connected in series to the sample along with an ammeter to read

the current and a rheostat to vary the curr-ent is used as current

source in this measurement. The contacts flr current leads were

made with indium contacts with negligible contact resistance. so

that extremely high values of current passes through the bar without

much self heating at the contacts. All other experimental set up

for current density measurements are same as that employed for

resistivity measurements except the current source and the linear

contac~s.

For measuring the current density. a current of 10 mA from

the battery was passed through the sample. The amount of current

can be controlled by a rheostat connected in series with battery

as shown in Fig. 2.4. In the superconducting state (at 92 K). the

voltmeter shows zero voltage. As the current increases. the

voltmeter starts showing some voltage and the current density is

taken such that the voltmeter shows,:::' maximum of 50 nV. The

sample is cooled below 92 K. again the current density is measured

as before. The current density was measured in close intervals

of temperature down to 77 K. For calculating the actual current

density. the cross sectional area of the bar is taken into account.

2.4 THERMOELBCTRIC POWER MEASUREMENTS (TBP)

If there exists a temperature gradient A T across a sample

(Fig. 2.5). then an emf i1 E is developed across the sample called



the thermo-emf.
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The magnitude of the emf is proportional to the

temperature gradient if this diLerence AT is small. The ratio

AE6T is the thermoelectric power of the solid or the Seebeck

coefficient (s). If the face at higher temperature shows a positive

polarity relative to the face at lower temperature, then S has a

positive sign. The absolute thermoelectric power of the samples

is determined by subtracting from the measured value of the thermo-

power, the absolute thermopower of copper, if copper plates were

used as the contact material at the two faces of the sample. To

obtain the thermopower of the copper plates used, one determines

the thermopower of a standard substance relative to the copper

specimen and thus deduces the absolute thermopower of the copper

plate used. The standard substance used in this study is pure lead

for which absolute thermopower data for each temperature is availa-

ble in the literature (2).

The sample holder is shown schematically in Fig. 2.6.

The sample holder contains a base plate MI and a top plate M2 of

stainle-ss steel. Between M1 and M2 there are two copper plates

PI and P2. P1 and P2 .are insulated from MI and M2 by means of

tenon sheets TF1 and TF2 respectively. By turning the nut on the

screws the plate PI can be pressed against plate P2. The sample X

is placed in between PI and P2. Two chromel-alumel thermocouples

whose junctions are electrically insulated but thermally bonded (by

a thin layer of epoxy resin) to the copper plates PI and P2 to

measure the temperature difference between the two plates. Two

copper leads are connected to the plates PI and P2 to measure the
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FiB. 2.6 : Schematic diagram of the samp le holder used
in thermopower- measurement

T+tJ

T

P2

Fig . 2.5: Principle of th er mo em! measurement
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thermo emf .o.E. The absolute temperature is measured by platinum

resistan e thermometer (Lakeshore Pt 103 RTD) which is placed very

close to P2. The thermocouple wires and the electrical leads are

anchored from the top of' plate P2 (Fig. 2.6).

The differential thermo emf across the sample was measured

by a Keithley 181 nanovoltmeter. The temperature difference across

the samples were measured in terms of millivolts. If required,

the temperature of the plate Pl can be varied and maintained at

a given temperature with a small heater (A standard resistor was

used for this purpose).

In the experiment the sample was mounted between the

copper plates which were tightened by screws. The sample holder

was then introduced into a brass tube which could be evacuated

through a side tube. The brass tube with the sample holder was

introduced into a Dewar flask containing liquid nitrogen. The brass

tube was kept much above the liquid nitrogen vessel to begin with.

It was then evacuated to about 10 torr and then partially filled

with Ar which acts as a carrier gas to control the rate of cooling.

A convenient rate of slow cooling which would give steady tempera

tures for a sufficient length of time for taking readings was

achieved by reducing the distance between- the level of liquid

nitrogen in the Dewar flask and the brass tube by raising the Dewar

flask. The temperature difference can be measured to an accuracy

of 2% and the thermo-emf can be measured to an accuracy of 50 nano

volts. This procedure gives reproducible results.
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2.5 X-RAY POWDER DIFFRACTION STUDIES

X-ray powder diffraction technique was used for identifi

cation of phases, determination of lattice parameters and to study

the phase transitions in YBa 2Cua07_ s and Ba2YA06 compounds. In

the powder method, the incident mono-chromatic radiation strikes

a finely powdered sample. X-rays get diffracted from the crysta-

Ilites in the sample and the diffracted rays from individual crysta

Hites that happened to be oriented with planes making an incident

angle t> with the beam satisfy the Bragg equation n >. = 2 d sine

where >- is the wavelength of the incident radiation and d the

interplanar spacing. These Bragg angles (e) and the set of inter-

planar spacings are related to the unit cell parameters and Miller

indices are assigned to the individual reflections. The methodology

of the calculations involved is discussed in literature (a).

For the present study the x-ray diffractograms are recorded

with a vertical Phi.lltps 1710 goniometer. The X-ray diffractometer

is operated using CuK J. radiation with a nickel filter. When

perfect lattice parameter measurements are to be made, high angle

(2 e ~ 80) reflections are chosen. The reflection peaks are

recorded with slow scanning speed (1/4
0

/ min ) with a chart speed

of (1 mm/mtn) . Silicon is used as the internal standard. The

lattice parameters were determined using the least square method (4).

2.6 SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

The microstructure (grain size and distribution) and
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densification etc. for YBCO, BYAO and composites were studied using

scanning electron microscopy. Scanning electron microscope JEOL

JSM 35C was used for this investigation.

In scanning electron microscopy, a focussed electron beam

is impinged on the sample. The reflected beam is analysed by

suitable devices to get well defined pictures of sample surfaces.

Sample preparation for SEM studies involves polishing the

sample surface and giving a conductive coating to avoid sparking.

The surfaces for SEM study were prepared as follows. The surface

of the ceramic that has to be ec.ammed was initially abraded with

metallographic abrasive papers. Then the samples were fixed on

a block of thermosetting plastic. The sample was polished on the

pad cloth using fine abrasives like diamond paste of 6, 3.. 1, 1/4

micron size. The samples were cleaned using an ultrasonic cleaner

in acetone. Etching was done in dilute HN0
3

for about 30 seconds

and washed in acetone immediately. The surface is again cleaned

with ultrasonic cleaner in acetone. The polished sample surface was

primarily examined under an optical microscope for the microstruc-

ture study.

The polished surfaces of the ceramic was then coated with

gold by sputtering technique.

owas about 100 A.

The thickness of the gold coating

Samples were then mounted in the chamber of the electron

-6microscope and the system was evacuated to 10 torr pressure.
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The electron beam was directed on selected areas according to the

requirement. In this study the samples were photographed at a magni-

fication of 1000-2000.

2.7 MEASUREMENT OF DIELECTRIC PROPERTIES

The dielectric properties of the ceramic compounds Ba2YA06

have been measured using an' impedence analyser (Hewlet Packard

model 4192) in the frequency range from 30 Hz to 13 MHz at room

temperature. The samples in the form of circular discs of diameter

10 to 12 mm and thickness 1 to 1.50 mm were used for the measure-

ments. Both surfaces of the pellets were made flat by polishing

and cleaned the surface with acetone. Room temperature curing silver

paint was applied to both the surfaces and was dried at 2000 C for

2 hours. Copper leads were taken from the silver electroded

surfaces. The capacitance and dissipation factor were directly

measured from the impedence analyser as a function of frequency.

The dielectric constant calculated from the capacitance by

the formula (5)

C =

where E the dielectric constant. c.. the permittivity of free space.

d thickness of the sample and A the area of the disc. The

permittivi~y of free space is e..,. = 8.854 x 10-12
F/m.
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CHAPTER 3

EFFECT OF VARIOUS ADDITIVES ON HIGH TEMPERATURE

SUPERCONDUCTOR YBa2CUaQ7_~

(ADDITIVES: Nb20S' Sb20a• 50°2, Zr02 OR BeD)

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The discovery of high temperature superconductivity in

copper oxide based materials has generated enormous amount of acti-

vities on these materials because of their high scientific and techno-

logical potential. One of the immediate approaches towards the

search for new and better materials is made through doping studies.

Doping studies can provide information about the fundamental mecha-

nism behind the observed properties, improve the properties of

existing materials, provide new materials and compounds with

superior properties and tailor the properties of existing materials

for specific technological applications. During doping, the dopants

can go into the lattice of the host material, or can react with the

host material to form a second phase or can remain as an impurity.

In conventional superconductors, additives and second phases along

with the parent phase have a prominent role in enhancing the

current densities to several times especially in an applied magnetic

field through a phenomena called flux pinning (1). The presence

of minor 'quantities of suitable additives and impurities acts as flux

trapping centers, so that extremely high values of current passes

through the superconductor in presence of applied magnetic field.

This chapter describes the effect of additives on high temperature
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superconductor YBa2CUa07_~ ' its superconducting properties, crystal

structure, current densities etc.

During doping the dopants can go into the lattice sites of

the host material or can remain as an impurity in the host

material or can react with the host material forming a second phase

which depends on the host material, its crystal structure and the

nature of the dopants. The effects of dopants which substitute for

various cationic and anionic sites of YBCO have been studied exten-

sively by many researchers and have been described briefly in

chapter 1. The variations in the superconducting properties and

other physical and structural properties due to substitution have

been established by now (2-6) . The studies have shown that

various rare earth substitutions for yttrium have the same effect

on superconducting properties except in the case of Ce, Pr and Tb

which destroy the high Tc properties. The role of Y and other

rare earths in YBCO is to provide the characteristic crystal struc-

ture possessing the CuO net-works. Substitutions for Ba affect

slightly, but there are remarkable changes in superconducting proper-

ties in the case of dopants which directly or indirectly interfere

the CuO net-works. The cation and anion substitutions at these

net-work sites, in general, lead to lowering of T through a host
c

of reasons like localization of carriers, reduction in effective

carrier concentration, obstruction of hopping process etc., and the

effect is more prominent when the average spacing between dopants

in the net-work matches with the range of coherence in the a-b

plane.
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Though there are several reports (2-6) on the effect of

dopants which substitute for various lattice sites of YBCO, there

are very few reports on the effect of dopants which do not substi

tute for different lattice sites of YBCO.

In the present investigation certain inert oxides such as

Nb205, Sb203, Sn02, zr02 and BeO have been selected as additives

because of certain special features of these oxides when added to

YBCO superconductor. A survey of literature shows that these

dopants do not reduce the superconducting transition temperature

of YBCO upto a higher level of dopant concentration (7-15).

Secondly it is found that these dopants react with YBCO forming

a second phase except BeD. There are controversies about the

nature of the dopant substitutions. Some authors claim that these

dopants go into the lattice of YBCO for smaller concentrations (16 - 23).

Even though the above oxides react with YBCO, the superconducting

properties are not deteriorated at all, but in certain cases it

enhances the superconducting properties. For example, addition

of Sn0 2 to YBCO enhances the current density by three times through

modified microstructure and flux pinning action (10). M'6ssbauer

spectroscopic studtes on Sn0 2 doped YBCO have been carried out

for some basic understanding of the compound. YBCO (18,24) .

Addition of Nb20S enhances the sintered density as well as current

density C· YBCO (14). Zirconia addition enhances the mechanical

properties of high Tc superconductors (7). It has been reported

by many researchers that good quality films can be grown on
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The interfacial reaction is least for

the films of YBCO deposited on yttrla stabilized zirconia. Consi-

derable amount of work has been done on the use of zirconia as

a buffer layer in between various ~ubstrates such as Si, SiOZ' AlzOa
and high Tc films (Z8,Z9). But a comprehensive study on the

reaction kinetics of YBCO-ZrOZ system is lacking. Doping effects of

5b
Z

0a on YBCO are not available in literature (lZ). Thick films

of YBCO have been fabricated on BeO substrates by Dabrowski et al.

(15) since it is non-reactive . Because of these important characte-

ristics of the above additives, a detafled study on the effect of

these oxides on the superconducting properties of high Tc super

conductors would be highly appropriate or adequate at present.

3•.2

3.2.1

STUDIES ON Nb
20S

ADDED YBCO

Preparatim of Nb
20S

added YBCO

Pure YBCO has been prepared from its constituent oxides

and carbonates by solid state reaction method. Stoichiometric amount

of pure and dried (99.9%) oxides and carbonates are \\:dghed, mixed

thoroughly in an agate mortar with acetone as wetting media. It

was dried thoroughly, and calcined in an alumina crucible at 9500 C

for Z4 hours with one intermediate grinding. The phase purity of

the compound YBCO has been confirmed by x-ray powder diffrac-

tion method. The pure YBCO prepared by this method was used

for further investigations on additive effects .

. For the preparation of NbZ0 5 added YBCO, high purity NbZ 05
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was added to the pure YBCO in the weight percentages 0.2, O.S,

1.0, 1.S and 2.0. The Nb
2

Os added YBCO powder was mixed

thoroughly in an agate mortar. Special care was taken to see that

the dopants added to YBCO has mixed thoroughly .to YBCO without

any loss. It was then pressed in the form of pellets of diameter

12 mm and thickness 2 to 2. S mm in a stainless .steel die by

uniaxial pressing with a pressure of S metric tonnes. The pellets

were then kept on an alumina plate and sintered at 9S0 0 C in air

for lS hours. The sintered pellets were then cooled slowly to room

o
temperature in oxygen atmosphere (1 C/min). Also samples were

quenched to room temperature from 9S0
0

C in air, in nitrogen atmos-

phere and into liquid nitrogen.

3.2.2 Nb20S added YBeO cooled slowly to room temperature

3.2.2.1 Resistivity of slow cooled samples

The resistivity of Nb2 Os added YBCO cooled slowly to room

temperature in oxygen ~tmosphere was measured by Van der Pauw

method described in chapter 2, as a ftmction of temperature. The

temperature-resistance curves for different amounts of Nb2 Os added

YBCO are shown in Fig. 3.1. All the samples showed a metallic

character with normal state resistivity almost in the same range

as that of p~e YBCO. Also the samples showed a superconducting

transitition at 92 K, same as that of pure YBCO. There was no

reduction in the T~ value due to Nb20S
addition upto 2.0 wtlli of Nb

20S
•

In the present investigation we have added Nb2 Os to YBCO upto
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~ All the 'samples showed superconducting transition at
92 K, same as that of pure YBCO
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2.0 wt!li. Further addition of Nb20S
increases the sintering tempe

rature. For example, 5.0 wt !li of Nb20S added YBCO sinteres only

oabove 970 C which showed superconducting transition at a tempera-

ture same as that of pure YBCO. The temperature-resistance measure-

inents show that the superconducting transition temperature is not

affected with the addition of Nb 205 •

large amounts of the dopant is described in chapter S.

3.2.2.2 X-ray powder diffraction studies on slow cooled samples

X-ray powder diffraction studies were carried out (In Nb
20S

oadded YBCO sintered at 950 C and cooled slowly to room temperature in

oxygen atmosphere to see its crystal structure variations due to Nb2
0

S

addition. Fig. 3.2 shows the powder diffraction pattern for various

amounts of Nb2 05 added YBCO. All the doped samples show an

orthorhombic structure as expected for a superconducting YBCO

sample. No appreciable variation in lattice parameters has been

oobserved due to Nb20 S
addition. But a few additional peaks at 29 = 30.1 ,

42.89 and 530 apart from those of pure YBCO can be seen in the

diffraction pattern. The presence of additional peaks indicate that

Nb
20S

reacts with YBCO forming a second phase. The positions of

the additional peaks and the intensity ratios exactly matches with

that of Ba 2 YNb06 compound (JCPDS file 24-1042) a cubic perovskite

material. Further in the present investigation we have shown that

the secondary phase formed in YBCO-Nb~° >" system is the compound

'Ba2 YNb06 by synthesising the compound and' studying the phase

compatibility between YBCO and Ba 2 YNb06 • A detailed study on
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20

Fig. 3.2: XRD pattern of different wt \ of Nb
20S

added
YBCO cooled slowly to room temperature in
oxygen atmosphere

(a) 0 : (b) O.S ; (c) 1.0 : (d) 2.0
All the smamples showed orthorhombic structure
with no ~ppreciable vartattons in Iattfce parameters.
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the synthesis of Ba
Z

YNb06 and its coexistence with YBCO are des

cribed in chapters 4 and S.

The x-ray powder diffraction studies show no appreciable

variation in lattice parameters due to NbZOs addition. It also shows

that a secondary phase is forming due to NbZ Os addition. Since

there is no lattice parameter variation, it indicates that probably

niobium is not going appreciably into the lattice of YBCO and the

presence of secondary phase in XRD confirms this conclusion. But

some researchers have reported (19) that small percentage of

niobium is going into the lattice of YBCO. The superconducting

properties of YBCO are highly dependent on its crystal structure.

The crystal structure in turn depends on its oxygen stoichiometry

and the nature of dopants. In the present study it is found that

NbZ Os is not going into the lattice of YBCO and is not affecting

its crystal structure and superconducting properties. As a result

there is no reduction in superconducting transition temperature due

to NbZOS addition as observed by resistivity measurements.

3. z. Z•3 Density measurements

Measurement of density of any polycrystalline material is

essential to evaluate its various measured properties. The current

densities and various other electrical and magnetic properties of

superconductors are dependent on its density. The oxygen absorp-

tion or oxygenation process in highly dense YBCO and single crystal

YBCO are very slow compared to porous material or those materials

which are in the powder form (30).,
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The bulk densities of pure and Nb2 Os added YBCO cooled

slowly to room temperature are measured by Archimedes method and

are given in Table 3.1. The density of YBCO varies with Nb
2

0
S

addi

tion and becomes maximum for about 1.0 wt \ of Nb
2

OS. The

increase in density of Nb2 Os added YBCO is reported by Matsubara

et a1. (14) as due to the modified microstructure by the formation

of secondary phases.

Table 3.1: Density of Nb20 S added YBCO cooled slowly to

room temperature in oxygen atmosphere

Sintering Density
Wt \ of Nb20S

temperature

(oC) 3(gm/cm)

0 9S0 S.78

O.S 9S0 S.86

1.0 9S0 S.99

1.S 960 S.97

, 2.0 960 S.79

3.2.2.4 Current density of slow cooled samples

The temperature-resistance measurements have shown that

there is no variation in superconducting transition temperature due

to Nb
205

addition. Hence it is important to study other supercon

ducting properties especially the current density due to doping.

The current densities of pure and Nb205
added YBCO cooled slowly
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in oxygen atmosphere were measured as a function of temperature

in zero magnetic field by the method described in chapter Z.

Fig. 3.3 shows the current density of NbZ 05 added YBCO as a

function of temperature. The current density of NbZOS added YBCO

is found to have increased by three times as compared to that of

pure YBCO. The enhanced current density can be attributed to the

flux pinning action of the secondary phases formed due to NbZOS addi

tion or due to the increased density or due to their combined effect.

It has already been reported by Matsubara et al. (14) that the

enhancement in current density in NbZOS doped YBCO is due to the

formation of fine microstructure and the flux pinning action of secon

dary phases.

Scanning electron microscopic studies were carried out on

polished surfaces of NbZ05 -added YBCO to observe the microstruc

tural features. Fig. 3.4 shows the SEM picture of pure and doped

YBCO which were cooled slowly to room temperature in oxygen atmos

phere. The micrograph shows a fine and reduced grain size due

to dopmg , The formation of secondary phases can be observed in

the microstructure and is distributed throughout the bulk of the

material. From the figure it is evident that the samples are non-

porous or in another words the NbZ 05 -added samples are. highly

dense. The increase in current density is due to the increased

density and modified microstructure as observed by SEM micrographs.
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Fig . 3 .4: Scanning electron micrographs of Nb20S
added YBCO

along with pure YBeD
la) pure YBCO : (b) 1.0 wl , Nb

Z05
added YBCO

la)

(b)
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Nb
20S added YBCO quenched from 9S0Oc to room temperature

The studies on Nb
2

Os added YBCO have shown that there

is no variation in its physical as well as superconducting proper-

ties due to doping, but enhanced the current density by two to three

times. The superconducting properties of YBCO are highly dependent

on its crystal structure and oxygen stoichiometry. The crystal struc-

ture and oxygen stoichiometry again depend on the processing para-

meters. For obtaining an orthorhombic· superconducting phase, slow

cooling of processed YBCO in an oxygen atmosphere is essential.

The samples quenched from higher temperatures normally show a

semiconducting or an insulating behaviour. In the following we

describe the studies on doped YBCO quenched to room temperature

and into liquid nitrogen temperature.

3.2.3.1 Resistivity of NbZOs added YBCO quenched to room tempera
ture

The resistivity of NbZOS added YBCO quenched from 9S0
0

C

to room temperature in oxygen atmosphere are shown in Fig. 3. S

as a function of temperature. From the figure it is clear that all

the doped samples show metallic behaviour with superconducting

transition around 92 K. The undoped YBCO quenched to room tempe-

rature shows semiconducting behaviour with no superconducting transi-

tion upto liquid nitrogen temperature as expected. Even a small

amount of (O.Z wt %) NbZ Os is enough to get a superconducting

sample on quenching to room temperature. There is no variation

in the superconducting transition temperature of the quenched samples

--
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All the samples showed superconducting transition at 92 K
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with various concentration of the dopant as in the case of slow

cooled samples.

The samples which were quenched to room temperature in

nitrogen atmosphere and to liquid nitrogen showed a semiconducting

behaviour in their R-T curve. Fig. 3.6 shows the R-T curve for

samples quenched to different atmospheres. Thus it is evident from

the figure that even in the case of doped YBCO. the superconducti

vity depends on the atmosphere in which the quenching process was

carried out. This means that the superconducting properties of

doped YBCO are also highly dependent on the processing conditions

and atmosphere.

3. Z. 3. Z XRD studies on quenched YBCO

The crystal structure of pure and doped YBCO which are

quenched to room temperature was studied by XRD method. The

undoped YBCO showed a tetragonal structure (see Fig. 3.7) as

expected. But in the case of NbZ0 5 added YBCO it is found that

the samples which are quenched to room temperature in oxygen atmos

phere show an orthorhombic structure. Usually the tetragonal to

orthorhombic transformation takes place as the sample cools below

700 0 C with absorption of oxygen from atmosphere and this transfor

mation is a time dependent process. and hence slow cooling of proce

ssed YBCO in an oxygen atmosphere is an essential pre-requisite

for superconductivity. But in the case of doped YBCO. the fast

cooling process (quenching to room temperature from sintering tempe

rature) yields an orthorhombic phase instead of tetragonal phase.

'-
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Thus no slow cooling or oxygen annealing process is required in

the case of YBCO added with Nb205 sintered at 950
0

C for obtai

ning a superconducting orthorhombic phase.

One possible reason for obtaining orthorhombic phase in

quenched YBCO may be due to the shift in the thermodynamic phase

transition temperature to 950
0

C by Nb205
addition. High tempera-

ture x-ray diffraction studies can reveal the shift in the thermo-

dynamic transition temperature. But indirect experiments have been

carried out to verify it.
o

The doped samples sintered at 950 C for

15 hours are quenched to room temperature in gaseous nitrogen atmos-

phere at room temperature. The XRD pattern for the sample

quenched in nitrogen atmosphere is shown in Fig. 3.8. The sample

shows a tetragonal structure. In case the doped YBCO retains ortho

o
rhombic structure at higher temperatures of 950 C etc.. then. the

samples quenched to nitrogen atmosphere also should have shown

orthorhombic structure; instead it showed a tetragonal structure.

It confirms that there is no shift in the thermodynamic transfor-

mation temperature of YBCO due to Nb205 addition.

3.2 .3.3 Oxygen content of quenched YBCO

The oxygen content in the doped samples which were

quenched to room temperature in oxygen atmosphere is determined

by iodometric titration method (31) neglecting the amount of secon-

dary phase formed. It is found that the oxygen content in doped

samples lies in the range 6.74 to 6.85 for 0.5 wt % to 2.0 wt , j
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of Nb205 addition. There will be slight error in the determination

of oxygen content because of the presence of secondary phase.

Table 3.2 shows the oxygen stoichiometry of Nb2 05 added YBCO

quenched to room temperature in oxygen atmosphere.

Table 3.2: The oxygen content of Nb20
5

added YBCO q.lenched from

950
0 C to room temperature in oxygen atmosphere

o

0.5

1.0

1.5

z.O

Sintering temperature
(oC)

950

950

950

950

950

Oxygen content 'X'

(YBaZCuaOx)

6.74

6.78

6.80

6.85

3.3 STUDIES ON Sb
2

0 a ADDED YBCO

3.3.1 Preparatfoa of Sb
2

0a added mco

High purity (99.9%) SbZ0 3 was added to pure YBCO compound

in the weight percentages O.Z, 0.5, loO, 1.5, Z.O and mixed

thoroughly in an agate mortar. It was then pressed in the form

of 'pellets and sintered as in the case of Nbz05 added YBCO discu

ssed in section 3.Z. The samples which are sintered at 950
0 C for

15 hours are either cooled slowly in oxygen atmosphere or quenched
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to room temperature in air. oxygen and nitrogen atmosphere and also

into liquid nitrogen. The superconducting and other physical proper

ties of Sb 20a added YBCO processed as above were studied to

see the effect of Sb20a addition in YBCO.

3.3.2 Sb203 added meo cooled slowly in oxygen atmosphere

a. a. 2.1 Resistivity 'of slow cooled samples

The resistivity of Sb20a
added YBCO cooled slowly to room

temperature in oxygen atmosphere was measured by Van der Pauw

method. Fig. 3.9 shows the temperature-resistance curve of Sb 2°3

added YBCO for different amounts of SbzOa. All the samples showed a

metallfc behaviour with superconducting transition at 92 K. same

as that of pure YBCO. Thus SbZ03 addition has no effect. on the

superconducting transition temperature of YBCO as in the case of

NbZ Os added YBCO. The room temperature resistivity of Sb Z 0a

doped YBCO lies almost in the same range as that of pure YBCO upto

Z.O wt % of SbZ 0a addition. The sintering temperature increases

as the amount of SbzOa addition increases further.

a. a. z. z XRD studies on slow cooled samples

The crystal structure of Sb Z 03 added YBCO were studied

by XRD method. Fig. a .10 shows the powder diffraction pattern

for different wt % of Sb Z 0a added YBCO cooled slowly in oxygen

atmosphere; All the samples show orthorhombic structure as

expected for a superconducting YBCO. The lattice parameters of

pure and Sb zOa added YBCO were calculated and found to be same.
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Fig. 3.10: XRD pattern of different wt , of Sb 20
3

added YBCO
cooled slowly to room temperature in oxygen
atmosphere

(a) 0 ; (b) 0.5 ; (c) 1.0 ; (d) 2.0

All the samples showed orthorhombic structure with
no appreciable variation in lattice parameter.
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,
we can see some additional peaks apart from those

of pure YBCO. The presence of additional peaks indicates that there

are secondary phases in doped YBCO due to the reaction between

YBCO and Sb 203 on sintering at 950
0C.

The positions of the addi-

e 0 0 0tional peaks are at 2 = 30.1 , 42.8 and 53 and are exactly

at the same positions of the impurity peaks in Nb
205

doped YBCO

with identical lattice spacing and intensity ratio. Due to the i50-

structural nature, the impurity phase in Sb
203

doped YBCO has been

assumed as due to structurally similar compound Ba 2 YSb0
6.

The

formation of Ba2YSb06has been confirmed by preparing Ba
2

YSb0
6

as a

single phase material from its constituent oxides and the details

of preparation and characterisation are described in chapter 4.

The Sb 2 03 added YBCO shows no appreciable variation in

lattice parameters, but forms a secondary phase by reacting with

YBCO. It means that Sb
203

is not going appreciably into the lattice

of YBCO and does not affect

superconducting properties.

its crystal structure and hence the

The superconducting transition tempe-

rature of YBCO is highly dependent on its crystal structure and

oxygen stoichiometry. Since antimony is not going into the lattice

site of YBCO and is not affecting the crystal structure and oxygen

stoichiometry, the superconducting transition temperature keeps same

as that of pure YBCO.

3.3.2.3 Density of slow cooled samples

The bulk density of pure and Sb 2 03 added YBCO was

measured and is given in Table 3.3. The density of YBeo increased

slightly due to Sb ° addition.
2 3

The increase in density may be
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due to the liquid phase formation on adding 5b
2

03 to YBCO and

the liquid phase modifies the grains and grain boundaries.

Table 3.3: The bulk density and current density of 5b 03
added YBCO cooled slowly to room temperature
in oxygen atmosphere

o

0.5

1.0

1.5

2.0

5intering
temperature

(oC)

950

950

950

960

960

Density

3(gm/cm )

5.78

5.88

5.89

5.84

5.82

Current
density

2
(A/cm )

135

102

130

30

20

As in the case of Nb2 05 added YBCO. the current density

of 5b203
added YBCO was measured to study the effect of 5bZ03

on

the current carrying capacity of YBCO. The current density measure-

ments show (Table 3.3) that there is no increase in current density

due to 5bZ03 addition even though the transition temperature remains

same as that of pure YBCO. The secondary phase formed due to

addition is very similar to the secondary phase formed in

added YBCO. The slight decrease in current density may

be due to the weak link produced by the secondary phase Ba
2

Y5bO
S

between the superconducting grains. The secanning electron micro-

scopic studies did not show any appreciable reduction in grain size
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Fig . 3 .11: Scanning elect r on micrograph of 1.0 wt \ Sb
20aadded YBea cooled slowly to room temperature

in oxygen at mosphere
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due to SbzOa addition (Fig. a.11) .

3.3.3 Sb
203

added YBCO quenched to room temperature

The studies on Sb
Z

0a added YBCO have shown that the super

conducting transition temperature and crystal structure are not

affected with the addition of Sb
Z

0a • Since the crystal structure,

oxygen stoichiometry and the superconducting transition temperature

of YBCO are highly dependent on its processing parameters such

as cooling rate, atmosphere, sintering temperature etc., it will be

interesting to study the crystal structure and superconducting proper-

ties of doped YBCO which are cooled fast or quenched in different

atmospheres. In the following we discuss the effect of quenching

of Sb
2

0 a added YBCO in different atmospheres.

3.3.3.1 Superconductivity in Sb
2

03 added YBCO quenched to room
temperature

The temperature-resistance curves for Sb
2

03 added YBCO

quenched from 950
0

C to room temperature in an oxygen atmosphere

are shown in- Fig. 3.12. All the doped samples show a metallic

behaviour with superconducting transition at 92 K. The undoped

YBCO shows a semiconducting behaviour. Even a small amount of

(0.2 wt %) of Sb 2 0 3 is enough to get a superconducting YBCO by

quenching to room temperature. The samples which are quenched

to room temperature in gaseous nitrogen atmosphere and into liquid

nitrogen did not show any superconducting transition.

semiconducting behaviour in the R-T curve as expected.

They showed
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Fig. 3.12: Temperature-resistance curve of0 different wt % of Sb
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All the samples showed superconducting transition at 92 K
except the undoped YBCO (a)
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The DC susceptibility of Sb
2

0
3

added YBCO quenched to

room temperature in oxygen atmosphere was measured as a function

of temperature in a magnetic field of 50 Gauss using a SQUID magneto-

meter. The undoped YBCO quenched to room temperature did not

show a diamagnetic transition whereas all the Sb 2 0 3 doped YBCO

showed diamagnetic transition at about 92 K. The DC susceptibility

curve (Fig. 3.13) shows that the volume fraction of superconducting

phase increases as the amount of Sb 203 addition increases. Further

the DC susceptibility measurements also proves that the supercon-

ductivity in doped YBCO quenched to room temperature is not a

surface phenomena. In case it is a surface phenomena t the field

cooled susceptibility curve should not show any diamagnetic transi-

tion as observed in the present investigation.

3.3.3.2 XRD studies on Sb2 0 3temperature
added YBCO quenched to room

The crystal structure of pure and doped YBCO which were

quenched to room temperature in oxygen atmosphere is studied by

x-ray diffraction method. All the doped samples show an

orthorhombic structure as in the case of Nb20S
added YBCO. But

the Sb 2 0 3 doped YBCO quenched to room temperature in nitrogen

atmospheres showed tetragonal structures and are not superconducting.

The experimental results indicate that the doped samples absorb

oxygen from the surroundings and transform to orthorhombic form

within a few minutes t whereas in the case of samples which are

quenched to nitrogen atmosphere t there is no oxygen to absorb from
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the surroundings to transform to orthorhombic structure and as a

result it shows tetragonal structure.

3.3.3.3 Determinetion of oxygen content

The oxygen content in Sb Z 03 added samples quenched to

room temperature in oxygen atmosphere was determined by iodometric

titration method (31) neglecting the amount of secondary phase

formed due to Sb Z0a addition. Table a. 4 gives the values of oxygen

content for different amounts of SbZ0a addition. The oxygen content

varies from 6.72 to 6.87. Since the percentage of Sb Z 0a added to

YBCO is small the percentage of secondary phase formed in the

system will also be very small and the error in the determination

of oxygen content in doped YBCO by the above method will be negli

gible. The oxygen content determination indicates that the SbzOa added

YBCO quenched to room temperature absorbed enough oxygen required

for transforming to superconducting orthorhombic phase.

Table a.4: The oxygen content of SbzO a added YBCO quenched to
room temperature in oxygen atmosphere from the
sintering temperature

Wt % of SbzOa
Sintering temperature. Oxygen content 'X'

(oC) (YBaZCuaOx)

0 950

0.5 945 6.7Z

1.0 - 950 6.78

1.5 950 6.8Z

Z.O 950 6.87
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STUDIBS ON Sn0
2

ADDED meo

SUperconductivity in Sn02 added YBeO

The Sn02 added YBCO was prepared in a similar way as

that of Nb205 added YBCO. The superconducting transition tempe

rature of Sn02 added samples was studied by temperature-resistance

measurements. All the slow cooled samples showed superconducting

transition at 92 K, same as that of pure YBCO (Fig. 3.14). The

superconducting transition temperature has not been affected with

the addition of Sn02 as in the case of Nb2 Os or Sb203. The room

temperature resistivity of Sn0 2 added samples are found to be in

the same range as that of undoped YBCO cooled slowly to room

tem perature . The R-T curve shows metallic behaviour with sharp

superconducting transition at 92 K.

The temperature-resistance measurements of sn02 added YBCO

quenched from 9S0
0 C to room temperature in oxygen atmosphere also,

showed metallic behaviour with superconducting transition at 92 K

as in the case of Nb2 Os or Sb203 added YBCO. The superconduc

ting transition temperature is same irrespective of the amount of

Sn0
2

addition (Fig. 3 .1S) . The samples which are quenched to room

temperature in nitrogen atmosphere show semiconducting behaviour

with no superconducting transition down to 77 K. The samples which

are quenched into liquid nitrogen are nonsuperconducting as in the

case of Nb20S added YBCO.
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Fig. 3.15: Temperature-resistance curve of different wt , of SnO
o 2added YBCa quenched from 950 C to room temperature

in oxygen atmosphere
(a) 0; (b) 0.2 ; (c) 0.5 ; (d) 1.0 ; (e) 1.5 ; (f) 2.0
All the samples showed superconducting transition at 92 K

except the undoped YBCa (a).
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Crystal strocture of 5002 added YBeO

The crystal structure of Sn0
2

added YBCO vias studied by

XRD method. All the slow cooled samples showed superconducting

orthorhombic structure with no appreciable variation in lattice para-

meters. Fig. 3.16 shows the powder diffraction pattern of Sn0
2

added

YBCO cooled slowly to room temperature in oxygen atmosphere.

From the figure it is evident that there are a few additional peaks

at
000= 30.1 , 42.8 ,53 apart from those of pure YBCO. From

the figure it is also evident that there is no measurable variation

in lattice parameters and at the same time presence of additional

peaks indicate that sno2 has not gone into the lattice of YBCO,

but forms a secondary phase by reacting with YBCO at higher ternpe-

ratures of sintering. In literature it has been reported (10) that

the second phase formed in YBCO due to Sn0 2 doping is the compound

BaSnOa , a cubic perovskite material. But in the present investiga

tion it is found that the second phase formed during high tempera-

ture sintering of YBCO-Sn~ system is a new compound Ba2 YSn0
6

Isostructural with the compound Ba
2

YNb0
6

. Details of preparation

of the compound Ba2 YSn06 and its characterisation are described

in chapter 4 and further confirmed that the second phase in the

system is the new compound Ba 2 YSn0
6

and not BaSnOa by studying

the reactivity between the two compounds YBCO and Ba
2

YSn0
6

.

X-ray powder diffraction patterns were recorded for Sno
2

added YBCO quenched to room temperature in oxygen atmosphere.

All the Sn0 2 added YBCO which were quenched to room temperature
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60 40 20

Fig. 3.16: XRD pattern of different wt % of Sn02 added YBCO cooled
slowly to room temperature in oxygen atmosphere

(a) 0 : (b) 0.5 ; (c) 1.0 ; (d) 2.0

All the samples showed orthorhombic structure with
no appreciable variation in lattice parameters
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showed orthorhombic structure instead of tetragonal structure as

in the case of NbZ05 added YBCO. In order to see any shift in

thermodynamic transformation temperature of YBCO due to SnO
Z

addi

tion, samples were quenched to room temperature in nitrogen atmos-

phere which resulted in tetragonal structure indicating that there

is no real shift in the thermodynamic transformation temperature

due to SnOZ addition. The samples which were quenched into liquid

nitrogen always showed a tetragonal structure.

3.4.3 Determinatim of oxygen content

The oxygen content in SnOZ added YBCO which are quenched

o
from 950 C to room temperature in oxygen atmosphere has been deter-

mined by iodometric titration method (31) neglecting the small amount

of secondary phase formed due to snoZ addition. Table 3.5 gives

the oxygen content in SnOZ added YBCO. All the doped samples

which are quenched in oxygen atmosphere have shown oxygen content

above 6.70. Thus the oxygen content determination shows that the

samples have absorbed enough oxygen to transform from tetragonal

to the orthorhombic structure during the short period of quenching.

3.4.4 The current density of Sn0
2

added YBCO cooled slowly to
room temperature in oxygen atmosphere

The current densities of SnOZ added YBCO cooled slowly

to room temperature in oxygen atmosphere were measured by the

method described in chapter Z. The current density Increased by

three times as that of pure YBCO. Fig. 3.17 shows the variation
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variation of current density (J ) as a function of
temperature for different wt %c of Sn0

2
added YBCO

cooled slowly to room temperautre in oxygen
atmosphere

(a) 0 ; (b) 0.5 ; (c) 1.0 ; (d) 1.5
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of current density as a function of temperature for different weight

percentages of Sn02 addition. The enhancement in current density

in Sn0 2 doped YBCO has been attributed to the flux pinning action

of the secondary phase formed in the system.

Table 3.5: The oxygen content of Sn0 2 added YBCO quenched from
o950 C to room temperature in an oxygen atmosphere

Wt % of SnO 2 Sintering temperature, Oxygen content 'X'
(oC) (YBa

2Cu3Ox)

0 950

0.5 950 6.70

1.0 950 6.76

1.5 950 6.78

2.0 950 6.82

The bulk densities of sn02 added YBCO have ·been measured

and are given in Table 3.6. The density of Sn02 added YBCO is

found to have increased compared to pure YBCO. The scanning elec-

tron micrograph (Fig. 3.18) shows a uniform microstructure with

a little porous area.
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Fig _ 3.18: Scanning electron micrograph of 1.0 wt \ of 5002

added YBCO cooled slowly to room temperature
in oxygen atmosphere
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Table 3.6: Density of Sn0 2 added YBCO cooled slowly to room
temperature in oxygen atmosphere

Wt \ of Sn0 2
Sintering temperature, Density

( °C) (gm/cm 3)

0 950 5.78

0.5 950 5.88

1.0 950 6.04

1.5 950 5.98

2.0 960 5.84

3.5 STUDIES ON Zr0
2

ADDED mco

Zr02 added YBCO was prepared by adding different wt %

of pure (99.9%) zr02 to YBCO compound. It was then thoroughly

mixed and sintered at 9500 C as before. The sintered pellets were

either quenched to room temperature in air, oxygen and nitrogen

atmospheres or into liquid nitrogen. samples were also cooled

slowly to room temperature in oxygen atmosphere, The super-con-

ducting and other physical properties of Zr02 added YBCO processed

as above were studied.

3.5.1 SUperconductivity in Zr02 added meo

The resistivity of Zr02 added YBCO was measured from room

temperature to liquid nitrogen temperature. Fig. 3.19 shows the

temperature-resistance curve for Zr02 added YBCO cooled slowly
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to room temperature in oxygen atmospheere. All the doped samples

showed metallic behaviour with superconducting transition at 92 K.

The room temperature resistivity of doped sample lies almost in

the same range as that of pure YBCO. Thus the superconducting

transition temperature of YBCO and its normal state resistivity have

not been affected with the addition of Zr02 into YBCO.

The temperature-resistance curves for Zr02 added YBCO

owhich are quenched from 950 C to room temperature in oxygen atmos-

phere are shown in Fig. 3.20. In this case also all the samples

showed metallic behaviour with superconducting transition at 92 K

as in the case of other dopants. The R-T measurements on samples

which are quenched in nitrogen atmosphere and into liquid nitrogen

showed semiconducting behaviour. Thus the superconductivity in

Zr02 doped YBCO depends on its processing atmosphere.

3.5.2 Crystal structure of Zr02 added YBCO

The crystal structure of zr0
2

added YBCO was studied by XRD

method. Fig. 3.21 shows the powder diffraction pattern for different

wt \ of Zr02 added YBCO cooled slowly to room temperature in

oxygen atmosphere. All the doped samples showed orthorhombic struc-

ture , There is no appreciable variation in lattiice parameters due

to Zr02 addition. But a few additional peaks appeared at positions

2 ~ = 30.1
0

, 42.80 and 53
0 which are not present in the pattern

recorded for pure YBCO. The lattice spacing and intensity ratios

of the impurity peaks match with that of Nb
205 added YBCO. In

analogy with the secondary phase Ba2YNb06 in YBCO-Nb205 system,
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Fig. 3.21: XRD pattern of different wt % of zr0
2

added YBCO
cooled slowly to room temperature in oxygen
atmosphere
(a) 0 ; (b) 0.5 ; (c) 1.0 : (d) 2.0

All the samples showed orthorhombic structure
with no appreciable variation in lattice parameter
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it has been assumed that in the present case the secondary phase

formed is a new compound having the chemical formula Ba
Z

YZr0
6,

a

cubic perovskite compound. It has been reported by earlier resear-

chers (Z6) that the secondary phase in YBCO-ZrOZ system is the

compound BazrOa and its derivatives. But in the present investiga

tion, we found the existence of the compound Ba
Z

YZr0
6

and have

synthesised the compound as a single phase material (see chapter 4).

Since there is no lattice parameter variation due to Zr0
Z

addi

tion and a seconcary phase is forming by reacting with YBCO, it

has been concluded that zirconia is not going into the lattice of

YBCO to an appreciable extent. As a result there is no reduction

in the superconducting transition temperature due to ZrOZ addition.

The XRD studies on zrO Z added YBCO quenched to room

temperature also showed orthorhombic structure instead of tetragonal

structure as in the case of previous dopants NbZ05, SbzOa, snOZ

The samples which are quenched to nitrogen atmosphere and into

liquid nitrogen showed tetragonal structure. Thus as in the case

of °Nb
Z

05 addition, the superconducting properties of zrOZ added

YBCO depends on the processing conditions and atmospheres.

3.5.3 Current density of Zr0
2

added YBCO cooled slowly to room
temperature

The superconducting transition temperature of YBCO is not

affected with the addition of zrOZinto YBCO. It will be interesting

to study other superconducting properties such as critical current

density etc. The current density of ZrO z added YBCO cooled slowly
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to room temperature in oxygen atmosphere was measured at 77 K

in zero field and are given in Table 3.7 along with the sintering

temperature and bulk density. The current density is found to be

decreasing with the addition of zrOZ • The decrease in current

density may be due to the weak link between superconducting grains

because of the presence of secondary phase Ba
Z

YZr0
6

at the grain

boundaries. Scanning electron micrograph ( Fig. 3.22) shows a

uniform microstructure with relatively low porosity.

Table 3.7: Current density of ZrOZ added YBCO cooled slowly to
room temperature in oxygen atmosphere along with
sintering temperature and bulk density

Wt % of
zrOZ

o

0.5

1.0

1.5

z.O

Sintering
temperature.

(oC)

950

950

950

960

960

Bulk density

3(gm/cm )

5.78

5.80

5.88

5.89

5.87

Current
density

2
(A/cm )

130

130

118

100

78

3.5.4 Determinatioo of oxygen content of Zr0
2

added YBCa

oThe oxygen content of zr0
2

added YBCO processed at 950 C

and quenched to room temperature in oxygen atmosphere are given

in Table 3.8. The oxygen content lies between 6.70 to 6.83. so that
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.

Fig. 3.22 : Scanning electron mic rograph of 1.0 wt '& of zr02
added YBea cooled slowly to room temperature
in ox y gen atm osphere
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it retains orthorhombicity and superconductivity even by quenching

o
from 950 C to room temperature. In the case of tetragonal YBCO

the oxygen content is below 6.5. The doped samples have absorbed

considerable amount of oxygen from the surrounding atmosphere during

the short period of cooling to make its oxygen content normal.

Table 3.8:
oOxygen content of zrOZ added YBCO quenched from 950 C

to room temperature in oxygen atmosphere

Wt % of zrO Z
Sintering temperature, Oxygen content 'X'

(oC) (YBaZCu3Ox)

0 950

0.5 950 6.70

1.0 950 6.74

1.5 950 6.79

2.0 950 6.83

3.6 STUDIES ON BeO ADDED YBCO

The previous sections of this chapter deal with the effect

of dopants which do not substitute appreciably for any lattice sites

of YBCO, but reacts with YBCO during processing forming secondary

phases and the associated variations in the structural and supercon-

ducting properties. The present section describes the attempt to

substitute BeD into YBCO. Taking the atomic valency and ionic size

into consideration, beryllium can substitute for Cu in YBCO
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But the substitution studies have shown that BeO neither

goes into the lattice of YBCO nor reacts with YBCO if the proce

ssing temperatures are limited at 9500 C. Almost all the known

elements either substitute for different lattice sites of YBCO affecting

its superconducting and physical properties or react with YBCO and

form secondary phase apart from variations in superconducting proper-

ties. Beryllia has been suggested as a suitable substrate for the

deposition of superconducting thin films. because of its non-reactive

nature with YBCO and good thermal conductivity.

In order to study whether beryllia goes into the lattice

of YBCO. samples were prepared by mixing stoichiometric amounts

of Y2 03, BaC03• CuO and BeO in the required proportion to get

the composition Y 1-x Bex Ba2 CU3 D7-l where x = 0 to 0.4. The

mixture was then calcined at 930
0

C for 24 hours with one interme-

diate grinding. The calcined material then powdered thoroughly

and pressed in the form of pellets. It was then sintered at 9500C

for 15 hours in oxygen atmosphere and cooled slowly to room tempe-

rature. The resistivity of the above samples were measured as

a function of temperature by four probe method (see Fig. 3.23).

The resistivity measurements show metallic behaviour with supercon-

ducting transition at 92 K. For low amount of BeD (x < 0.3). Tc

remains almost constant at 92 K whereas for higher levels of Beo

T reduces slightly. Thus BeD has no effect on the superconducting
c

transition temperature of YBCO. The samples which were quenched

to room temperature in oxygen atmosphere showed a semiconducting
•

behaviour with no superconducting transition even at liquid nitrogen
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different values of x G'
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Impurity peaks are indicated as .J.
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The crystal structure of the samples has been studied

by XRD method. Fig. 3.24 shows the powder diffraction pattern

for different percentages of BeG substitution. The pattern does not

show any measurable change in the lattice constants which indicates

that BeD has not gone into the lattice sites of YBCD. The impurity

peaks in the figure are due to the nonstoichiometry in the YBCD

slight reduction in T for the higher level of BeD can be attributedc

to the presence of impurities due to yttrium defficiency in the com-

pound. Thus the substitution studies show that BeD is not going

appreciably into the lattice of YBCD and hence no reduction in T .
c

To study the effect of additlon of BeD into YBCD high purity

BeD was added to YBCD in the mole ratio 1:0.1, 1:0.2, 1:0.5, 1:1

and mixed thoroughly and sintered in the form of pellets at 950
0

C for

15 hours and cooled slowly to room temperature in oxygen

atmosphere.

studied.

The structural and superconducting properties were

The resistivity of BeD added YBCD was measured as a

function of temperature. Fig. 3.25 shows the .R-T curve for

different amount of BeD added YBCD sintered at 950
0

C. All the

samples show metallic behaviour with superconducting transition at

92 K. For higher mole percentages of BeD (in equimolar ratio of YBCD

and BeD). Tc slightly reduces to 89 K. The resistivity studies

show that even equal mole ratio of YBCD and BeD gives supercon-

ducting transition around 90 K which means that practically there

is no interaction between YBCD and BeD even if the processing tempe

o
ratures are 950 C and above. X-ray powder diffraction studies were
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carried out onBeO added YBCO to see the structural variations due

to BeG addition. Fig. 3.26 shows the powder diffraction pattern

for BeG added YBCO sintered at 950
0

C. From the figure it is very

clear that there is no reaction between YBCO and BeG at processing

otemperatures of 950 C. If there were reaction between YBCO and

BeG. additional peaks apart from those of YBCO and BeO would

have observed in the diffraction pattern. The absence of BeO peaks

in the x-ray diffraction pattern may be due to the low scattering of

x-rays from BeO. as compared to YBCO. This is confirmed by taking

XRD pattern from samples containing equimolar ratio of YBCO and

BeG before and after sintering. The XRD pattern thus obtained are

exactly identical. The pattern taken before sintering did not show

any peaks corresponding to BeD and there is no indication for any

beryllate formation during sintering.

Non-reactivity of BeD with YBCD

The present investigation on YBCO-BeD system has shown

that there is practically no reaction between YBCO and BeD below

9500 C. Al so the studies have shown that BeD does not go into the

lattice sites of YBCD and as a result, the superconducting transition

temperature is not affected. Almost all the known elements either

go into the lattice of YBCD and deteriorate its superconducting

properties or react with YBCO and form secondary phases. Since

BeD is inert towards YBCO. it has been suggested as a suitable subs-

trate for YBCO thin films. The only disadvantage with BeD is

the lattice mismatch between BeG and YBCO for the epitaxial growth

of thin films.
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DISCUSSION

Bffect of additives m YBCO

The present investigation describes the effect of certain

additives on high temperature superconductor YBa 2 CUa 07_ $ The

temperatue-resistance measurements on dopant (Nb20S' Sb20a• Sn0 2 and

Zr02 • BeO) added YBCO shows a metallic behaviour with supercondu

cting transition at about 92 K in all the cases for small amount

<. 2.0 wt %) of addition. The studies show that the supercon-

ducting transition temperature is not affected by the addition of

these oxides. The x-ray powder diffraction studies on. dopant added

YBCO show that there is no measurable change in lattice parameters

due to the above dopants. But a few additional peaks were

observed in the XRD pattern for Nb2 OS' Sb 2 0a' sn02 and zr02

added YBCO. In the case of BeO added YBCO no additional peaks

were observed. The additional peaks are obviously due to the

secondary phases formed by the reaction between YBCO and the

o
oxides Nb2 OS' Sb 2 0a' Sn0 2 and Zr02 when processed at 9SO C.

Since there Is no lattice parameter variation due to the above addi-

tives and at the same time presence of secondary phases have been

observed in the XRD pattern of dopant added-YBCO, it indicates that

probably the above dopants are not going appreciably into the. lattice sites

of YBCO. A few investigators have reported(16.20.2a) that Nb20 S'

Sn0
2

and Zr0
2

etc. go into the lattice sites of YBCO. affecting the

crystal structure and the superconducting transition temperature.

But at the same time there are reports (8.10.14) claiming that they
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do not go into the lattice of YBCO and do not deteriorate the super-

conducting properties such as T ,J etc.
c c

Studies on Sb 2 0
3

and

BeD doped YBCO are very scarce to see (12,15).

By taking into account of the ionic radii of the above

dopants along with valency, there are chances for these oxides to

go into various lattice positions in YBCO. In the present investi-

gation, since there is no measurable change in lattice parameters

due to dopant addition, we conclude that the above dopants are not

going into the lattice sites of YBCO (some trace amount of dopants

may be going into the lattice sites which is not revealed by x-ray)

and are not affecting the crystal structure of YBCO or the CU02 plane

or the local environment of CU0
2

planes (the supercurrents are

supposed to be carried through CU0
2

planes). Since the crystal

structure and the CU02 planes are not affected by the above dopants ,

the superconducting properties of YBCO are not affected with the

addition of the above oxides and the, superconducting transition tempe-

rature remains same as that of pure YBCO (92 K) which have been

confirmed by resistivity measurements.

The high temperature ceramic superconductors exhibit granular

properties and the current densities depend on the processing parame-

ters .. The anisotropy also influences the current density of YBCO.

The current density can increase or decrease (32) according to the

intergrain contacts as well as orientation of grains in bulk sintered

samples. The intergrain contacts again depend on the grain size

and its distribution. In inhomogeneous superconductors the intergrain
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contacts get influenced by the inhomogeneties present in the compound.

In the present investigation, it is found that the current densities

of NbZ 05 and 5nOZ doped YBCO increase by two to three times

whereas the current densities of 5b
Z

03 and ZrO z doped YBCO found

to be more or less same as that of pure YBCO. The enhancement

in current density of NbZ05 and 5nOZ doped YBCO can be attributed

either to the improved intergrain contact or to the flux pinning

action of the secondary phase formed or to both. It has been

reported by Matsubara et a1. (14) that in Nb
Z

05 doped YBCO, the

enhancement in current density is due to the increased density and

the fine grain size because of doping. In 5nOZ doped YBCO it has

been reported (10) that the enhanced current density is due to the

modified microstructue as well as due to the flux pinning effect

of secondary phases. In the case of 5b
Z

03 and ZrO z additions,

the secondary phases must have deteriorated the intergrain contacts

which results in low current densities.

X-ray powder diffraction studies on doped YBCO show addi-

o 0 0tional peaks at Z e = 30.1 , 4Z. 8 ,53 other than those for pure

YBCo. The additional peaks indicate that the above oxides react

with YBCO forming a second phase. The secondary phase formed

in YBCO-NbZ05 system has been identified as Ba ZYNbOS' a perovs

kite material from the data available in the JCPD5 file. The posi-

tions of the impurity peaks in the case of 5nOZ' 5bZ03 and zrOZ

added YBCO coincide with that of Nb
Z

05 added YBCO. Due to the

isostructural nature of the secondary phases in the case of other

dopants, we have presumed that the secondary phases formed by
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the above oxides are Ba2YSn0
6,

Ba2YSb0
6

and Ba
2

YZr0
6

respectively.

The preparation of these compounds is described in chapter 4 and

their phase compatibility with YBCO has been discussed in chapter 5

and the studies confirmed our conclusions about the nature of the

secondary phases formed due to the additives. In literature, the

secondary phases have been reported as BaSn03 and Bazr0
3

and

Sb
205

in the case of Sn0 2, Zr02 and Sb 203
added YBCO. But our

studies show that it is not so, but a new series of compounds

The studies on BeO added YBCO have shown that BeO does

not go into the lattice of YBCO. Also it does not react with YBCO.

As a result the superconducting transition temperature of YBCO is

not affected wi th BeO. Almost all the known elements either go

into the lattice of YBCO and deteriorate its superconducting proper

ties or react with YBCO and form' secondary phases. Since BeO

is inert towards YBCO, it can be used as a suitable substrate for
'"

YBCO thin films. The only disadvantage with BeD is the lattice

mismatch with the superconductor YBCO for the epitaxial growth

of thin films.

3.7.2 Bnhanced oxygm absorptioo in doped YBCO

The high temperature superconductor YBCO is processed by

heating at 950
0

C for several hours followed by slow cooling to room

temperatue in oxygen atmosphere where YBCO absorbs oxygen and

transforms to superconducting orthorhombic phase. If we quench the

processed YBCa from high temperatures to room temperature or to
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liquid nitrogen temperature, we will get a non-superconducting tetra-

gonal phase. In order to make it orthorhombic and superconducting,

annealing at a temperature between 300-6000 C in an oxygen

atmosphere is essential.

In the present investigation, we have quenched YBCO doped

with Nb2 OS' Sb2 0 3 , Sn02 and zr02 into different atmospheres.

The temperature-resistance measurements on doped YBCO which are

quenched to room temperature in air or oxygen atmosphere showed

superconducting transition at 92 K same as that of slow cooled

samples. The undoped samples showed a semiconducting behaviour

with no superconducting transition till 77 K. The XRD studies show

that the dopant added samples which are quenched to room tempe-

rature are having orthorhombic structure whereas the undoped

samples show a tetragonal structure. The possible reasons for obtai-

ning superconductivity and orthorhombic structure in dopant added

YBCO are (1) enhanced oxygen absorption due todopant addition,

(2) a rise in thermodynamic phase transition temperature, and (3) inter-

nal oxidation mechanism of the dopants.

The oxygen content determination shows that the doped YBCO

have absorbed enough oxygen required for orthorhombicity and super-

conductivity in YBa2 CU3 0 7_ s compound. The possibility of shifting

the thermodynamic phase transition temperature to higher tempera

tures of 9S00C has been studied and ruled out. In case the thermo-

dynamic phase transformation temperature has increased to higher

o . 0
temperature of 9S0 C, then the samples quenched from 9S0 C to room

temperature in nitrogen atmosphere or to liquid nitrogen also should
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have shown orthorhombic structure, instead it has shown a tetragonal

structure.

If the superconductivity in quenched YBCO is due to the

internal oxidation mechanism by ·the addition of the above oxides,

it should show orthorhombic structure for those samples which are

quenched in nitrogen atmosphere. Even though the amount of dopant

is very small (0.2 wt !Is of oxides), it gives an orthorhombic struc

ture, but with internal oxidation mechanism, such a small quantity

of the oxides cannot provide enough oxygen for its transformation

to orthorhombic structure on quenching. Also it is to be noted

that the above oxides added to YBCO are not remaining as it is

or as reduced oxides, but forms a secondary phase Ba 2YA0 6 (A = Nb,

Sb, sn, Zr). Hence in the present experimental investigation, the

possibility of internal oxidation mechanism has been ruled out.

The only viable process is the fast oxygen absorption of dopant

added YBca compared to undoped YBCO. The density measurements

on pure and doped YBCO show that the enhanced oxygen absorption

is not due to the increased porosity in dopant added YBCO but can

be attributed to the modified microstructure of YBCO and fine grain

size due to the addition of the oxides as observed by SEM micro

graphs.
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3.8 CONCLUSION'

The following conclusions have been drawn by the studies

on the effect of additives on YBCO.

1. All the dopants presently investigated do not go appreciably

into the lattice of YBCO.

z. The crystal structure of YBCO is not affected with the

addition of the oxides and no measurable variations in

lattice parameters have been observed.

3. The superconducting tranition temperature remains same as

that of undoped YBCO.

4. The dopants Nb205, 5bZ0a' 5nOZ and zrO Z react with YBCO

forming secondary phases which are distributed in the bulk

of YBCO.

5. The secondary phases formed due to the above dopants are

a new class of compounds having the chemical formula Ba ZYAOS

(A = Nb, 5b, sn and Zr), a cubic perovskite material.

In literature it has been reported as Ba5nOa, BazrOa ete.

and the present investigation shows that it is not BaAOa, but

a new compound Ba
Z

YAOS .

6. Addition of Nb2 °5 , 5n02• 5b Z 0a and ZrOz enhances the

oxygen absorption capability of YBCO considerably due to

the modified microstructure. Due to the enhanced oxygen

absorption, the doped YBC~ gives superconducting
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oorthorhombic phase even by quenching from 950 C to room

temperature in oxygen atmosphere.

7. Addition of small amounts of Nb2 05 and Sn0 2 increase the

current density of YBCD whereas Sb 2 0 3 and zr02 do not

show any increase in current density.

8. BeD neither goes into the lattice of YBCO nor reacts with

YBCO. It does not enhance the current density or oxygen

absorption capability of YBCO.
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CHAPTER 4

SYNTHESIS OF Ba
2

YA0
6

: A NEW CLASS OF CERAMIC COMPOUNDS

FORMED IN YBa2~u307-AXQy SYSTEMS lA = Nb,Sb,Sn or Zr)

We have seen in chapter 3 that the superconducting

transition temperature of YBCO is not affected by the addition of

the oxides Nb2 oS' Sb203 , Sn02 or. Zr02 . It is also observed that

the above oxides react with YBCO during sintering, forming secondary

phases Ba
2

YNb0
6

, Ba
2

YSb0
6

, Ba
2

YSn0
6

and Ba
2

YZr0
6

• All the

compounds are isostructural and can be represented by the formula

Ba
2

YA0
6

(A = Nb,Sb,Sn or Zr). Even though the crystal structure

of the compound Ba
2

YNb0
6

has been reported in JCPDS file, very

little is known about this compound (1). In literature there are

no reports on compounds Ba
2

YSb0
6

, Ba
2

YSn0
6

or Ba
2

YZr0
6

• In the

present investigation the compounds have been prepared as single

phase materials and the crystal structure has been indexed as cubic

perovski~e.

4.1 SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERISATION OF Ba
2

YNb 0
6

(BYNO)

4.1.1 Preparation of BYNO

The compound BYNO has been prepared as a single phase

material from ·its constituent oxides. Stoichiometric amount of high

purity Y2 °3 , BaC0 3 and Nb2 Os were weighed, mixed thoroughly

in an agate mortar with acetone as mixing media. It was dried

and calcined at 13000 C for 10 hours in an alumina crucible. The
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calcined material was powdered thoroughly and pressed in the form

of pellets by uniaxial pressing at a pressure of

o
then sintered at temperatures between 1350 C

5 tonnes. It was

o
to 1450 C for

10 hours. The material was found to be highly porous. In order

to enhance the compound formation and sinterability, small amount

of CuO was added to the mixture and sintered between 1350 to 1450
0

C

for 10 hours. Highly dense and sintered pellets were obtained in

the case of Ba 2YNb06 doped with CuO and sintered at 1400
0 C.

4.1.2 Crystal structure of BYNO

The crystal structure of Ba 2YNb06 has been reported as

cubic perovskite with lattice parameter a = 8.436 A in the JCPDS

file (24-1042). Even though the compound has been reported, very

little is known about the preparation, characterisation and proper-

ties of the material. In the present investigation the crystal struc-

ture of BYNO has been studied by x-ray powder diffraction method.

Fig. 4.1 a shows the powder diffraction pattern of BYNO prepared

by heating at 1400
0

C for 10 hours in air and furnace cooled to room

temperature. From the figure it is cle ar that the diffraction pattern

is not of a single phase compound, but it contains other phases

also. Even though there is compound formation the reaction is not

complete; it is a multiphase compound. In order to obtain a single

phase compound the reaction temperature has been increased to

higher temperatures of 15000 C and more. The elevated reaction

temperature and the prolonged sintering time do not give a single

phase compound, instead the compound melts and reacts with the
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The samples pressed in the form of pellets and

kept for sintering did not get s intered . On cooling. the samples

became powder after some time. It appears that some phase

transformation takes place on Ba2 YNb0
6

compound sintered without

any additives. Originally we observed the compound formation in

YBCO-NbZ0 5 system and it was assumed that presence of some impu

rities could enhance the compound formation. Since YBCO contains

CuO. which has a low melting point compared to YZ0 3 and BaC0 3 ;

CuD was added to Ba
2

YNb0
6

to enhance the compound formation and

sinterability. The CuD added BYND when sintered at 1350
0

C for

10 hours. gave almost a single phase compound with no observable

impurity peaks in the XRD. The quantity of CuO required to give

a single phase compound is of the order of 0.5 to 1.0 wt % of CuD

in the stoichiometric compound Ba2 YNb06 The samples pressed

in the form of pellets sintered very well on heat treatment without

cracking or crumbling into powder.

Fig. 4.1b shows the powder diffraction pattern of 0.5 wt\

CuD added BYNO sintered at 1350
0

C for 10 hours. The XRD pattern

is indexed as a cubic perovskite with lattice parameter a = 8.436 A.

The above value matches with the data given in the JCPDS file

(24-1042). Thus the XRD studies show that a small amount of CuD

is essential to enhance the compound formation as well as to get

a stable single phase compound. The exact role of CuO is not very

well understood at present. At higher temperatures of processing.

either CuO must have melted and ran out of the sample or got doped

with Ba
Z

YNb0
6

. The amount of CuO required to stabilise the phase
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Fig. 4.1: XRD pattern of (a) BYNO prepared without CuD;
( b) BYND prepared :vith 0.5 wt % CuD.
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is small and is of the order of 0.5 wt %. Attempts have been made

to prepare Ba ZYNb06 as a single phase compound by adding other

impurities viz. PbO, Bi Z 0 3 , zoo, Li
Z

C0
3

, Na
Z

C0
3

, KZ C0
3

, MgO

etc , , instead of CuO. But it is found that none of the above addi-

tives can give a single phase compound as given by Cuo.

4.1.3 Density measurements

The theoretical density of the compound Ba 2YNb06 has been

calculated from its atomic mass and crystal structure. The cubic

perovskite cell of BYNO contains four unit formulae of atoms. The

density was calculated based on the number

The theoretical density calculated as 6.109

densities without any CuD are about 4.9 to

of atoms per unit cell .

3
gm/cm. The measured

5.0 gm/cm3 and is very

low, about 78% of theoretical density. The samples sintered at

1350
0 C with 0.5 wt % of CuD are found to have a density of

5.80 gm/cm3 which is about 95% of the theoretical density. Table 4.1

shows the densities of BYND for various amounts of CuO addition

with their respective sintering temperatures. Thus CuD not only

enhance the compound formation but also the sintered density of

the compound through liquid phase sintering. The properties of

a polycrystalline material are highly dependent on its bulk density.

To study the properties of any material, the density of the specimen

tested should be as near as possible to the theoretical density.

At the same time presence of liquid phase and other impurities

should be eliminated. In the case of Ba ZYNbD6 formation and densi

fication, CuO has been used as an additive to its constituent oxides.
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The effect of CuD impurity will get reflected in the measured pro-

perties of the compound. For obtaining intrinsic parameters studies

on single crystals are required.

4.1.4 Resistivity of BYND

The dc resistivity of BYNO was measured using a dc electro-

meter (Keithley model 602 ) . The resistivity was found to be

9
of the order of 10 .J'1-- cm. For small amount of CuD addition,

there was no variation in the resistivity values of BYNO. But as

the amount of CuD increases, the resistivity decreases and is given

in Table 4.1. Since the dc resistivity of 0.5 wt % CuD added BYNO

is extremely high. BYNO can be considered as an insulator. From

the table it is evident that for low percentages of CuD, the resisti-

vity remains more or less the same. It means that CuD is not affec-

ting the electronic structure of BYNO appreciably if the additions

are small. It only enhances the compound formation and densifica-

tion. For higher percentages, the resistivity SUddenly drops to

a very low value and affects its electronic structure.

4.1.5

perties.

Dielectric properties of BYND

Dielectric properties are an important class of material pro-

They give the response of, the material media to various

electric fields passing through the material. Dielectric properties

are highly dependent on crystal structure and polarisability of the

material. In polycrystalline material, the dielectric properties

again depend on grain size, grain boundaries. their distribution
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and the nature of the impurity phases present or it is a bulk pro-

perty. That is, the dielectric properties measured on polycrysta-

Hine material with inhomogeneities and other impurities, are not

the true dielectric properties of the material, it is a modulated

picture of all the effects. Measurements on single crystals can give

more accurate values.

Table 4.1: The density and resistivity of BYNO for various amount
of CuO addition with respective sintering temperatures

Amount of CuO

(wt %)

Sintering
temperature

(oC)

Density

3(gm/cm )

Resistivity

( ...fL.- cm)

0 1400 4.5

0.5 1400 5.80 5 x 10
9

1.0 1400 5.83
9

3.8 x 10

2.0 1350 5.85 3 x 10
9

3.0 1300 5.84 5 x 10
8

5.0 1250 5.81 7 x 10
5

10.0 1100 5.80 3 x 10
3

The dielectric properties of BYNO, sintered with 0.5 wt % of

CuD, were measured using an impedence analyser as a function of

frequency at room temperature, by the method described in chapter 2.

Fig. 4.2 gives the variations of dielectric constant and dissipation

factor of BYNO, as a functton of log frequency. The dielectric con-

stant found to be constant from KHz to MHz region. The dissipation
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factor is also very low in the frequency range studied presently.

But the value of dielectric constant is high in the Hz to KHz region

and decreases fast as the frequency increases to KHz region. This

high value of dielectric constant at low frequencies can be attributed

to the space charge polarisations taking place while a time varying

electric field passes through it and, this space charge polarisation

becomes inoperative as the frequency increases and hence the die-

lectric constant decreases at a faster rate. Since the value of

dielectric constant keeps a steady value from KHz to MHz region,

the magnitude of orientation polarisation and ionisation polarisation

are very low. At frequencies of MHz and higher region, only elec-

tronic polarisation mechanism is operative and its magnitude is rela-

tively large. The dissipation factor is a measure of loss of elec-

trical energy in the dielectric medium. The compound BYNO shows

a low dissipation factor and can be used as a good detectrfc ; mate

terial. Since the superconducting properties of YBCO are not dete

riorated by the presence of BYNO, it can be used as a substrate

for the deposition of YBCO thin and thick films.

4.1.6 Microstructure of BYNO

Microstructural characterisation of polycrystalline mater-Ials.

are very important to assess the measured properties. Fig. 4.3

shows the Scanning Electron Micrograph on polished surfaces of BYNO

sintered at 1350 0 C with 0.5 wt \ of CuO. The micrograph clearly

shows a untform pattern with practically no secondary phase. The

location of CuO is not clear from the micrograph. Also in the
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Fig. 4.3: Scannin g electron micrograph of E:. f NO
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figure, a few pores can be seen which agrees with the density

measurement (95% of theoretical density). Absence of pores and

secondary phase gives a rough estimate that the properties measured

are approximately equal to their true values (almost equal to that

of single crystals) even though grain boundary effects still exist.

Thus the microstructural studies on polished surface of the compound

give a rough idea about the properties measured.

4.1. 7 Reactivity of YBCO with BYNO

The reactivity of YBCO with BYNO has been carried out

o
primarily to study the existence of the two compounds at 950 C

and to prove that, the secondary phase formed in YBCO-Nb
205

system

o
(described in chapter 3) heat treated at 950 C. is the compound

Ba
2

YNb0
6

• Equimolar ratio of YBCO and BYNO are mixed thoroughly

in agate mortar. It was then pressed in the form of pellets and

sintered at 950
0

C for 10 hours. The sintered samples were cooled

slowly to room temperature in air. The x-ray powder diffraction

pattern of the mixture prepared as above, is shown "in Fig.4.4.

For comparison the powder pattern of pure YBCO and pure BYNO

are also provided in the figure. From the figure it is clear that

practically there is no reaction between YBCO and BYNO at 950
0 c.

In case there were any reactions between YBCO and BYNO • then the

XRD pattern (Fig. 4c) should have shown additional peaks apart from

those of pure YBCO and pure BYNO. The non-reactivity of YBCO

with BYNO confirmed our finding about the identification of the secon-

dary phase in YBCO-Nb
205

system.
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Fig. 4.4: XRD
(C)

patterns of (A) pure YBCD; (B) pure BYNO;
1:1 mole mixture of YBCD and BYNO heated
at 950°C to study the phase compatibility
at 950°C.
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The non-reactivity of BYNO with YBCO is of considerable

importance. Almost all the known insulating materials react with

mco and destroy its superconducting properties. As a result there

is no ideal substrate material for the deposition of YBCO thin and

thick films. It is possible to make use of BYNO as an ideal non

reactive substrate material for the deposition of YBCO thin films.

Moreover. it is possible to prepare superconductor-insulator (YBCO

BYNO) composites (discussed in chapter S) and the percolation

studies can provide information about the fundamental understandings

of superconductivity.

4.2 SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERISATION OF Ba2YSn06
(BYSnO)

4.2.1 Preparation of BYSnO

The doping studies on YBCO with Nb 20S have shown that

the secondary phase formed in the system is the compound Ba
2

YNbO
S

and has been proved by synthesising the compound and studying

the reactivity between them. In a similar analogy. we came to

the conclusion that the secondary phase in YBCO-Sn0
2

system

is the compound Ba 2YSnOS. In Fig. 4.S. x-ray powder diffraction

pattern of S. 0 wt % Sn0 2 doped YBCO is provided along with the

powder pattern of s.o wt % Nb2 Os doped YBCO for comparison.

From the figure it is evident that the positions of the impurity

peaks are almost in the same positions as that of BYNO and the

intensity ratios are also the same. Due to the isostructural nature

of the impurity peaks in both the cases. we assumed that the secon

dary phase in Sn0
2

doped YBCO is a new compound Ba 2 YSnos and
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Fig. 4.5: A comparison of XRD pattern of 5 wt \ of dopant
added YBCO to verify the isostroctural nature
of the secondary phases formed in YBCO due to
dopants

la) Nb205 ; lb) Sb
20a ; (c) Sn0

2
; ld) zr0

2
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not the compound Basn0
3

as reported by many other researchers

(2,3). By taking valency into consideration, the chemical formula

of the compound can be written as Ba2 YSn05• 5 It is a new

compound and has not been reported earlier in literature. The com-

pound has been synthesised as a single phase material and the

details of preparation are described below.

represent the compound Ba2Ysn0 6 as BYSnO.

In the text we

Stoichiometric amounts of high purity Y2°3' BaCOa and Sn0 2

are weighed. mixed thoroughly and calcined at 1300
0 C for 10 hours.

It was then powdered thoroughly and pressed in the form of pellets

and sintered at 1350
0

C to 1450
0

C for 10 hours in air and furnace

cooled to room temperature. As in the case of Ba 2 YNb0
6,

the

samples obtained are not single phase compounds and are not sintered

properly. In order to enhance the compound formation and sintera-

bi.Hty , small amount (about 0.5 wt %) of CuO was added to the

mixture of BYSnO and sintered at 1350
0 C for 10 hours and cooled

slowly.

4.2.2 Crystal strocture of BYSnO

The crystal structure of BYSnO has been studied by x-ray

powder diffraction technique. Fig. 4.6 shows the powder diffrac-

o
tion pattern of BYSnO sintered at 1400 C for 10 hours and furnace

cooled to room temperature. From the powder diffraction pattern,

it is evident that the compound BYSnO has formed along with other

unknown phases. Increasing the sintering temperature and time, did

not yield a single phase compound, rather the compound starts
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Fig. 4.6: XRD pattern of (a) BYSnO prepared without CuO,
(b) BYSnO prepared with 0.5 wt % CuO
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melting and reacting with the alumina crucible at temperatures above

1500
0

C. Attempts have been made to prepare the compound BYSnO

by starting from nitrate mixtures of constituent elements instead

of oxides and carbonates. The compound BYSnO starts forming even

at a lower temperature of 900
0C,

but it did not yield a single phase

compound even when prepared at temperatures of 1400
0

C. Always

there is considerable amount of impurity phases along with the

compound BYSnD. As in the case of BYND preparation, CuD has

been used as an additive for compound formation and sintering and

found that CuD enhances the compound formation and sintering.

Fig. 4.6b shows the powder diffraction pattern of 0.5 wt % CuD

added BYSnD sintered at 1350
0

C for 10 hours and furnace cooled

to room temperature. The pattern was indexed for a cubic material

with lattice parameter a = 8.420 A.

4.2.3 Density of BYSnO

The theoretical density of BYSnD has been calculated as

in the case of Ba 2YNbD6 taking into account of its crystal structure

and the number of atoms in one unit cell. The theoretical density

3
calculated is found to be 6.32 gm/cm. The compound BYSnD when

sintered without any sintering aid was found to be highly porous

with no mechanical strength and crumbled into powder. The density

3
is measured and found to be about 4.8 gm/cm. Since the density

is very' low, any measurements on such samples are meaningless and

have not been carried out. But the density achieved by the

3addition of 0.5 wt % CuD to BYSnD is found to be about 6.12 gm/cm
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when sinterd at 1350 0
C for 10 hours. The density is about 95%

of the theoretical density. Addition of CuD not only resulted in

single phase compound but also improved the density to a conside-

rable extent. Table 4.2 shows the density of BYSnD with sintering

temperature for different amount of CuD addition.

strength of the sintered pellets also increased.

The mechanical

Various properties

of the compound BYSnD were studied with these dense samples.

Table 4.2:. Table showing the density and resistivity of BYSnD
for various amount of CuD addition with-
corresponding sintering temperature

Amount of CuD

(wt %)

Sintering
temperature

(oC)

Density

3(gm/cm )

Resistivity

( ...l\..- cm)

0 1400 4.8

0.5 1350 6.12 1.6 x 107

1.0 1350 6.16 1.4 x 107

2.0 1300 6.18
7

1.35 x 10

3.0 1300 6.10 4 x 106

5.0 1200 6.08 9 x 10
5

4.2.4 Resistivity of BYSnO

The dc resistivity of polycrystalline compound BYSnO pre-

pared with 0.5 wt % of CuO was measured using a solid state elec

trometer. The resistivity was found to be of the 'order of 107
..Il-- cm.
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Table 4.2 gives the resistivity of different amounts of CuO added

BYSnO with respective sintering temperatures. The resistivity

decreases drastically as the amount of CuO increases. As in the

case of BYNO, in order to prepare a single pha-.e and sintered

body. CuO was added to the compound BYSnO and as a result the

bulk resistivity measured is not the true resistivity of the

compound. rather it is 2 combined effect of all the impurities and

defects.

4.2.5 Dielectric properties of BYSnO

The dielectric properties of the compound BYSnO were

measured using an impedance analyser in the frequency range

30 Hz to 13 MHz at room temperature. Fig. 4.7 shows the plot

of dielectric constant and dissipation factor as a function of fre-

quency. In the low frequency region, the dielectric constant is

very high and decreases rapidly as the frequency increases. The

high value of dielectric constant in the low frequency region is

due to the large values of space charge and orientation polarisations

occurring in the material, when a time varyirg electric field passes

through it. Correspondingly. the dissipation factor is also very

high. From the figure it is also evident that BYSnO shows ioni-

sation polarisation and it decreases as the frequency increases.

At higher frequencies, in the MHz region. the dielectric constant

is about 10 and is slightly higher than that of A1
203

but much

less than that of SrTi0
3

( f.. = 250) and LaAI0
3

( c, = 23). In

this case also. the values of dielectric constant and dissipation
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factor measured are not its true values (since it is not a single

crystal), rather it gives the bulk properties of the compound.

The space charge and oriention polarisations arise mainly from the

"CuO impurity added to BYSnO in order to enhance the compound

formation as well as sintering.

Scanning electron microscopic studies on polished surfaces

of BYSnO were carried out to see the surface morphology and micro-

structural behaviour. Fig. 4.8 shows the SEM micrograph for 0.5 wt%

CuO added BYSnO sintered at 1350
0

C and cooled slowly to room tem-

perature. The micrograph shows fine and uniform grains with a

few porous areas. The SEM picture does not show presence of any

additional phases. Also the presence of CuO which was added to

BYSnO cannot be~ from the micrograph. Since there are very

few pores in BYSnO combined with uniform distribution of grains,

as observed by SEM, gives approximately the true values of the

material properties measured on BYSnO.

4.2.6 Reactivity of YBCO with BYSnO

The reactivity of the new compound BYSnO with the super-

conductor YBCO has been studied by XRD method. Equimolar ratio

of YBCO and BYSnO were mixed thoroughly and pressed in the form

of pellets. The pellets were then sintered at 950
0

C for 10 hours

and cooled slowly to room temperature in air. Fig. 4.9 shows the

powder diffraction pattern of a pure YBCO, pure BYSnO and a

mixture of YBCO and BYSnO heated at 950
0

C for 10 hours. From
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Fig. 4.8: Scanning electron micrograph of BYSnQ
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Fig. 4.9: XRD pattern of (a) pure YBCO. (b) pure BYSnO.
(c) 1:1 mole mixture of YBCO : BYSnO
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the figure it is clear that there is practically no reaction between

mco and BYSnO. If there was reaction between the two compounds,

then in the powder diffraction pattern, some additional peaks other

than those of pure YBCO and BYSnO would have appeared. Absence

of reaction between the two compounds shows that the two phases

co-exist at 950
0

C without any interaction and thus proves our obser-

vation. Since there is no reaction between YBCO and BYSnO, it

can be used as a good substrate for the deposition of YBCO thin

and thick films.

4.3

4.3.1

SYNTHESIS AND CHARACTERISATION OF Ba
2

YZr0
6

(BYm)

Preparation of _BYZO

Stoichiometric amount of pure Y2 0 3, BaC03 and zr02 were

weighed, mixed thoroughly in an agate mortar with acetone as grin

ding media. It was dried, calcined at 1300
0

C in an alumina crucib le

for 10 hours and furnace cooled. It was then ground thoroughly

and pressed in the form of pellets, sintered at 1350
0 C to 1450

0
C

for 10 hours and furnace cooled to room temperature. Physical inspec

tion of the samples shows that' the material is highly porous having

no mechanical strength and gets powdered after some time as in

the ease of Ba 2 YNb06 or Ba 2 YSn06 . In order to obtain a highly

dense and sintered body, slight amount of CuO was added (0.5-1.0 wt%)

to the material and sintered at 1400
0

C for 10 hours and cooled

slowly. The CuO added BYZO showed high density with good mecha-

nieal strength. Apart from CuO, other impurities such as Bi 2~ ,
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PbO. Ti0
2•

znOetc. were also tried. but did not have any effect

on the sintering characteristics of the compound BYZO. The samples

as prepared above. were studied for their crystal structure. die

lectric and microstructural properties.

The crystal structure of the compound BYZO has been studied

by x-ray powder diffraction method. Fig. 4.10 a:.:- shows the

powder diffraction pattern of BYZO prepared as described earlier

by heating at 1400 0C for 10 hours. The XRD pattern obtained is

not of a single phase compound. rather it contains other impurities

as in the case of BYSnO and BYNO. Fig. 4.10b shows the XRD

pattern of 0.5 wt % CuO added BYZO sintered at 14000C for 10 hours

in air and furnace cooled to room temperature. The pattern clearly

indicates the formation of a single phase compound with practically

no impurities. The pattern was indexed as a cubic perovskite struc-

ture with lattice parameter a = 8.44 A. It is a new compound

and has not been reported earlier. As in the case of other

compounds discussed in the previous sections. a small amount of

CuO is found to be essential for obtaining a single phase compound

and a sintered body of BYZO.

4.3.2 The density and resistivity of BYm

The theoretical density of BYZO has been calculated as

6.0 gm/cm3 based its structural formula and lattice parameter.on

The bulk density of BYZO sintered at 1400 0 C for 10 hours with

0.5 w~
, of CuO found to be 5.45 gm/cm3 which is about 90\was

of the theoretical density • The samples which were sintered at
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Fig. 4.10: XRD pattern of (a) BYZD prepared without CuD;
(b) BYZO prepared with 0.5 wt % CuD
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1450
0

C without any CuD were found to be highly porous and mecha-

nically very weak and were not suitable for any measurements.

If we add more amount of CuD, the sintered density increases through

liquid phase sintering which is not advisable for studying the

properties of a compound (see Table 4.3). All the measurements

were carried out on 0.5 wt % CuD added BYZD sintered at 1400
0

C

and furnace cooled to room temperature in air.

Table 4.3: The density and resistivity of BYZD for different
amounts of CuD addition with corresponding
sintering temperatures

Amount of Sintering Density Resistivity
CuD (wt %) temperature

(oC) 3 ( ...ll--cm)(gm/cm )

0 1450

0.5 1400 5.45 3 x 10
9

1.0 1400 5.51 3 x 10
8

2.0 1350 5.55 5 x 10
8

3.0 1300 5.55 6 x 10
7

5.0 1200 5.62 4 x 10
5

The dc resistivity of the compound BYZD were measured

by two-probe method after giving silver electrode at the two faces

of the pellets. A dc solid state electrometer was used for the

measurement. The resistivity was found to be of the order of 10
8-'Lcm

for 0.5 wt % CuD added BYZO sintered at 1400
0

C. For higher

amount of CuD addition the resistivity is slightly less, but for a.
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5 wt \ CuD added BYZO, the resistivity comes down to 10 5
..tl... cm.

In BYZO the resistivity decreases at a faster rate compared to that

of Ba
Z

YNbD
6

as the amount of CuD tncreases , . Table 4.3 gives

the resistivity value of different amount s of CuD added BYZD with

respective sintering temperature and density. Since the compound

has been prepared by adding CuD, the bulk resistivity obtained

should not be taken as its true resistivity, rather it is a combined

effect of all. Fig. 4.11 shows the SEM micrograph of BYZD sintered

at 1400 0
C for 10 hours with 0.5 wt \ of CuD. The compound BYZD

has a fine grain size with practically uniform grain distribution.

Presence of secondary phases cannot be observed in the micrograph.

In the micrograph a few porous area can be observed which is in

accordance with the density measurements.

4.3.3 Dielectric properties

The dielectric properties of the new compound BYZD have

been measured as a function of frequency at room temperature using

an impedence analyser. Fig. 4.12 shows the variation of dielectric

constant and dissipation factor as a function of frequency for samples

sintered at 1400 0 C with 0.5 wt % of CuD. Even though the

dielectric constant is low, the loss factor is very high. From the

figure it is clear that as the frequency increases from Hz region

to KHz region, the dielectric constant drastically reduces to a low

value which is expected for a material having free space charges.

As the time varying electric field passes through the material

medium, space charge polarisation and orientation polarisation take

place which give rise to high values of dielectric constant at low
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Fi S . 4 .11: Scanning e lectron micrograph of BYZO
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frequencies. As the frequency increases, these polarisation mecha

nisms become inoperative and the dielectric constant reduces drasti

cally. The values of ionisation and electronic polarisations are

low for BYZO because at MHz region, the dielectric constant is low

( ~ 10).

4.3.4 Blastic properties of BY7.0

Measurements of elastic properties are very important from

materials science point of view. It gives the resultant strain in

the material due to the stress experienced. The elastic modulii of

the compound BYZO has been measured as a function of temperature

from room temperature to liquid nitrogen temperature. In order

to understand the variation in the elastic properties of BYZO, we

have measured the longitudinal ultrasonic velocity at 10 MHz, as

a function of temperature. The measurements have been carried

out using a MATEC ultrasonic pulse echo overlap system. The

samples used for the measurements are in the form of circular discs

of diameter 10 mm and thickness 2.5 mm. The opposite faces are

finally polished so that they are plane and parallel to each other.

The quartz transducer with resonance frequency 10 MHz is

bonded to the sample with silicone grease which is found as a

suitable bonding material for a wide range of temperatures for longi

tudinal as well as transverse waves. The sample with the trans

ducer 1s held in a suitable sample holder in a cryostat. Using

liquid nitrogen as the cryogen, the temperature of the sample is

lowered to 90 K. A temperature controller is used to control the
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In order to avoid thermal gradients

and errors in temperature readings due to the thermal inertia of

the sample holder, the cooling rate is kept relatively small of the

order of 0 . 5 K/mim. For measuring ultrasound velocity, we have

used the pulse echo overlap technique (4). Echoes due to multiple

reflections at sample faces have been selected and overlaped on

the oscilloscope screen and by measuring the frequency and travel

time at which the oscilloscope is triggered, the velocity has been

calculated. By varying the temperature of the sample, the velocity

measurements have been carried out from 90 K to 300 K. The

elastic constant is calculated using the equation

c =

where V is the appropriate velocity and P is the density

3of the sample which is found to be ~ 5260 kg/m. The variations

of the longitudinal elastic modulus Cll as a function of temperature

is shown in Fig. 4.13. As the temperature decreases, the elastic

constant increases which is the normal behaviour of any solid.

A small change in slope is observed at temperatures r-- 225 K.--
Below this temperature, the rate of increase decreases on cooling.

No significant hysterisis in the variation of C
1l

between cooling and heating cycles.

has been found

4.3.5 Thermal properties of BYm

Thermal properties of any solid material are important,

because they give information about the response of the material
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to different thermal atmospheres. The thermal properties such as

specific heat and thermal conductivity of BYZO have been measured

as a function of temperature. The specific heat of the sample is

measured using a differential scanning calorimeter (Perkin Elmer

DSC-7) by the ratio method (5) with sapphire as the specific heat

standard. Known mass of powdered sample is taken in an aluminium

pan and sealed. The pan is then placed in the calorimeter and

the heat flow into the sample is plotted along with sapphire which

is the reference sample.

calculated by the equation

=

From these two plots the specific heat

where cp ' H and M are the specific heat, heat flow and mass

respectively with subscripts S and Rrefern.ng_ to the sample

and the reference respectively. Specific heat at various tempera-

tures have been determined by doing the above calculation at the

desired temperatures. The variation of specific heat with tempera-

ture for the sample is shown in Fig. 4.14. The specific heat

follows the normal behaviour till 450 K on heating and then

increases gradually. In the region between 90 K and 450 K the

specific heat of the material shows no anomalous change.

The thermal diffusivity is measured as a function of tempe

rature using the photo accoustic (PA) method (6). A PA spectrome

ter in which, the cell has provision to change the backing material
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of the sample, has been used for this purpose. A powerful Xe

lamp, a monochromator, a mechanical light chopper and a lock-in

amplifier are the other modules of the experimental set up (7).

Sample for this measurement has been prepared by hand lapping

and polishing the bulk material. The sample is thinned down to

approximately 80 urn. The PA amplitude as well as the phase

has been measured as a function of chopping frequency F. The

thickness of the sample is so chosen that it is thermally thin for

f <: f , the characteristic frequency and thermally thick for f > f .
c c

The PA amplitude versus the chopping frequency has been plotted.

The slope of the plot sharply changes at f c at which the sample

undergoes a change from a thermally thin regime to thermally thick

regime and the thermal diffusivity d... is given by f t
2

where
c '

t is the thickness of the samples. The measurements have been

carried out at a large number of fixed temperatures between 90 K

and 300 K.

The thermal conductivity K is defined by combining the

specific heat data and thermal diffusivity data making use of the

relation

k = c
p

The variation of thermal conductivity with temperature is shown

in Fig. 4.15. On heating K increases at first and then slowly

saturates at about 225 K.
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Reaction between BY7.0 and YBCa

Since the compound BYZO first appeared as a second phase

in YBCo-Zr02 system and the superconducting transition temperature

is not affected, it was assumed that there will not be any reaction

between YBCO and BYZO. The reactivity of YBCO with BYZO was

further studied in order to prove their co-existence at temperatures

o 0
of 950 C. The usual sintering temperature of YBCO is around 950 C

o
and in the system YBCO-Zr0

2
heated at 950 C, the secondary phase

formed was reported (8,9) as BaZr0
3

by various researchers. In

order to confirm the secondary phase in the system YBCO-Zr0
2

as

the compound BYZO, the reactivity between YBCO and BYZO was

studied. Equimolar ratio of two were mixed thoroughly and pressed

o
in the form of pellets and sintered at 950 C for 10 hours. Fig. 4 .16

shows the powder diffraction pattern of the mixture of YBCO and

BYZO heated at 950
0

C. From the XRD pattern it is evident that

practically there is no reaction between YBCO and BYZO. If there

is any reaction between the two compounds t then it should have

reflected in the XRD pattern. Absence of additional peaks and struc-

tural transformations confirmed that there is not much interaction

between the two compounds at this temperature of processing. Due

to the non-reactivity of YBCO with the new compound BYZO, it can

be used as a substrate material for the deposition of YBCO thin

and thick films.
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Fig. 4.16: XRD pattern of (a) pure YBCO, (b) pure BYZO,
(c) 1:1 mole mixture of YBCO : BYZO heated at
950°C for 10 hrs.
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CHARACTERISATION OF Ba
2

YSb0
6

(BYSbO)

4.4.1 Preparatim of BYSbO

High purity YZ0
3

, BaC0
3

, 5b Z0
3

are weighed in the requi

red ratio, mixed thoroughly in an agate mortar with acetone as

mixing media. It was then calcined at 1300
0 C for 10 hours and

furnace cooled to room temperature. The calcined material was

ground thoroughly and pressed in the form of pellets as before.

oThe pellets were then sintered at temperatures between 1350 to 1450 C

for 10 hours and furnace cooled. In order to enhance the compound

formation and sintering, small amount of CuO was adde to the

mixture and sintered at 1400
0

C for 10 hours. These samples were

used to study their crystal structure, electric and dielectric proper-

ties and microstructural properties.

The crystal structure of the compound BY5bO was studied

by x-ray powder diffraction method. Figure 4.17 shows the powder

o
diffraction pattern for pure BY5bO heated at 1400 C for 10 hours.

Even though the major peaks are due to the compound BY5bO. consi-

derable amount of secondary phase is also present in the above

prepared material as revealed by x-ray diffraction pattern. As

in the case of other compounds discussed earlier, elevated heating

temperature or prolonged time of heating do not result in single

phase material, rather than melting the compound. Figure 4.17b

shows the powder diffraction pattern for BY5bO prepared with 1 wt\

of CuO sintered at 1400
0 C for 10 hours. The x-ray pattern thus
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Fig. 4.17: XRD pattem of (a) BYSbD prepared without CuD.
(b) BYSbD prepared with 0.5 wt '" CuD
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.obtained is for a single phase compound with practically no impuri-

ties. The pattern was indexed for a cubic perovskite structure

and the lattice parameter calculated as a = 8.40 A.

4.4.2 Density and resistivity of BYSbO compound

The theoretical density of BYSbD compound has been calcu-

lated based on its crystal structure and cell volume.

3tical density calculated found to be 6.45 gm. /cm

The theore-

The bulk

density of BYSbD without any CuD addition was found to be very

low, but the density measured for 1.0 wt % CuD added BYSbD was

3found to be 5.91 gm/cm which is about 90% of theoretical density.

When we add CuD a liquid phase is formed. which enhances the

compound formation as well as sintering of the material. The

optimum amount of CuD required to get a well sintered body is about

1.0 wt % of CuD compared to 0.5 wt % of CuD in other compounds

discussed earlier.

The dc resistivity of the BYSbD samples sintered with CuD

were measured by two-probe method using an electrometer. For

1.0 wt % CuD added BYSbD, the resistivity was found to be about

108
J)..... cm in the same range as that of other compounds. As we

add more CuD, the resistivity remains same as that of BYSbD upto

3 wt % of CuD addition.

resistivity decreases.

But for a 5 wt % CuD added BYSbD. the

The sintering temperature and resistivity

values of different amounts of CuD added BYSbD are given in Table 4.4.
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Table 4.4: The density and resistivity of BYSbD for various
amounts of CuD addition with respective
sintering temperatures

Amount of CuD

(wt %)

Sintering
temperature

(oC)

Density

3(gm/cm )

Resistivity

( J\.- cm)

0 1450

1 1400 5.91 1.7 x 10
8

2 1400 5.98 1.6 x 10
8

3 1350 5.99 1.4 x 108

5 1300 6.00 8 x 106

10 1200 6.08 5 x 10
3

Scanning electron microscopic studies were carried out on

polished surfaces of the material in order to study the microstruc-

tural properties such as porosity. grain size and its distribution.

surface morphology and secondary phases etc. From Fig. 4.18 it

is clear that the compound with 1.0 wt % of CuD sintered at 1400 0 C

has very fine grain size and their distribution is almost uniform.

There is no detectable amount of secondary phases as evident from

the figure. Presence of pores can be observed. but the percentage

is very low in accordance with the density measurements. The

presence of CuD is not observable from the SEM micrographs.
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Fig. 4.18: Scanning electron micrograph of BYSbQ
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Dielectric properties of the compound BYSbO

The dielectric properties of the compound prepared as above

with 1.0 wt \I CuO were studied using an impedence analyser. The

variations of dielectric constant and dissipation factor are plotted

in Fig. 4.19 as a function of frequency. From the figure it is

evident that the dielectric constant decreases considerably as the

frequency increases. The reduction in the value of dielectric constant

can be attributed to the large values of space charge polarisation

and orientation polarisations occurring during the application of

electric field. Space charge polarisations and orientational polari-

sation are undesirable in a dielectric material for its use as substra

tes. Also high loss factor is not good for a substrate material.

One probable reason for high loss factor may be due to the presence

of CuO which has been added to BYSbO for compound formation and

sintering.

4.4.4 Reactivity of YBeO with BYSbO

The compound BYSbO first· appeared as a second phase in

YBCO-SbZ03 system, and it is expected that there will not be any

reaction between YBCO and BYSbO. Also from a technological point

of view, Ba
Z

YSb06 can be used as a substrate for YBCO thin films,

if the reactivity is less or there is no reaction at all. With this

point of view, equimolar ratio of two compounds were mixed

thoroughly and pressed in the form of pellets. It was then sintered

at 950
0 C for 10 hours. X-ray powder diffraction pattern for (a) pure
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Fig. 4.20: XRD pattern of (a) pure YBCO, (b) pure BYSbO,
(c) 1:1 mole mixture of YBCO:BYSbO heated at
950

0C
for 10 hrs.
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YBCO, (b) pure BYSbO, (c) 1:1 mole mixture of YBCO and BYSbO

heated at 950
0 C are shown in Fig. 4.20. From the figure it is

clear that practically there is no reaction between the two

ocompounds at 950 C. If there is reaction between the two compounds,

then in the x-ray pattern it should be reflected. The x-ray diffrac-

tion pattern did not show any additional peaks apart from those

for pure YBCO and BYSbO. Due to the non-reactivity of BYSbO with

YBCO, it is inferred again that the secondary phase formed in YBCO-

Sb
2

0
3

system is the compound Ba
2

YSb0
6

and has been suggested

as a promising substrate for the deposition of YBCO thin and thick

films.

4.5 DISCUSSION

The present investigation gives a detailed description of

the preparation of a new class of ceramic compounds all having the

same crystal structure and chemical formula. The preparation

methods are also the same. In all the four compounds presence

of CuO was found essential for obtaining <:" single phase material

and for getting a highly dense and sintered body. Absence of CuD

results in impurity phases (as evident from XRD studies) and shatte

ring of the sintered product into powder during cooling (in the

absence of CuO the mechanical strength is very poor). The exact

role of CuO is not understood at present. Also whether CuO goes

into the lattice of YBCO has not been investigated. The amount

of CuO required for the purpose of obtaining a single phase

compound is very small and is of the order of 0.5 wt %• Since
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oCuO melts above 950 C, either it must have melted and ran out of

the body or formed some liquid phase by reacting with the consti-

tuent materials and the small amount of liquid phase formed may

be enhancing the compound formation and sintering.

Even though the compound Ba
Z

YNbOS has been reported

a dielectric resonator material.

earlier (1) very few studies can be seen on this compound. Recently

Mitsuhira Takata et al . (10) studied the dielectric properties of

a similar rare earth compound Ba
Z

YbNbOS for its possible use as

But the compound Ba
Z

YbNbOS pre

pared by them is not a single phase compound, rather it contains

other phases also. Since it is very difficult to get a single phase

compound of Ba
Z

YNbOS' in literature we cannot see a detailed study

of this compound and its characterisation. The present investiga-

tion gives the preparation method of a single phase compound BYNO.

The compounds viz. Ba
Z

YSnOS and Ba
Z

YZrOS are new compounds and

have not been reported earlier.

The general structural formula for the series of compounds

can be represented by Ba ZYAOS (where A = Nb, Sb, Sn and Zr).

Since all the compounds are isostructural, their preparative condi-

tions are also similar. The properties of the compounds are also

more or less same with no remarkable difference in electrical and

dielectric properties.

The compounds Ba ZYAOS appeared as a secondary phase YBCO-

Ax 0y system (where A = Nb, Sb, Sn or Zr). In literature we

can see considerable number of works on SnOZ and zrO
Z

doped
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The secondary phase formed in YBCo-Sn0
2

system

has been reported as BaSn03 (2,3) and the effect of addition of

BaSn0
3

in YBCO on the enhancement of current density has been

studied by McGinn et al. (11) . Few groups have claimed that sn

goes into the lattice sites of YBCO (12,13), but the transition tern pe-

rature remains same as that of pure YBCO. They also carried out

the Mossbauer spectroscopic studies on Sn0 2 doped YBCO. But in

the present investigation we identified the secondary phase as

Ba2 YSn06 and synthesised the compound as' a single phase material

and proved the co-existence of YBCO and Ba
Z

YSn06 without any reac

tion or interaction between the two to show that the secondary phase

is Ba
Z

YSn0
6

and not BaSn0
3.

In the case of zrO z doped YBCO the

secondary phase has been reported as BaZr0
3

(8,9) . Since ZrOZ

is being widely used as a good buffer layer in between various

substrates and YBCO thin films, a detailed study on the secondary

phase in YBCO-ZrO
Z

system is very important. In the present inves

tigation we identified the secondary phase as Ba Z YZr0 6 and not as

The compound has been prepared as a single phase

material and indexed the crystal structure. The co-existence of

YBCO with BaZ YZrO6 has been studied and found tha t there is no

o
reaction between the two at 9S0 C and thus proved that the secon-

dary phase is Ba 2YZr06
In the case of Nb2 Os and Sb Z03 the

nature of the secondary phases has not been reported. But we

identified the secondary phases as Ba ZYNb06
and Ba

Z
YSb0

6
and

proved by studying their co-existence with YBCO at 9S0·oC.
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Table 4.5: Various properties of the new compounds

Compound BYNO BYSnO BYSbO BYZO

Crystal system cubic cubic cubic cubic

a = 8.436 A a = 8.420 a = 8.40 .:l = 8.44

rrheoretical density
6.109 6.320 6.45 6.00

gm/cm3

DC resistivity 5 x 109 7 8
3 x 10

9
1.6 x 10 1. 7 x 10

-n.. -cm

Dielectric constant
28 10 20 15lat 1 M Hz

Loss factor 10-3 10-2 10-2 10-2
at 1 M Hz

The studies have shown that the newly developed ceramic

compounds do not react with the superconductor YBCO. The

measurements on electrical resistivity show that these compounds

are insulators.

new compounds.

Table 4.5 gives the different properties of the

The values of dielectric constant found to· be for

Ba2 YNb06 = 28, Ba2 YSb06 = 20, Ba2 YSn06 = 10, Ba2 YZr06 = 15

which are higher than that of aluminabut much less than that of

£'== 250), a usual substrate for YBCO thin films. Due

to the nonreactivity of the above compounds with YBCO, the new

compounds can be used as good substrates for the deposition of YBCO

thin and thick films. The only difficulty with the new compounds
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is that there is lattice mismatch between YBCO and the new

compounds and epitaxial film growth is difficult. But at the same

time it should be noted that the Iattrce parameters of the new

compounds are almost double to that of MgO (a = 4.21 A), a common

substrate for the deposition of YBCO thin films.

Now consider the compound Ba
Z

YSnO
S

• The compound can

be considered as a rare earth doped perovskite compound Basn0
3

•

The doping mechanism can be schemati.cally represented as below:

Y doping for sn
2 Basn03 >

. When x = 0.5
>

In a similar way we can consider the other compounds as

rare earth doped perovskite compounds.

mechanism can be represented as

In general the doping

Y doping for A

2 Ba A 03 7

(Cubic perovskite)

When x = 0.5
:7

Z Ba Y A
1

03x -x

----.....;;7" Ba2 YAOS

(cubic perovskite)

where A = Nb,Sb,Sn or Zr
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Thus all the four compounds show identical doping mechanism and

have same structural properties.

The compounds belong to (NH4)3 Fe F4 class of compounds

with space group Fm3m. The crystal structure is schematically

shown in Fig. 4.21. It is very similar to the compound

Ba Pb1_x Bi x03 a non-copper oxide superconductor discovered by

Sleight et a1. (14) with a transition temperature of 13 K appro-

ximately.

4.6 SCOPE FOR FUTURE INVESTIGATIONS ON NEW COMPOUNlli~ YA0
6

Since the compounds Ba2 YA06 do not react with the super

conductor YBCO, thin film deposition on substrates made of Ba 2YA06

can be carried out. Since almost all the known ceramic insulators

react with YBCD and deteriorate the superconducting properties,

good quality films of YBeD are not met with success. However,

with sophisticated instruments and innovative techniques of depo

sition, fairly good quality films are being made on various substra

tes. But the quality of the films are not so good to make use of

it into technological devices where the salient features of super

conductors are being made use of for more efficiency compared to

conventional materials. Due to the non-reactivity t excellent quality

films are expected on substrates made of Ba 2 YA06 where the salient

features of high temperature superconductors can be exploited into

technological devices.

sition technique.

But it is needed to have a suitable depo-
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structure
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Another aspect of studies is the substitution for various

lattice sites of the compound Ba
Z

YAD6 and the resultant variations

in crystal structure, electric and dielectric properties and various

other physical properties. It is. possible to replace Y comple-

tely by other rare earth elements. The general formula can be

written as Ba
Z

LnAD
6

where Ln = rare earth elements, A = Nb,

Sb, Sn and zr , Similarly it is possible to substitute the divalent

cation Ba2+ by Ca and Sr. It will be interesting to study these

aspects and the associated property changes.

Another interesting aspect is the effect of CuD addition in

the formation of the compounds Ba
Z

YAD
S

and its sinterability. It

is found that extremely small amount of CuD is required for

obtaining a single phase as well as sintered body. As we add more

and more amount of CuD, the electrical conductivity of YBCD

increases considerably (see Tables 1-4) • The insulator to metal

transition due to CuD doping is also interested to study and the

associated density of electronic states. Since the compounds are

structurally identical to the non-copper oxide superconductor

Ba Pb 1_x BixDa a search for superconductivity in BaZ YSbD6 with

suitable doping may be interesting.

Finally in the compounds Ba
Z

YSnD
6

and Ba
Z

YZr0
6

if we take

the valency into consideration, the chemical formula can be written

as Ba zYSncs.S and B~ YZrO S. S But its structure can accommodate

oxygen content upto 6.0. Hence it will be interesting to study the

oxygen ion conductivity of these two compounds. The compound
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YBa2 CUa 07_ S is found to be a good oxygen ion conductor due to

the excess oxygen in the structure. In a similar analogy it is

expected that Ba 2YZr06 and Ba 2YSn06 can be good oxygen ion conduc

tors and one can exploit this property of the material into practical

devices. Already zr02 and Sn02 are known (15) as good oxygen

ion conductors. Good ionic conductivity is expected in the above

two compounds and further studies are needed in this direction.
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CHAPTER 5

TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF CERAMIC INSULATOR-SUPERCONDUCTOR

COMPOSITES: A PERCOLATION STUDY

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In the previous chapter we have described the synthesis

of a new class of ceramic compounds Ba
Z

YA06 which appeared as

a secondary phase in YBCO due to the dopants NbZ05• Sb Z03• SnOZ

and zrO
Z

. The real existence of the compounds have been proved

by synthesising the compounds and have further determined the

crystal structure and their electric. dielectric. thermal and elastic

properties. Also it was found that there was no reaction between

YBCO and Ba ZYA06 at normal processing temperatures. This chapter

describes the preparation of ceramic insulator-superconductor compo

site for the first time. even though considerable amount of work

have been carried out (1-5) on superconductor-noble metal compo

sites where the reactivity is least. Previously there was no study

on a ceramic insulator-superconductor composite system. primarily

because almost all the known ceramic insulators react with YBCO

at elevated temperatures of processing and destroy the superconduc

ting properties. The new compounds developed by us are found

to be non-reactive with YBCO and it is the first attempt to prepare

a real ceramic insulator-superconductor composite which contains

the high temperature superconductor YBaZCl!307_$ •
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The high temperature ceramic superconductors exhibit granular

properties. The study of superconducting small aggregates, clusters

or particles are very important from both fundamental and technolo

gical stand point. Due to the short coherence length and large pene

tration depth along with the granular nature of high Tc supercon

ductors, it will be interesting to study the percolation and fractual

properties, quantum size effects, thermal fluctuations and size

effects on superconductivity.

A ceramic insulator-superconductor composite system provides

superconducting small aggregates along with insulating phase without

deteriorating its properties. Preparation of such a composite system

provides considerable information from both fundamental and techno

logical point of view. Recently there were a few attempts to study

the percolation behaviour of superconductor-noble metal composites

based on electrical transport and magnetisation properties (2,3) .

It was found that noble metals such as gold and silver form compo

sites with YBCO without deteriorating the properties of YBCO. The

percolation model equations cannot be strictly applied to. such a

system due to the low resistivity ratio of the two at room tempe-

rature. Recently Lin (6) proposed a scaling factor to explain the

observed deviations in the critical exponents describing the trans-

port properties of Ag-YBCO composites. They studied a model

system Ag-PrBa 2 CU3 0
7

and showed that the deviations of critical

exponents are due to the low resistivity ratio of superconductor

to metal compared with that of insulator to metal and not due to

any other interactions. In this chapter the normal state percolation
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and superconducting state percolation behaviour of insulator-super

conductor composite systems have been studied based on transport

properties and the implications of the results obtained have been

discussed from both fundamental and technological point of view.

The ceramic insulator-superconductor composite systems

presently investigated are:

i. BaZYNb06 YBaZCu307_ ~

H. BazYSn06 YBaZCu307_ s

Hi. BaZYSb06 YBaZCu307_~

iv. Ba
Z

y zr0
6 YBaZCu307_~

The above four composite systems can be represented for

Sb, Sn or zr , The above systems have been selected for investi-

gation primarily because almost all the known ceramic insulators

react with YBCO and destroy superconductivity. But the above

systems form composite without any degradation in the superconduc

ting properties of YBCO.

5.2 WHAT IS A PERCOLATION MODEL

The percolation model was originally proposed (7) to

describe how fluid spreads through porous media. branching poly

mers form a gel. electron migration in a solid, disease infects a

community and other similar phenomena. Because of its generality

and relative simplicity it has found many applications ranging
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from the physics of quarks to the extraction of oil from sand

stones.

Consider a regular lattice where lattice sites can have two

states; either black or white (7). A cluster is defined as a group

of black sites connected by nearest neighbour distances. There

is a critical point V = V below which only finite clusters exist,
c

but for V::::' V a fraction of the black sites belong to an infinitec

cluster and a percolation is possible. Below the percolation

threshold, V «: Vc' there is no infinite cluster of black sites.

From V the fraction of sites belonging to the infinite clusterc

grows drastically, it has a non-analytic point at Vc' This non-

analycity is characteristic for the percolation threshold, and is

usually described by a power law asymptotically close to Vc.

Consider the case of a metal-insulator composite system.

The resistivity of insulator is very high. If we add metal to insu-

lator, the resistivity of the composite remains more or less same

as that of insulator upto a critical volume fraction of metal in the

composite. If the volume fraction of metal increases beyond the

critical volume, the resistivity reduces drastically to that of pure

metal. The critical volume fraction of metal required to have a

continuous net work or to become an infinite cluster is called the

percolation threshold value. The transport properties can be descri

bed by a set of exponential equations below and above the threshold

volume. The relations are (2,7,8)
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p -= ~.
(V -V )-t

m c for V > Vm c (1)

(V -V i"c m for V .::::. Vm c (2)

, ,
where p and ~ are the resistivities of the composites, ~o ~ ~b

are constants, V volume fraction of metal in the system and V the
m c

threshold volume. I t I and IU I are critical exponents describing

I t I

The values of V, t and u obtained
c

for different systems of composites vary due to many factors.

the transport properties.

and IU I are a measure of order of interaction between normal metal

and insulator. The value obtained for percolation threshold is

around 17 vol % of metal in the system for a perfect metal-insulator

composite without any interaction or reaction between the two. The

expected values of critical exponents are t ~ 1. 7 and u -:::::: 0.7

approximately. The values obtained by experimental methods vary

slightly around this value. AA appreciable variation of critical

exponents from the above values indicates that the system is not

forming a perfect composite.

5.3

5.3.1 Preparatim of BYND-YBea composites

Pure YBCO has been prepared from its constituent oxides

and carbonates by solid state reaction method as described in

chapter 3. The ceramic insulator Ba2 YNb06 (BYNO) is prepared

by the method described in chapter 4. The composite BYNO-YBCO

have been prepared by mixing the two compounds in different
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"volume percentages taking into account of their theoretical densi-

ties. Table 5.1 shows the qifferent volume ratios of composites

prepared from zero vol \ to 100 vol \ of BYNO. The compounds

were thoroughly mixed. then pressed in the form of pellets 12 mm

diameter and 2 to 2.5 mm thickness by uniaxial pressing.

Table 5.1: Different volume percentages of BYNO-YBCO composites
and their corresponding sintering temperature and
densities

Sintering Density
Vol \ of YBCO Vol \ of BYNO temperature

(oC) 3
(gm/cm )

100 0 950 5.80

90 10 950 5.83

80 20 950 5.89

70 30 965 5.91

60 40 980 5.80

50 50 990 5.80

40 60 1010 5.68

30 70 1030 5.50

20 80 1050 5.44

15 85 1080 5.46

10 90 1100 5.40

5 95 1200 5.52

0 100 1350 5.58
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It was then sintered at temperatures from 9500 C to 13500 C for

12 hours. The sintered samples were then cooled slowly to room

temperature in oxygen atmosphere. The sintering temperature for

different composite ratios are also given in table 5.1. The compo

site prepared as above has been used to study the superconducting

properties and percolation properties at normal state and supercon

ducting state by resistivity. XRD and scanning electron microscopic

techniques .. The densities of the composites were measured by

Archimedes method and are given in Table 5.1. It should be noted

that the sintering temperature of BYNO-YBCO composites increases

as the vol % of BYNO in the system increases. The sintering tempe

ratures are optimised in order to get a continuous grain to grain

net work of YBCO without loosing the superconducting properties.

The densities of the composites remain more or less same for low

vol % of BYNO. but for higher vol % of BYNO. the density decreases

as shown in Table 5.1.

5.3.2 Temperature-resistance studies on BYNQ-YBca composites

The resistivities of the composites BYNO-YBCO were

measured as a function of temperature by four probe method as des

cribed in chapter 2. Fig. 5.1 shows the temperature-resistance

curve for different volume percentages of BYNO in the composite.

For clarity and readability the normalised resistivity ~ \ ~'( is plo-

tted against temperature where ~ is the resistivity and ?V" the

resistivity at room temperature. All the composite samples showed

a metallic behaviour in their resistivity curves and are
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Fig. 5.1: Temperature-resistance curve of BYNO-YBCO

composites with different vol % of BYNO
(A) 0, (B) 10, (C) 20, (D) 30, (E) 50,
(F) 70, (G) 80
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superconducting above liquid nitrogen temperature upto 80 vol , of

BYNO in the system. For a composite with 50 vol \ of BYNO. the

superconducting transition temperature is same as that of pure meo.

But for the composite with 80 vol \ of BYNO. its resistance does

not become zero even at liquid nitrogen temperature. The resisti-

vity does not become zero due to the absence of enough superconduc-

ting net-works through the bulk of the samples. For still higher

vol \ of BYNO, its normal state resistivity becomes too high and

by foor probe method it was found very difficult to measure the

resistivity. The resistivity in the higher resistance side of the

composites were measured by two probe method using a Keithley

The resistance-temperature measurements

solid state electrometer.

8
order of 10 ~ -cm.

The resistivity was found to be of the

show that the superconducting percolation threshold value is around

20 vol \ of meo in the composite. That is if the vol \ of YBeO

is more than 20 vol \. the system shows superconductivity. At

the percolation threshold, 1. e. for 20 vol \ of YBeO the supercon-

ducting grain to grain net work becomes infinite and shows super-

conductivity.

The variation of normal state resistivity at room temperature

for different vol \ of BYNO is plotted in Fig. 5. 2a. The normal

state resistivity showed a drastic variation in its value around 80

vol \I of BYNO in the system. For low vol \I of BYNO, the normal

state resistivity is almost same as that of pure YBeO as evident

from the figure. For higher vol \ of BYNO above 80\, the resisti-

vity of the composite is nearly equal to that of pure insulator BYNO •
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The temperature coefficient of resistivity at room temperature r!I ~ t-YJ
is also given in Fig. 5. 2b, as a function of vol lli of BYNO. The

temperature coefficient of resistivity also showed a sharp variation

around 80 vol lli of BYNO. Thus from Fig. 5.2, . we can infer that

the normal state percolation threshold value of the ceramic insulator-

superconductor composite BYNO-YBCO is around 80 vol lli of BYNO

or the percolation threshold is around 20 vol lli of YBCO. That

is when the volume percent of YBCO in the composite is around 20

vol lli. the composite system shows its resistivity nearly equal to

that of pure YBCO. The exact value of percolation threshold is

found from the percolation model equations by considering the super-

conductor YBCO as a metal and the ceramic BYNO as an insulator.

The transport properties of an insulator-superconductor

composite in the normal state can be represented by the percolation

equations.

=P
~\ = (V - V )u

c s

for

for

v "/ Vs c
(3 )

(4)

where f and 0\1 are respectively the resistivities of the compo-

sites for Vs vol lli of superconductor above and below the perco-

lation threshold volume V and It I and IU I are the critical expo
c

nents describing the transport properties. The values of t, u , Po'
\

~. are calculated from the log-log plot of P versus (Vs - Vc)

and 0'\ versus (Vc - Vs) which gives a straight line. The exact

value of vc is taken such that the log-log plot of f versus rv - V )s (;
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The
\

~ versus (Vc - Vs) both give exactly a straight line.

log-log plot of equations (3) and (4) is shown in Fig. 5.3 and the
"I

values of Vc' t, u, ~o' ~:> obtained as

and

V = 17 vol %c

t = 1.675

u = 0.375

f~ 6.309
3

= x 10 m ,n, -cm
,

x 10
12

~~ = 2.51 m ..!\... -cm

The values obtained for the ceramic insulator-superconduct or

composite (BYNO-YBCO) matches very well with that calculated for

an ideal insulator-conductor composite system. The value of critical

exponent It I describing the transport properties in the metallic

side of the system agrees with the theoretically expected value.

But the value of the critical exponent IU I which explains the trans-

port properties in the insulating side of the composite deviates

from the theoretically expected value. Since the value of critieal

exponent It' matches with the predicted value. it implies that the

system forms a composite in the lower volume side of BYNO (upto

83 vol % of BYNO) without much interaction or reaction between the

two compounds. The deviation in the critical exponent IU' can be

explained in the following way.

The usual sintering temperature of YBCO is around 950
0

C

followed by slow cooling in order to absorb oxygen from the atmos-

phere and the associated structural transformation and
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Fig. 5.3: Log-lot plot of (a) F versus (V - V )., s c
and (b) P versus (V - V ) of BYNO-YBCO

c s
composites where Vc the threshold volume and

r and r' are the resistivities of the
composites for vol % of superconductor (v )s
above and below the threshold volume Vc·
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superconductivity. If we process YBCO by heating above 950
0

C t it

starts melting and decomposes into YZ BaCu0
5

t BaCUO
Z

and CuO.

In the BYNO-YBCO composite, as the vol % of BYNO increases the

sintering temperature of the composite also increases as given in

Table 5.1. For example a composite with 50-50 volume ratio sinters

at temperatures aro~d 990
0

C and a composite with 70 vol % of BYNO

sinters only above 1000
0

C. At these elevated temperatures of sinte

ring there is every possibility for YBCO in the composite to melt

and decompose and react with BYNO in the system. But upto a

moderate temperature of 1000
0

C and slightly above, the reaction

and decomposition of YBCO is not appreciable in the composite BYNO-

YBCO. As the vol % of BYNO increases further t the sintering tempe-

rature also increases and accelerated decomposition and reactions

are expected and the system no more forms a real composite. Thus

the deviation in the critical exponent 'u I can be attributed to the

possible reactions and decompositions taking place in the system

due to the elevated temperatures required for processing of the

composite at higher volume ratio of BYNO.

5.3.3 X-ray diffraction studies on BYNO-YBCO composites

X-ray powder diffraction studies were carried out on compo

site samples prepared as described in section 5.3.1 to monitor the

reaction between the compounds BYNO-YBCO. Fig. 5.4 shows the

powder diffraction pattern for different volume ratios of composites.

For low vol % of BYNO t there is no appreciable reaction between

the two compounds. The x-ray pattern shows (Fig. 5.4 b6c) only
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Fig. 5.4: XRD pattern of BYNO-YBCO composites with
different vol % of BYNO in the system
(A) 0, (B) 30, (C) 50, (D) 70, (E) 100
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peaks corresponding to the phases BYNO and YBCO. No additional

peaks can be observed in the diffraction patttem upto 50 vol \ of

o
BYNO even though the processing temperatures are about 990 C. It

means that the thermal stability of YBCO has increased upto higher

temperature in the composite system BYNO-YBCO. The temperature-

resistance studies on 50-50 ratio of composite showed a supercon-

ducting transition at 92 K same as that of pure YBCO. Thus from

both x-ray diffraction studies and temperature-resistance studies.

it can be seen that there is no reaction or deterfr-ratton of super-

conducting properties for a 50:50 volume ratio of BYNO-YBCO

oprocessed at 990 C.

For higher vol % of BYNO. we can observe some additional

peaks due to impurity phases apart from the phases YBCO and BYNO.

which indicates the possible reaction between the two compounds

during processing. But it should be noted that the amount of impu-

rity phases formed are very small and the extent of reaction is

very lesS eventhougn the processtng temperatures are above 1000
0

C.

(Fig. 5.4 d). Hence at this processing temperatures. the supercon-

ducting properties are not drastically affected. In the R-T curve

we can observe a slight reduction in Tcvalue (for 70 vol % Tc = 85 K

and for 80 vol % Tc <: 77 K) which is in accordance with the

slight amount of reaction taking place in the system. Thus both

x-ray powder diffraction studies and resistivity studies. give compli-

mentary results.
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lticrostrocture of BYND-YBCO composites

Scanning electron microscopic studies on polished surfaces

of BYNO-YBCO composites were carried out to see its microstructural

features. Fig. 5.5 shows the scanning electron micrograph of the

oomposites with different vol lIi of BYNO. The figure clearly shows

the presence of two distinct phases (as evidenced by the difference

in contrast) corresponding to BYNO and YBCO with sharp boundary

between the two. As the volume lIi of BYNO increases we can

observe an increase in the corrresponding phase in the micrograph.

The figure clearly shows that there is no diffusion or reaction at

the interface between the two phase, rather an extremely sharp

phase boundary is observed (Fig. 5.5 8ab). It has a sharp boun-
•

dary between the two phases which again confirms that there is

no reaction between the two compounds, but forms a real composite.

Also it is evident from the figure that there is continuous grain

to grain net work of YBCO in the composite which gives rise to

superconducting transition as observed by resistivity measurements.

Thus x-ray, SEM and resistivity measurements oomplementarily prove

that practically there is no reaction between YBCO and BYNO if the

processing temperatures are controlled properly.

5.4

5.4.1 Preparatim of BYSnO-YBCO composites

Pure YBCO was prepared as described earlier. Pure ceramic

insulator BYSnO was prepared as described in chapter 4 by solid
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(a)

( b )

Fig . 5.5 : Scanning elect ron micrograph for different volume
ratio of SYNQ : YBCO composites
(a ) 30 : 70 ; (b) 50 : 50
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state reaction method. Ceramic insulator-supercnductor composites

were prepared for different volume percentages of BYSnQ by mixing

BYSnO and YBCO in the required volume ratio by taking into account

of their theoretical densities. The thoroughly mixed samples were

pressed in the form of peilets of 12 mm diameter and 2 to 2.5 mm

thickness by untaxtal pressing and sintered at temperatures ranging

from 950
0C

to 1350
0

C depending upon the composition. Table 5.2

I

gives the composition of composites along with their sintering temperature.

Table 5.2: Composition of BYSnO-YBCO compposites and their
sintering temperature and densities

Vol % of YBCO Vol % of BYSnO
Sintering Density
temperature

(oC) 3(gm/cm)

100 0 950 5.80

90 10 950 5.85

80 20 950 5.90

70 30 965 5.92

60 40 980 5.88

50 50 990 5.85

40 60 1010 5.75

30 70 1030 5.68

20 80 1050 5.60

15 85 1070 5.58

10 90 1100 5.65

5 95 1150 5.68"

0 100 1350 5.75

/
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The samples sintered for 12 hours were furnace cooled to room tempe-

rature in oxygen atmosphere. The composite samples prepared as

above were used for measuring the superconducting transition tempe

rature, XRD studies, microstructural characterisation and for perco-

lation model studies. The densities of the composites were measured

by Archimedes method and the values are given in Table 5.2.

5.4.2 Resistivity studies on BYSnO-YBCO composites

The resistivities of the composites were measured by four

probe method from room temperature to liquid nitrogen temperature.

All the samples prepared upto 80 vol % of BYSnO showed a metallic

behaviour with superconducting transition above liquid nitrogen tempe-

rature. Even though the composite with 80 vol % of BYSnO showed

superconducting transition above liquid nitrogen temperature, its

resistance did not become exactly zero even down to a temperature

of 77 K. Also it showed semiconductor character in its R-T curve

till its transition temperature with a sharp transition to supercon-

ducting state above liquid nitrogen temperature. All the other

samples showed a metallic behaviour in thei r R-T curve as shown

in Fig. 5.6. In the figure, the normalised resistivity -e\~V' is plo-

tted against temperature for different volume ratios of composites,

where ~y is the room temperature resistivity. For samples with

higher vol % of insulator (BYSnO vol % > 80) their resistance

becomes too high, and a two probe method was used to measure

the resistivity. The BYSnO-YBCO composite showed a superconduc-

ting percolation threshold around 20 vol % of YBCO. It means that
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Fig. 5.6: Temperature-resistance curve of BYSnO-YBCO
composites with different vol % of BYSnO
(a) 0, (b) 10, (c) 20, (d) 30, (e) 50,
(f) 70, (g) 80.

All the samples showed a metallic behaviour with
superconducting transition around 92 K. The
composite with 80 vol % of BYSnO showed semi
conducting behaviour with sharp transition into
superconducting state above 77 K, but its
resistance does not become zero even at 77 K.
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when the volume percent of YBCO is 20 or above, there are inter-

connected net works of superconducting grains for the supercurrent•
to pass through the material. But for lower vol \ of YBCO (<: 20\)

the continuous net work of superconducting grains breaks away, and

its resistance becomes nearly equal to that for pure insulator BYSnO.

The variation of normal state resistivity for different vol \

of BYSnO in the composite is plotted in Fig. 5.7. The variation of

temperature coefficient of resistivity (cL ':. 1> ~ ') is also given

in figure 5.7. Both the normal state resistivity and the tempera-

ture coefficient of resistivity showed a sharp deviation in their

values at about 80 vol \ of BYSnO in the composite. Thus the

normal state percolation threshold value for the insulator-supercon-

ductor composite BYSnO-YBCO lies around 20 vol % of YBCO. The

actual value of percolation threshold volume can be calculated from

the equations governing the transport properties of the composites

(equations (3) and (4)) by considering BYSnO as insulator and YBCO

at room temperature as metal. The percolation threshold value V is
c

taken such that log-log plot gives a straight line. The log-log plot

of equations (3) and (4) for the BYsnO-YBCO composites are shown

in Fig. 5.8. The critical values obtained from Fig. 5.8 are

Vc = 20

t = 1.80

u = 1.23

~ = 9.77 x 10 3 m-!\- -cm

~\ = 5.62 x 108 mft- -cm
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Fig. 5.8: Log-log plot of (a) F versus (V - V ) and
, s c

(b) r versus (V - V ) of BYSnO-YBCO
c s

composites where V the threshold volume and
c

p and p' are the resistivities of the
composites for V vol % of superconductor

s .
above and below the percolat ion threshold
volume Vc'
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The percolation threshold value V is nearly equal to that
c

for ideal insulator-conductor composite system. Also the values

of critical exponents I t I and IU I agree with those values expected

theoretically. Thus the percolation model studies for the normal

state transport properties show that BYSnO-YBCO forms a real compo

site without much reaction or interaction between the two. Also

it should be remembered that the processing temperature for compo

sites with higher vo1 % BYSnO is higher than that for pure YBCO.

At this elevated temperatures, there are chances for decomposition

of YBCO and also for reaction with BYSnO. Still the percolation

studies show that the system forms a composite without much

reaction or decomposition between the two compounds or in other

words. it is not at all affecting the transport properties at normal

temperatures. Both the normal state percolation threshold value

and superconducting percolation threshold value found to be in the

same range for the above system Le. about 20 vo1 % of YBCO.

5.4.3 XRD Studies m BYSnO-YBCD composites

X-ray powder diffraction studies were carried out to identify

different phases existing in the composite BYSnO-YBCO system and

to see the extent of reaction between the two compounds. Fig. 5.9

shows the powder diffraction pattern for different vo1 % of BYSnO

in the composite. The XRD patterns for 30 vo1 % and 50 vo1 % of

BYSnO do not show any additional peaks other than those of pure

YBCO and BYSnO. It indicates that BYSnO-YBCO system forms perfect

composite upto 50 vo1 % of BYSnO without any reaction or interaction
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Fig. 5.9: XRD pattern of BYSnO-YBCO composites for
different vol % of BYSnO

(a) 0, (b) 30, (c) 50, (d) 70, (e) 100
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or decomposition. The processing temperature for 50 vol 1\ of BYSnO

o
is around 990 C, still it does not show any reaction or degradation

in its superconducting properties. The powder diffraction pattern

for 70 vol % of BYSnO shows orthorhombic mco phase along with

the major phase BYSnO. Also a few impurity peaks can be observed

in Fig. 5.9 d which may be due to some decomposition product of

YBCO or due to some minor reactiorl. between YBCO and BYSnO.

The processing temperatures are above 1000 0 C and at this elevated

temperature naturally one expects decomposition of YBCO alang with

some reaction. But in the composite system, the rate of decompo-

sition is reduced due to the presence of BYSnO, -retatning the ortho-

rhombic structure of mca and its superconductivity. The resisti-

vity measurements clearly shows the superconducting transition upto

80 vol % of BYSna. Thus in the composite, mca does not loses

its structure and superconducting properties even by processing

o
above 1000 C as evidenced from x-ray diffraction studies and by

resistivity measurements _ But in the ~ case of almost all the known

ceramic insulators, the superconducting properties of mca is lost

when it is processed along with the insulator above 950
0C.

5.4.4 Microstructure of BYSnO-YBeo composites

SEM pictures of BYSna-YBca composites are shown in

Fig. 5.10. From the micrograph it is evident that there are two

distinct phases corresponding to YBCa and BYSnO. There is no indi-

cation of any reaction between YBCa and BYSnO. Also the grain

size becomes smaller and- smaller as the amount of BYSnO in the
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( a)

(b)

Fig. 5.10 : Scanning electron micrographs for diffferent volume
ratios of BYSnO : YBCO composites
la) 30 : 70 ; (b) 50 : 50
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system increases (see Fig. 5.10a and b corresponding to 30 and

50 vol % of BYSnO). (In the present system, it forms a uniform

and fine mixture of two phases. There are no sharp grain bounda-

ries between BYNO and YBCO grains. Thus the SEM pictures of

BYSnO and BYNO composites differ in their microstructural proper

ties, even though the x-ray and resistivity measurements showed

identical properties).

5.5

5.5.1

STUDIES ON Ba2YSb06-YBa ~u307_S (BYSbO-YBCO) COMPOSITES

Preparation of BYSbO-YBCO composites

Pure YBCO has been prepared as described in chapter 3.

The ceramic insulator BYSbO was prepared from its constituent

oxides by solid state reaction method as described in the previous

chapter. YBCO and BYSbO were mixed into different volume ratios

taking into account of their theoretical densities. It was then

thoroughly mixed and pressed in the form of pellets. The pellets

were sintered in oxygen atmosphere for 12 hours in the temperature

range 950
0

C to 1350
0

C depending on the vol % of BYSbO and cooled

slowly to room temperature. The details of different volume ratios

of composites, their corresponding sintering temperatures and densi

ties are given in Table 5.3. It was found that the densities of

composites are more or less the same as that of YBCO.
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Table 5.3: Compositions of BYSbO-YBCO composites and correspon
ding sintering temperature and densities

Vol % of YBCO Vol % of BYSbO
Sintering
temperature

( °C)

Density

3(gm/cm)

100 0 950 5.80

90 10 950 5.82

85 15 960 5.81

f\0 20 960 5.85

70 30 970 5.84

60 40 980 5.80

50 50 1000 5.63

40 60 1020 5.55

30 70 1040 5.56

20 80 1070 5.58

10 90 1150 5.58

0 1000 1350 5.68

5.5.2 Resistivity studies on BYSbO-YBCO composites

The normal state transport properties and superconducting

properties of ceramic insulator-superconductor composite BYSbO- YBCO

were studied by measuring the resistivities of the composites as

a function of temperature. Fig. 5.11 shows the temperature-resis-

tance curve for different volume ratios of B\S bO in the composite.

The R-T curve shows a metallic behaviour and are supercgaducttng
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Fig. 5.11: Temperature-resistance curve of BYSbO-YBeO
composites for different vol , of BYSbO

(a) 0, (b) 10, (c) 20, (d) 30, (e) 40,
(f) 40, (g) 60.

All the samples showed metallic behaviour
with superconducting transition above liquid
nitrogen temperature upto 60 vol , of BYSbO
in the system
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at 92 .K for low vol % of BYSbO. As the vol % of BYSbO increases

the transition temperature decreases slightly. The composite with

60 vol % of BYSbO is superconducting above liquid nitrogen tempe

rature, but for higher vol %, the resistivity increases to a higher

value and there is no superconducting transition till 77 K. In the

case of BYNO and BYSnO, there was superconducting transition upto

80 vol % of insulating phase in the composite system. But in BYSbO

YBCO composite, the system no more shows superconductivity if the

volume fraction of insulating phase is more than 60%, or it is not

Iormlng a composite with a continuous net work of YBCO. This may

be due to the reaction between YBCO and BYSbO during processing or

due to the decomposition of YBCO at elevated processing tempera

tures. In the case of BYNO-YBCO and BYSnO-YBCO composites, even

elevated temperatures of processing do not result in any reaction

or decomposition or do not deteriorate the superconducting proper

ties upto 80 vof' % of insulator. The superconducting percolation

threshold value of BYSbO-YBCO composite lies around 60% of BYSbO

or 40% of YBCO. That is if the volume percent of YBCO is less

than 40% the system BYSbO-YBCO do not show any superconducting

transition by resistivity measurements.

In Fig. 5.12, the variation of normal state resistivity at

room temperature is plotted as a function of volume fraction of

insulating phase BYSbO. The normal state resistivity showed a

sharp variation in its value for about 65 vol % of BYSbO. The

variation in the resistivity is not as sharp as that in the case

of BYNO and BYSnO composites. The temperature coefficient of ,
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resistivity (2) is also plotted in figure. Both the normal state

resistivity and temperature coefficient of resistivity showed a

drastic variation around 65 vol % of BYSbO (or 35 vol % of YBCO).

The normal state transport properties of the composites

can be explained by the equations (3) and (4) given in section 5.3.2

by considering YBCO as a metal and BYSbO as an insulator. The

log-log plot of equations (3) and (4) for BYSbO-YBCO composites

are shown in Fig. 5.13 with the threshold volume

(The log-log plot gives a straight line when the value of V isc

30%) . The values of critical exponents describing the transport

properties of the composite systems are calculated from Fig. 5.13.

The values obtained from the figure are

v = 30c

t = 1.80

u = 10.56

f~ = 7.05 ...t\,... -cm

fo' 5
-6

= x 10 -!"\...-cm

The percolation threshold volume v
c

is much higher than

that expected for an ideal insulator-normal metal composite system.

It means that the system does not form a perfect insulator-supercon-

ductor composite for higher volume fractions of BYSbO. The

probable reason is the reaction between' the two compounds at ele-

vated temperatures or the decomposition of YBCO at higher tempe-

ratures of 1000 0 C and above. It is well known from the phase
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diagram studies (13) of YBCO that it decomposes into Y2 Bacu0
5

and BaCuO at 970
0C

and bove, and the rate of decomposition

increases as the temperature increases which explains the observed

deviation in the percolation threshold value from theoretically

expected value for a composite. The value of critical exponent

't' lies in the same range 1S that for ideal system whereas the

value of 'u' deviates considerably from the expect-id value. Since

the value of 't' obtained matches with the theoretical value, we

can infer that the system forms a composite for low volume percen

tages of BYSbO where the processing temperatures are below 1000
0

C.

The critical exponent I u' explains the transport properties

of the composite system for higher volume percentages of insulating

phase. In the present system the large deviation in the value of

'u' indicates that YBCO does not for

volume fraction of BYSbO above 70%.

composite with BYSbO for

If we prepare the composite

at a temperature of about 950~10000C, there will not be any reaction .

In order to have superconducting grain to grain bonding, it is nece-

ssary to process the composite with higher vol % of BYSbO at

higher temperatures. If there is no grain to grain bonding, then

there will not be any interconnected superconducting paths for the

supercurrent to flow and the resistivity measurements will not give

proper values. Magnetic measurements can give the superconducting

transition temperature. In the present study we have sintered the

composite at higher temperatures to have proper sintering so that

there will be grain to grain bonding. The processing temperature

for higher vol % of insulator BYSbO is above 1000
0C

(see Table 5.3)
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and naturally one expects decomposition or reaction which explains

the observed deviations of the percolation threshold value as

well as the deviation in the critical exponent IU I.

5.5.3 XRD studies on BYSbO-YBCO composites

The different phases present in the ceramic composite BYSbO

YBCO systems are identified by x-ray powder diffraction method.

Fig. 5.14 shows the powder diffraction pattern for different volume

ratios of the composite prepared as above in section 5.5.1.

Fig. 5.14a shows the pattern of pure YBCO, (b) that of 30 vol %

of BYSbO (c) and (d) are that of 50% and 70% of BYSbO. In (b)

and (c) we can clearly observe the presence of two phases viz.,

YBCO and BYSbO without much reaction between the two compounds.

But for a 70 vol % of BYSoO in the composite, we can observe some

additional peaks other than those of YBCO and BYSbO. The impurity

phases may be due to the decomposition or reaction taking place

at higher sintering temperatures. Also the temperature-resistance

measurements show that the composites are no more superconducting.

The intensity of YBCO peaks are extremely small for 70 vol % of

BYSbO. Thus the x-ray diffraction studies and resistivity measure

ments give complementary results.

5.5.4 Scanning electron microscopy of BYSbO-YBCO composites

Scanning electron microscopic studies were carried out on

polished surfaces of the ceramic insulator-superconductor composite

BYSbO-YBCO to see the microstructural features such as distribution
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FiS. 5.14: XRD pattern of BYSbO-YBCO composites for
different vol \ of BYSbO

(a) 0, (b) 30, (c) 50, (d) 70, (e) 100
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of different phases, their morphology, and the extent of additional

phases formed due to reaction. Fig. 5.15 shows the SEM pictures

of BYSbO-YBCO composites processed as above for different vol %

of BYSbO. Fig. 5.15a shows a 40 vol % and b shows a 60 vol %

of BYSbO in the composite. In (a) we can clearly observe only two

phases corresponding to YBCO and BYSbO whereas in (b) we can

see the presence of additional phase other than BYSbO and YBCO

due to the reaction between YBCO and BYSbO. Since YBCO strongly

reacts with BYSbO for higher ( .> 60%) vol % of BYSbO, the amount

of YBCO is very small as evident from Fig. b which is in agree-

ment with resistivity and XRD studies. Thus SEM studies give a

complementary proof for resistivity and XRD studies of BYSbO-YBCO

composites.

5.6

5.6.1 Preparation of BYZO-YBCO composites

Pure YBCO and BYZO are prepared by solid state react

method as explained in previous chapters. The ceramic insulato

superconductor composites have been prepared by mixing different

volume percentages of YBCO and BYZO taking into account of their

theoretical densities. The powder was mixed thoroughly in an agate

mortar and pressed in the form of pellets of 12 mm diameter and

2 to 2.5 mm thickness by uniaxial pressing. The pellets were then

o 0
sintered for 12 hours at temperatures between 950 C to 1350 C depen-

ding on the vol % of BYZO. The details of various compositions

and the corresponding sintering temperatures are provided in Table 5.4.
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(a)

(b)

Fig . 5 .15 : Scanning electron micrographs for different volume
ratios of BYSbQ : YBCO composites
(a) 40 : 60 ; (b) 60 : 40
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The samples prepared as above were used to study their normal

state and superconducting properties. The densities of the compo-

sites were measured by Archimedes method and are given in Table 5.4.

The densities in the higher volume side of BYZO found to be less

than that of pure YBCO.

Table 5.4: Compositions of BYZO-YBCO composites with corres
ponding sintering temperature and densities

Vol % of YBCO Vol % of BYZO
Sintering
temperature

(oC)

Density

3(gm/cm )

100 0 950 5.80

90 10 950 5.85

80 20 960 5.88

70 30 970 5.90

60 40 980 5.85

50 50 990 5.75

40 60 1020 5.60

30 70 1050 5.52

20 80 1100 5.50

10 90 1150 5.52

0 100 1350 5.54
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5.6.2 Resistivity of BYW-YBCO composites

The resistivity of BYZO-Y8CO composites b.is been measured

as a function of temperature and is plotted in Fig. 5.16 for different

volume ratios of composites. The composites show a metallic beha-

viour in their R-T curve from room temperature to the superconduc-

ting transition temperature. The composite with 60 vol % of

insulator showed a superconducting transition with zero reststance

at liquid nitrogen temperature whereas with 50 vol % and 30 vol % of

insulating phases show superconducting transition at 92 K. Thus

the superconducting percolation threshold value for BYZD-YBCO compo-

site is around 60 vol % of BYZO in the composite (the superconduc-

ting percolation threshold is around 40 vol % of YBCO in the compo-

site) • The resistivities of composite samples with higher volume

percentages of BYZO are very high and have been measured by two

probe method using a Keithley electrometer.

The variation of normal state resistivity at room tempera-

ture as a function ofvol % of insulating phase BYZO is plotted in

Fig. 5.17. The temperature coefficient of resistance.J ....~~ is also
~ ~1'

shown in Fig. 5.17. Both the normal state resistivity and tempera-

ture coefficient of resistivity show a variation in their magnitude

at about 65 vol % of insulating phase. Thus the percolation

threshold value for normal state resistivity lies around 35 vol %

of YBCD below which the composite shows a higher resistance which

is close to the resistivity of the insulator. The actual value of

percolation threshold volume can be calculated from the percolation
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Fig. 5.16: Temperature-resistance curve of BYZO-YBCO
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in the system
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All the samples showed metallic behaviour
with superconducting transition above liquid
nitrogen temperature upto 50 vol \ of BYZO
in the system. The samples with 60 vol\ of BYW
showed semiconducting behavfour with super-co.iduc
tfng transition above 77 K, but its resistance
does not become zero.
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model equations governing the transport properties of the composite

system (refer equations 3 6 4). The percolation threshold value

V calculated from the log-log plot of equations 3 and 4 for the
c

BYZO-YBCO composite is 35 vol % of YBCO. The critical exponents

calculated from Fig. 5.18 are

t = 1.70

u = 5.25

and the values of constants are

~D = 3.931 SI- -cm

~o' = 1.995..("\.. -cm

The value obtained for the critical exponent I t I matches with that

for an ideal insulator-conductor composite system whereas the value

of IU I deviates considerably. It means that for low vol % of BYZO',

the processing temperatures are around 950
0

C to 1000
0

C and forms

a good composite without losing the superconducting properties.

For higher vol % of BYZO, the processing temperatures are above

o h d ..1000 C and at these temperatures en ance decomposttton or reac-

tion occurs. As a result YBCO no more forms good composite with

BYZO above 65 vol % of the insulating phase. Hence the deviation

in the critical exponent IU I which describes the transport proper

ties of the composite in the higher resistivity side is justified.

5.6.3 XRD studies of BYZO-vaco composites

The phase analysis and reactivity studies on BYZO-YBCO
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Fig. 5.18: Log-log plot of (a) ~ versus (Vs - Vc) and

(b) r: versus (Vc - Vs) for BYZO-YBeD composites

where \l and f?' are the resistivities of the
composites for Vs vol \ of supercnductor above
and below the threshold volume V •c
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composttes were carried out by x-ray diffraction technique.

Figure 5.19 shows the powder diffraction pattern for different

volume percentages of .the composite processed as described in

section 5 . 6 .1. From the XRD patterns it is evident that for low

volume fraction of BYZO. the processing temperatures are around

950-1000
0

C and practically there is no reaction between YBCO and

BYZO (see Fig. 5.19 b and c). For higher volume percentages.

there is appreciable reaction between the c mpounds and additional

peaks apart from YBCO and BYZO appear in the diffraction pattern.

The additional peaks due to decomposition or reaction are primarily

because of the elevated processing temperatures ( > 1000~~ CJ~. Th.us

the x-ray diffraction studies give explanation for the R-T measure

ments of the BYZO-YBCO composites.

5.6.4 SEM studies on BYZO-YBCO composites

The microstructural charactors of BYZO-YBCO composites

were studied by scanning electron microscopic technique. Fig. 5.20

shows the SEM pictures of BYZO-YBCO composites for different

volume percentages of BYZO. The figure shows only two phases

(BYZO and YBCO) for low vol % of BYZO ( Fig. 5. 20a) but for higher

volume percentages it clearly shows additional phases (Fig. 5. 20b)

apart from those of YBCO and BYZO. The amount of YBCO phase

seen in Fig. 5 . 20 b is negligible which indicates that YBCO has

reacted with BYZO and destroyed its superconducting properties in

agreement with the resistivity and XRD studies. Since all the YBCO

has reacted with BYZO at elevated temperatures of processing (/ 1000
oC).
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e

d

c

Fig. 5.19: XRD pattern of BYW-YBCO composites for
different vol \ of BYW

(a) O. (b) 30, (c) 50. (d) 70. (e) 100.
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( a)

(b)

Fig . 5. 20: Scanning e lectron mi crographs for different volume
ratios of BYZO : YBCO composites
(a) 40 : 60; ( b ) 60 : 40
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YBCO no more forms composite with BYZO for higher vol !li of BYZO

in the system.

5.7 DISCUSSION

In this chapter the preparation of a new series of ceramic

insulator-superconductor composites has been described. The present

investigation is the first work on a ceramic insulator-superconductor

composite system, prepared successfully without d eter-Icrating the

superconducting properties of YBCO. Almost all the known ceramic

insulators react with the high temperature superconductor YBCIJ and

destroy its superconducting properties. As a result there was no

successful attempt to prepare a ceramic tnsulator-euperconductor

composite. There were (1-5) attempts to prepare normal metal-super-

conductor composites due to the non-reactivity of silver and gold

with YBCO. Also there are reports (9,10) about the preparation

of superlattice structures with Ag and with structurally similar

compounds PrBa2 CUa 0 7 which is a non-superconductor and has

explained its implications on fundamental understanding of high T
c

superconductivity through proximity effect studies (9,10). The

present investigation shows a new series of compounds which forms

composite with the superconductor YBCO.

The studies on BYNO-YBCO system have shown that there

is no reaction between YBCO and BYNO at normal temperatures (950
0

C)

of processing. Even at elevated temperatures
o

of 1000 C, YBCO

retains Its superconducting properties without any reaction with BYNO

or any decomposition by itself as in pure YBCO. The percolation
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theory has been applied to the composite system to explain its trans-

port properties by considering YBCO as a normal metal and BYNO

as an insulator. The model obeys very well as in the case of a

normal metal-insulator composite system. The superconducting and

normal state percolation threshold values found to be in the same

range which is about 17 vol % of YBCO (see Table 5.5).

Table 5.5: Comparison of critical parameters of
Ba

2
YA0

6
-YBa

2Cu307_
~ composite

per-colation systems

Percolation threshold
System VOIUIOO t u

Superconducttng Normal state

BYNO-YBCO 20 17 1.675 0.375

BYSnO-YBCO 20 20 1 80 1.23

BYSbO-YBCO 40 30 1.80 10.56

BYZO-YBCO 40
.

35 1 70 5.25

--

The :.;ritical exponent It' which describes the transport properttes

in the metallic side of the composite system agrees with that expec-

ted for an ideal composite system. It msans that the system forms

a good composite upto the threshold volume that is about 83 vol %

of BYNO. However. the critical exponent 'u' which describes the

transport properties in the insulating sides of the composites

devia tes from tha t of expected value and has been explained as

due to the possible reaction between BYNO and YBCO at elevated
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processing temperatures of 1050 0 C and above. It means that beyond

the threshold value i. e. for more than 83 vol % of BYNO, the

system reacts and does not form a perfect composite.

In the case of BYSnO-YBCO composite, the percolation

threshold volume is about 20% of YBCO in the system which is appro

ximately equal to the theoretically expected value for a perfect

composite system. Also the critical exponents agree with the

theoretically expected value but the exponent 'u' deviates slightly

and can be explained as in the case of BYNO-YBCO system. But

in the case of BYSbO-YBCO and BYZO-YBCO composites, the threshold

values obtained are around 35 vol % of YBCO, below which there

is no superconducting grain to grain net work or in other words

the composite does not show any superconductivity if the volume

percent of YBCO is less than 35% . The threshold value is much

higher than the expected value (17%) for a perfect composite

system. Also for the composites BYSbO-YBCO and BYZO-YBCO, the

percolation model has been applied to describe the transport proper

ties. The value of the critical exponent 't' agrees with the

predicted value, but the value of critical exponent 'ut deviates

considerably in both the cases. The large deviation in the value

of critical exponent 'u' implies that the two systems BYSbO-YBCO

and BYZO-YBCO are not forming a good composite for higher volume

ratios of BYSbO and BYZO, but they react and interact with YBCO

and destroy the superconducting properties. But the systems form

composites upto 65 vol % of BYSbO (or BYZO) where the processing

temperatures are below 100 oOe • For higher volume percentages, the
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processing temperature Increases above 1000 0 C and destroys the

superconducting properties.

X-ray powder diffraction studies on the above composite

systems have shown that practically there is no reaction between

YBCO and BYNO or BYSnO throughout the entire volume range. Also

when YBCO is processed with BYNO or BYSnO. there is no drastic

decomposition of YBCO even at elevated temperatures of processing

o
above 1000 C. But in the case of BYSbO-YBCO and BYZO-YBCO, the

composite systems show reaction between the two at higher volume

o
side of insulators where the processfrg temperatures are about 1000 C

and above. However, in all the cases, there is no reaction between

YBCO and the insulators for low volume sides of insulator as evident

from x-ray and SEM studies where the processing temperatures are

less than 10000C.

Almost all the known ceramic substrate materials react with

YBCO and hence successful fabrication· of thin films and patterns

are difficult, even though thin films of YBCO are grown on single

crystals of MgO, SrTiOa and LaAl0a with advanced and sophisticated

instrumentation. Due to the non-reactivity of YBCO with the above

insulating materials, it is expected that good quality films of YBCO

can be deposited on substrates made of these insulators. By making

use of the insulators developed in the present i.J;1vestigation it is

possible to grow good quality films on substrate made of these

ceramics. The only undesirable parameter for growing good quality

films is the lattice mismatch between these compounds and YBCO.
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Another possibility is the fabrication of superconducting superlattice

structures of insulator/superconductor/insulator configuration made

use of BYNO/YBCO/BYNO/YBCO and BYSnO/YBCO/BYSnO/YBCO structures.

There were attempts to study (9. 10) the proximity effect on

PrBCO/Ag/PrBCO/Ag systems and PrBCO/YBCO/PrBCO/YBCO configura

tions with varying modulation wavelengths.~here PrBCO = prBa 2Cua 0v
Since both Ag and YBCO as well as PrBCO and Ag are having resis-

tivity in the metallic order. such studies will not lead to a definite

conclusion, although it will give some idea about the nature of super-

conducting mechantsm in high T superconductors.
c

But studies on

5/1/5/1 (5 = superconductor, I = in ulator) configuration with

suitable modulation: wavelengths can provide definite conclusion about

the nature of superconducting mechanism. The high reactivity of

all the known insulators limits the fabrication of such superlattice

structures. The present investigation suggests that such superlattice

structure fabrication is possible if we utilize Ba 2 YA06 as insulator

along with the superconductor YBCO in the structure 5/1/5/1.
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CHAPTER 6

srUDIFS ON NOBLE· METAL-SUPERCONDUCTOR COMPOSITE Ag-YBCO

6.1 INTFODUCTION

J c The comp site

due to increased malleability

environmental stability. drastically lower

vtty , and significantly enhance the

superconductor is easy to form and she

The discovery of high temperature superconducttng trB1S} ion

in CuD based materials has opened new vistas for both theoreticians

and experimentalists because of its high scientific and technological

potential. Experimentally it is now possible to fabricate CuO based

superconductors into different forms and shapes such as wires.

tapes. discs. sheets. coils etc. and thin film and junction devices.

The chief impediment to fabricate these materials into useful shapes

is its brittleness. Commercially useful high temperature supercon

ductors will require improvement of mechanical and electrical proper

ties as well as thermal and environmental stabilization during

service. One of the methods to toughen the ceramic is to make

composite with metals. In order to improve the mechanical proper

ties as well as to provide thermal and environmental stabfllzation ,

composites with both non-noble and noble metals have been tnvestf,

gated (1-5). It was found that both Au and Ag does not de~--oy

the superconducting properties of YBCO whereas most of the other

metals deteriorate the properties. Among the attempts YBCO-Ag

composites seem to be promising. Silver additions enhance the

the normal state resisti-
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Preparation of superconducting wires and tapes by powder in tube

rethod is now well established. Metal superconductor

composites have the advantages of self protection from thermal run

aways.

In the present investigation Ag-YBCO composites have been

prepared and studied the superconducting properties as well as

normal state transport properties. Percolation theory was applied

to describe the transport properties of the composite in the normal

state and superconducting state. Percolation theory has widely been

used to explain the transport properties of normal metal-insulator

composites having very high resistivity ratio of insulator to metal.

In chapter 5 it has been explained the transport properties of
,

ceramic insulator-superconductor composites having high resistivity

ratio in the normal state as well as superconducting state by perco-

lation theory. In the present case the superconductor YBa
2CU3

0
7

_ ~

and the normal metal Ag are _having a low resistivity ratio at normal

temperatures. Recently Lin (6) suggested a scaling factor to explain

the observed deviation in the critical exponents by studying a model

composite system PrBa 2 CU3 07 -Ag where prBa2 CU3 07 is structurally

similar to YBCO, but at the same time not a superconductor. In

Ag-YBCO composites, both Ag and YBCO are having metallic conducti-

vity and the resistivity ratio at room temperature is of the order

3of 10 only (6).

6.2 PREPARATION

Pure YBCO was prepared from its constituent oxides by solid
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state reaction method as explained in previous chapters. The. compo-

site Ag- YBCO prepared with different vol % of Ag in the system

by taking into account of the theoretical densities of Ag and YBCO.

Silver nitrate was used as the source for Ag which gives better

dispersion

Ag powder.

and distribution of Ag in YBCO compared to metallic

o
The sar.ple was heated to temperatures above 600 C

for 15 hours to decompose the silver nitrate. It was powdered

again and pressed in the form of pellets by uniaxial pressing.

TIe pellets were then sintered between temperatures ofrom 950 C

oto 800 C for 15 hours depending upon the vol % Ag in the compostte ,

Table 6.1 gives different volume ratios of Ag-YBCO composites with

corresponding sintering temperature and density. The samples were

then cooled slowly to room temperature in an oxygen atmosphere.

The Ag-YBCO composites prepared as described above were studied

. or their superconducting properties. normal state properties and

structural and microstructural properties.

Tab} 6.1: Different volume ratios of Ag-YBCO composites with
corresponding sintering temperature and densities

Vol % of Ag Vol % of YBCO
Sintering Density
temperature

(oC) 3(gm/cm)

0 100 950 5.80

10 90 930 5.88

20 80 920 6.15

30 70 900 7.12

50 50 890 9.00

70 30 850 9.80

100 0 830 10.35
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6.3 RESISTIVITY STUDIES

The superconducting transition temperature of Ag-YBCO compo

sites was determined by resistivity measurements. Figure 6.1 shows

the temperature-rvctstance curves for the composite with different

vol % of Ag, For clarity, the normalised resistivity ~\~'( is plotted

against temperature in the figure where ~"< is the room temperature

resistivity. The composite samples showed a superconducting transi-

tion upto 70 vol % of Ag in the system. For higher vol % of Ag,

the samples showed a metallic behaviour in their R-T curve, but

there was no superconducting transition down to liquid nitrogen tempe

rature. It means that there exists continuous net work of YBCO

through the matrix of Ag if the volume fraction of YBCO is above

30%. If YBCO volume fraction is below 30%, then there is no conti

nuous network of YBCO in the composite system and YBCO grains

become finite' and do not belong to the infinite cluster of particles.

Thus the superconducting percolation threshold value is around 30 vol%

of YBCO in the system, below which the system does not show any

superconducttng transition.

Normal state resistivity

The normal state resistivity of composite samples was

measured as a function of vol % of Ag in the composite. Figure 6.2

shows the normal state resistivity at room temperature for different

amount Of Ag• Also the temperature coefficient of resistivity at

room temperature is plotted in Fig. 6.2. For low vol % of Ag,

the composite shows a resistivity almost equal to that for pure
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Fig. 6.1: Temperature-resistance curve of Ag-YBea composites
with different vol .. of Ag

(a) O. (b) 20, (c) 30. (d) 60. (e) 70.

For clarity the normalised resistivity
is plotted against temperature in figure where
the room temperature resistivity
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But for higher vol % of Ag, i . e . for more than 30 vol %

and above, the normal state resistivity of the composite drastically

reduces to the resistivity of pure Ag, For 30 vol % and more of

AB, the silver particles belong to the infinite cluster of particles

and do not belong to the finite cluster of particles. There exists

a percolation system and the percolation threshold value for the

normal state transport properties are around 30 vol % of Ag.

The normal state transport properties of the composite can

be represented by the percolation equations (4,7,8)

~
= ~o (V - V )-t for VAg > VAg c C

\ = ~~ (Vc
_ V )u for VAg < V

\ Ag c

where ~ and 0'\ are the resistivities of the composites, VAg the

vol % of Ag, V the threshold value at which the resistivity reducesc
••

drastically called the percolation threshold value. t
. .

and u are

the critical exponents describing the transport properties. The

value of V c is taken such that log-log plot of ~ versus (VAg- Vc)

and

t, u,

,
((

~o

versus (Vc - VAg1 gives straight lines. The values of Vc

\ . f
~. ob tamed rom the log-log plot (Fig. 6..3) are

Vc = 30% of Ag

t = 1.78

u = 0.789

~o = 3.8 )AA- -cm
I

~o = 2.5 r..!L-cm
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The values of t and u obtained for Ag-YBCO composites are

nearly equal to the theoretically predicted values for a perfect

composite system. The slight deviation in their values can be attri

buted to the low 'resistivity ratio between YBCO and Ag compared

to insulator-metal composites. The normal state percolation

threshold value is about 30 vol % of Ag or 70 vol % of YBCO in

the system. Thus the superconducting percolation threshold value

and normal state percolation threshold value differs. The reason

for the difference is that the superconducting percolation threshold

value is given by YBCO particles whereas the normal state percola

tion threshold value is given by Ag particles. In the normal state,

the conductivity is dominated by silver particles compared to YBCO

particles. As long as a minimum of 30 vol % of Ag is there in

the composites. the system shows conductivity equal to that for

Ag, below which the system shows conductivity equal to that for

YBCO. At the superconducting state, the conductivity is dominated

by YBCO grains compared to Ag particles, and as long as there

exists 30 vol % of YBCO in the composite, it shows superconducting

transition. Thus the percolation threshold values are dominated

by YBCO for superconducting state and by Ag for normal state.

6.4 THERMOELECTRIC POWER

The thermopower of Ag-YBCO composites was measured from

room temperature to liquid nitrogen temperature. The details of

measurements are described in chapter 2. The variation of thermo

power with temperature for different vol % of Ag are shown in

Fig.6.4. All the composite samples showed same trend as that of
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Fig. 6.4: Variation of thermopower with temperature for
different vol \ of Ag in the composite
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pure YBCO upto 70 vol % of Ag, above which the composite does

not show any superconducting transition. Thus the thermopower

measurements are in agreement with the resistivity measurements.

The variation in the normal state thermopower for different vol %

of Ag are plotted in Fig. 6.5. The normal state thermopower

showed a drastic var 'ion in its value for about 30 vol % of Ag

in the composite sYS"; '. Percolation theory has applied to the

normal state thermopower of the composite.

are

The governing relations

5 = So (V - V )-t
Ag c for

5' = So' (V - V )u
c Ag

for

where 5 and 5' are the thermopowers and t and u the criti-

cal exponents. The values of Vc' t, u, So, So' are calculated

from the log-log plot (Fig~ -6.6) of 5 versus 5'

versus The values obtained are

t

u

So

So'

=

=

=

=

=

30 vol % of Ag

0.33

0.285

2.57 ~ V/k

2.82 rV/k

The values of critical exponents describing the thermopower

of the Ag-YBCO composites deviate from those of theoretical values.
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The deviations in the critical exponents are mainly due to the low

ratio of thermopower of YBCO to Ag.

6.5 X-RAY DIFFRACTION STUDIES

X-ray powder diffraction studies were carried out to see

the different phases existing in the composite system. Figure 6.7

shows that YBCO forms composite with Ag without. any reaction

between them. If there is reaction between the two, then the

x-ray pattern would have shown additional peaks apart from those

for pure YBCO and Ag. Absence of any additional peaks indicates

that there is no reaction or interaction between YBCO and Ag and

form a composite.

6.6 SILVER-YBCO COMPOSITE SYSTEM: A DISCUSSION

The present investigation shows the formation of a normal

metal-ceramic superconductor composite without any reaction or

interaction between the two compounds. The composite showed a

superconducting percolation threshold value of about 30. vol % of

YBCO, both by resistivity and thermopower measurements. The

normal state percolation behaviour of the composite could be

explained by the percolation theory for a metal insulator composite

system. In the present investigation YBCO is considered as an insu

lator compared to Ag. Since the ratio of resistivities of YBCO to

Ag is small compared to that of insulator to metal, the system

cannot be considered as a metal-insulator composite, rather it is

a metal-metal composite at normal temperatures. But it is possible
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( b)

60 50 40 30

Fig. 6.7: XRD pattern of Ag-YBCO composites,
(a j pure YBCO, (b) 50: 50 volume ratio of
composite
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to explain the normal state transport properties with the percolation

heory. The values of critical exponents deviate due to low resis

tivity ratio.

Another aspect is the sintering temperature of Ag-YBCO

composites. As the volume percent of Ag increases, the dntering

temperature decreases. because the melting temperature of pure

si!ver is less than that for pure YBCO. Hence it is not sure

whether there exists actual bond in betwen the superconducting grains

for the composite sintered at lower temperatures with high volume

% of Ag. The connectivity may be due to the metallic nature of

Ag grains. Further studies are required to verify these aspects.
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CHAPTER 'J

CONCLUSION

The thesis describes the studies on the effect of addition

of certain oxides such as BeO, Nb
Z

0
5,

5b
Z

0
3,

5nO
Z

or zrO
Z

into

the high temperature ceramic superconductor YBaZ CU 3 0 7_ ~ the

resultant variations in superconducting properties like transition

temperature, current density etc. and structural and microstructural

variations. The studies have shown that the addition of the above

oxides does not show any appreciable reduction in the superconducting

transition temperature of YBCO and in certain cases the current

density is increased. The crystal structure remains the same as

that of pure YBCO without any observable variation in lattice para-

meters and shows that the above dopants are not going into the

lattice sites of YBCO to an appreciable extent. Addition of a small

amount of oxides (O.Z wt lis) results in the formation of a secondary

phase due to' the reaction between YBCO and the oxides at the sinte-

ring temperature 950
0 C (except in the case of BeO). It is found

that Beryllium neither goes into the lattice of YBCO nor reacts

with YBCO. Also it does not reduce the superconducting transition

ternperature .

One important observation is the enhanced oxygen absorption

of YBCO due to the addition of the above dopants except in the

case of BeO.
o

The superconductor YBCO Is processed at 950 C and
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at this temperature, the crystal structure is tetragonal and is a

non-superconductor. While cooling from high temperature to room

temperature, it absorbs oxygen from atmosphere and transforms to

superconducting orthorhombic phase and oxygen absorption is a time

dependent process. The doped YBCO absorbs oxygen at a faster

rate, thereby even quenching from 950
0 C to room temperature in

oxygen atmosphere results in a superconducting orthorhombic phase.

Another important contribution is the identification of the

secondary phases formed in YBCO due to the dopants Nb
Z05, Sb

Z
°3 ,

SnOZ and zrO Z • The secondary phases are Ba
Z

YNbOS' Ba
Z

YSbOS '

Ba ZYSnOs and Ba ZYZrOS.' All the above compounds are isostructura1

and can be represented by the formula Ba2 YAOS (A = Nb, Sb, 50

or Zr). The compounds Ba
Z

YzrOs and Ba
2

YSnO
S

are new and have

not been reported earlier and also not indexed in the JCPDS file.

The compounds have been synthesised from their constituent oxides

and carbonates as single phase materials by solid state reaction

method and the crystal structure has been determined. Various

electrical, dielectric and other physical properties were also

studied. Earlier researchers have reported that the 'secondary

phases formed due to SnO
Z

and zrO
Z

as BaSn03 and BaZr03. But

the present study shows that the secondary phases formed are Ba
Z

YADS

and not BaAD
S

and proved by studying the phase compatibility of

YBCO and Ba 2YAOS at high temperatures (950
0 C). Equimo1ar ratio

of YBCO and Ba2YAOS are mixed thoroughly and heated to 900-950
0

C

for 10 hours and found that there was no reaction between the two

compounds and thus proved that the secondary phase formed in YBCD
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due to the addition of the above oxides as Ba 2YAa6•

Since the new compounds synthesised are found to be non-

reactive with YBCa, we prepared ceramic insulator-superconductor

composites using BaZ YA06 as insulator. Percolation behaviour of

the composites in the normal state and superconducting states have

been studied by measuring the transport properties. The composites

were characterised by XRD and SEM methods. The percolation

studies on ceramic insulator-superconductor (B~YA06-YBa ZCua07_
~ )

composites again show that the two phases co-exist at 950
0

C to

1000
0 C without any reaction between them. It again proves that

the secondary phases formed in YBaZCUa07_ S due to the additives

NbZ05, SbzOa, snOZ and Zr0Z are the compounds BaZYNb06, Ba Z YSb06,

BaZYsn0 6 and BaZYzr06 respectively.

Almost all the known ceramic insulators react with YBCO at

950
0 C when mixed with YBCO. The new compounds prepared in the

present investigation are non-reactive with YBCO at 950
0 C to 1000

0 C .

It is possible to fabricate good quality films of YBCa on substrates

made of these compounds and these compounds have been suggested

as promising substrates for the deposition of YBCa thin and thick

films.

The ceramic superconductors are highly brittle and it is

very difficuit to prepare them in useful forms and shapes. For

making it malleable, usually metal-ceramic composites are being pre-

pared. Various properties of Ag-YBCO composites were studied
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extensively. primarily because the reactivity is least in Ag-YBCO

system. The percolation behaviour of Ag-YBCO composites were

studied based on resistivity and thermopower data.

*****************
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